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Synopsis

For realistic modeling of a grotrndwater system, to problems namely: (1) the forward

problem (simulation) and (2) the inverse problem (calibration) must be solved' The

forward problem predicts the unknown system states given the known system parameters

and boundary conditions. The inverse problem determines the unknown physical

parameters of the system by fitting observed system states. The inverse problem must first

be solved to determine the appropriate modetr.structure and model parameters in order to

obtain reliable results from the forward solution. Solution of an inverse problem or a

management decision problem requires the use of optimisation techniques. For the past

two decades, the techniques that have been used for such problems have been blocked by

several inherent difficulties. Firstly the solution of the inverse problem may tle nonunique

and unstable as a result of observation errors. Secondly, the quality and quantity of

observation data are insufficient. Thirdly, the model structure error which is difficult to

estimate, dominates other errors. Within the inverse model itselt the computation of

derivatives as required by the gradient-based techniques also introduce the problem of ill-

conditioning and instability for highly nonlinear problems and very sensitive parameters.

The present research study was initiated with the objective of using evolutionary

techniques instead of the gradient-based methods to solve the optimisation problems

embodied in both mrinagement and inverse models. The research study was completed in

two phases. The work accomplished during the first phase of the study included the

development of an inverse model for the identification of groundwater flow and solute

transport parameters through the use of the shufled complex evolutionary technique with

finite element models developed to solve two- and three-dimensional problems. The

resulting inverse model was tested extensively with field pumping test, synthesised data

and cornrpted synthesised data. The results of the test indicated that the shuffled complex
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evolutiona.ry technique of optimisation was robust, efficient, and effective, and could serve

as a useful alternative to the more traditional gradient-based methods. The attractiveness

of the technique lies in the fact that it performs its search without the need for

computation of derivatives; a feature that makes the shuffled complex evolution superior

to the gradient-based methods in the event of highly nonlinear problems and parameter

sensitivity and interaction. A critical test carried out to investigate the weakness of the

shufled complex evolutionary technique indicated that the population of points in the

search space must be well selected in order to achieve a more reliable and cost effective

solution.

The second phase. of the research study was the development of management-decision

model for the optimisation of pollutant extractiotr from contaminated .aquifers using the

genetic algorithm evolutionary technique. Once agair¡ this optimisation technique was

linked with a finite element numerical model. An additional technique developed and

incorporated into the standard genetic algorithm model was a time-variation approach that

allowed the location and numbers of pumping rates to vtry ¿ts the contaminant plume

moves along with time. This precaution was taken to avoid redundancy of extraction wells

(an hence excessive remedial costs) as the plumes move away from their original location

with the progress of time dwing the forward simulation process. A theoretical analysis

using both the standard genetic algorithm and the time-variation technique indicated that

the latter was more efficient fesulting in about 27Yo and 16% cost savings respectively, for

both one- and two-dimensional potential arrangements of extraction wells.
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Chapter I Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

l.L Why this Research Project

Groundwater constitutes an important component of many water resource systems;'

supptying water for domestic use, for industry and for agticulture. Management of a

groundwater systerr¡ or a system of aquifers means making such decisions about the total

quantity of water drawn annually, and if remediation is required, the optimum ntrmber,

pumping rate, and location of extraction wells for a cost effective clean up operation. Also

equally important a¡e decisions related to the quality of groundwater being used for

domestic and industrial purposes; In fact, the quantify and quality problems can not be

separated.

In many parts of the world, the increased withdrawal of groundwater has caused

continuously deteriorating quality, causing much concern to both suppliers and users. In

addition to the general groundwater quality aspects, public attention has been focused on

groundwater contamination by hazardous industrial waste, by leachate from land fills, by oil

spills, and agricultural activities such as the use of fertilisers, pesticides, and herbicides, and

by radioactive waste in repositories located in deep geological formations. In all these cases,

management means making decisions to achieve goals without violating specified

constraints. In order to enable the planner, or the decision maker, compare alternative

models of a management decision and to ensure that constraints are not being violated, a
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tool is needed that will provide information about the response of the system (the aquifer)

to various alternatives. Good management requires the ability to forecast the aquifer's

response to planned operations such as pumping, recharging, extraction of contaminants

etc. This response may take the form of changes in water level, changes in water quality, or

land subsidence.

Any planning, mitigation, clean up operation, or control measures, once contaminant

has been detected in the saturated or unsaturated zone, requires the prediction of the path

and the fate of the contaminants in response to the planned activities. Any monitoring or

obseryation network must tle.based on the antioipated behaviour of the systern The

hecessary information about the response of the system is provided by a mgdel that

describes the behaviou¡of the system under consideration in response to excitation. Such

anticipated behaviour can be predicted if parameters governing the response of the system

can be estimated. The model required for such predictions may take the form of a well

posed mathematical problenr, that could be reduced to a set of algebraic equations using

numerical formulation techniques. Such tools are referred to as numerical models

During the past thirty ye¿us or so, the techniques of numerical modelling have been

extensively used in the study of groundwater resources management, seawater intrusior¡

aquifer remediatior¡ and other problems related to groundwater. To build a model for real

groundwater systems, two problems, the forward (simulation) and its inverse (calibration)

must be solved. The former predicts unknown system states by solving appropriate

governing equations, while the latter determines the unknown physical parameters and other

conditions of the system by fitting observed system states. To solve the forward problern,

one must fifst find the appropriate model structure and parameters. Unfortunately, studies

on these two problems have never been in balance. The study of the forward problem has

developed rapidly. While one can accurately simulate three-dimensional multicomponent

transport in multiphase flow without any essential difficulties, the study on the inverse

problem is still limited to consideration of very simple problems. The model quality can not

2
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be improved by increasing the accuracy of the forward solutions alone. The progress of the

inverse solution techniques is blocked by several inherent difficulties. First, the inverse

problem is often ill-posed, implyrng that its solution may be non-unique and unstable with

respect the observation errors. Second, the quantþ and quality of observation data are

usually insufficient. Third, the model structure etror, which is difficult to estimate, often

dominates other errors. Therefore in the presence of all these difficulties a more robust,

efficient and effective technique of solving the inverse problem is required.

Pa¡t of the success of modelling the forward problem is due to the advancement of

modern technology in computers. Today even complex coupled three-dimensional problems

of flow and solute transport can be accurately sirnulated on.modern oomputers within some

few seconds. Sophisticated numerical models have been designed that could predict

responses such as head, pressure, temperature, velocities, concentration etc. in gtoundwater

systems. However, Íranagement decision processes are not just the mere prediction of these

response parameters: In as much as decision-makers are eager to know the extent to which

an aquifer has been polluted, they may also be interested in knowing the efficient and cost

effective method of cleaning up (or extracting) .the conta¡ninated aquifer. Some of these

efficient and cost effective methods of cleaning up a contaminated aquifer requires the

optimum selection of the number, locatior¡ pumping rate, time of operation of extraction

wells etc. This information is usually missing from most sophisticated groundwater

numerical models of flow and solute transport available today.

3
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I.2 Research Objectives

From the above introduction, development of any numerical model for groundwater

system management must include facilities- that will render the model applicable to the

following cases: (l) identification of the system formation parameters for the forward model

simulation and (2) identification of optimum extraction well locations and pumping rates for

possible clean up of a contaminated aquifer. The second of these two, although very

important in deciiion-making, .is rarely emoo-died in flow and solute transport nurnerical

models. In View of these the objectives ofthe research study afe as follows:

f To design a methodology based on the shufled complex evolutionary process rather

than gradient-based techniques, for the identification of aquifer formation parameters in

the context of both two- and th¡ee-dimensional flow and solute transport numerical

models.

o To develop a nnnagement model for optimum design of a system clean up operation

with respect to the number, locatior¡ and pumping rates of extraction wells using the

genetic algorithm evolutionary technique of optimisation'

4
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1.3 Thesis Format

The thesis is structured in the following form:

Chapter 2

A comprehensive review of the techniques that have been adopted to date for the inverse

problems of parameter identification and management decision models.

Chapter 3

A brief introduction of the methodology adopted for the execution of the proposed research

work.

Chapter 4

Presentation of the governing equations of the flow and solute transport models, their

formulation into a system of algebraic equations by the finite element method, and the

appropriate solution techniques used to solved the algebraic equations.

Chapter 5

Presentation of the genetic algorithm technique for the optimisation of extraction processes

and the shufled complex evolution for the inverse problem of parameter identification.

Chapter 6

Tests of the accwacy of the inverse model using analytical models with field data and

synthetic data. Evaluation of the predictive accuracy of the two- and three-dimensional

solute transport numerical models using appropriate analytical models.

5
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Chapter 7

Application of the inverse model to the identification of aquifer formation parameters using

both synthetic and comrpted synthetic data in the context of two- and three-dimensional

numerical flow and solute transport.

Chapter 8

Application of the extraction management model to a hypothetical field-scale problem.

Chapter 9

presentation of the conclusions, rec'ommendations and research contributions from this

research project.

6
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Chapter 2

Review of Inverse and Management
Decision Models

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews inverse and forward techniques that have been adopted in

water resources management in the past. In this regard such issues as strengths and

weaknesses of the various methodologies are addressed where necessary' The review also

mentions some cul'rent modelling tecbniques that have been used. The two evolutionary

techniques (1) the genetic algorithm and (2) the shufled complex evolution proposed to be

used in this research project are briefly introduced'

2.2 The Inverse Problem

The problem of parameter estimation in distributed parameter systems has been

studied extensively during the last two decades. The terrn distributed parameter system

implies that the response of the system is governed by a partial differential equation and

parameters embedded in the equation are spatially dependent. The inverse problem of

parameter estimation (or identification) concerns the optimal determination of the

't
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parameters by observing the dependent variable collected in the spatial and time domains'

The number of observations are finite and limited whereas the spatial domain is continuous'

For an inhomogenous aquifer the dimension of the parameter is theoretically infinite' In

practice, spatial variables are approximated by a finite difference or finite element scheme

whil¡ the aquifer system is suMivided into several sub-regions with each sub-region

characterised by a constant parameter. The reduction of the number of parameters from the

infinite to the finite dimensional form is called parameterisation.

Two types of errors a¡e associated with the inverse problems: (1) the system

modelling eror; as represented by a performance criteriory arrd Q) the error associated with

parameter uncertainty. An increase in.parameter dimensions (the number of unknown

parameters associated with parameterisation) generalþ improves the system modelling

error but increases the parameter uncertainty. The optimum level of parameterization

depends on the quality and quantity of observed data'

2.3 Classification of Inverse Methods

Various techniques have been developed to solve the inverse problem of parameter

identificatio n. Neuman llg73) classified the techniques as either direct or indirect' The

direct approach treats the model parameters as dependent variables in a formal inverse

boundary value problern The indirect approach is based on an output error criterion where

an existing estimate of the parameters is iteratively improved until the model response is

sufficiently close to that of the measured output. In a survey paper by Kubrusly ll977l on

distributed parameter system identificatior¡ he classified the identification procedures into

three categories : (1) direct method, which consists of those methods that use optimisation

techniques directly to the distributed (infinite dimensional) model, (2) reduction to a lumped

I
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parameter systenì, which consists of those methods that reduce the distributed parameter

system to a continuous or discrete-time lumped parameter system which is described by

ordinary differential equations or difFerence equations, and (3) reduction to an algebraic

equatior¡ which consists of those methods that reduce the partial differential equation to an

algebraic equation.

There are only two types of error criteria that have been used in the past in the

formulation of the inverse problem for a distributed parameter system. Chevant [1979b]

classified the identification procedures into two distinctive categories based upon the error

criterion used in the formulation. His classification is intrinsically eonsistent with Neuman's

llg73l. Thereforo the iriverse solution methods in this literature survey are classified as that

given by Neuman 1lg73l: (1) direbt method (or equation error Öriterion) and (2) indirect

method (output error criterion)

2.3.1 Equation Error Criterion

If the head variations and derivatives (usually estimated) are known over the entire

flow region and if measurement and model structure errors are negligible, the original

governing equations becomes a linear first-order partial difterential equation of the

hyperbolic type in terms of the unknown parameters. ï/ith the aid of botrndary conditions

and flow data, adirect solution for the unknown parameters may b possible- In practice,

observation wells are sparsely distributed in the flow region and only a limited number of

observation wells are available. Therefore missing data has to be estimated by interpolation

(which contains errors in interpolation) in order to formulate the inverse problem by the

equation error criterion If the interpolated data along with observations (which also

contains noise) a¡e substituted into the governing equatior¡ an error term results. The error

is then minimised over the proper choice of parameters'

9
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Among the available techniques of the equation elror criteriorL mention may þg

made of the energy dissipation method fNelson, 1968]; linear programming lKleinecke'

lgjll;the use of flatness criterion fEmsellem and de Marsily,lglll; the multiple objective

decision process lNeuman, 1973:l; the Galerkin method lFrind and Pinder' 19731; the

algebraic approach fsagar et al., 19751; the inductive method lNutbrown, 19751; linear

programming and quadratic programminglHefez et al. ,197Sl;minimisation of a quadratic

objective ñrnction with penaþ function lNavarro, 19771; and the matrix inversion method

with kriginglYeh et a|.,19831.

2.3.2 Output Error Criterion

The criterion used in this approach is generaþ the minimisation of a norm of the

difference between observed and calculated heads at specified location' The major

advantage of this approach is that the formulation of the inverse problem is applicable to

situations where the number of observations is limited, and it does not require

differentiation of the measured data. A disadvantage of this approach is that minimisation is

usually nonlinear and nonconvex. In general, optimisation starts with a set of initial

estimates of the parameters and improves it in an iterative fashion until the system model

response is sufficiently close to that of the observations'

control-oriented techniques, stemming from the concept of quasilinearization of

Bellman and Kalaba [1965], have been developed for aquifer parameter identification'

Among the published works, mention may be rnade of the following: quasilinearizationlYeh

and Tawce, lgTl; Distefano and Rath' 19751; minimax and linear pro$amming [Yeh and

Beclær, 19731;and the mædmum principle lLin and Yeh,1974; Yakowitz and Noren' 19761'

vermuri and Karplus [1969] formulated the inverse problem in terms of optimal control

and solved it by the gradient procedure. Chen et at. ll974l also treated the problem in an

10
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optimal control approach and solved it by both a steepest decent method and conjugate

gradient method. Kalman filtering techniques have also been proposed in the literature for

parameter identificationfMcLaughlin, 1975; l(ilson et al.,l97S]. Kitanidis and Vomvoris

t19831 used the technique of maximum likelihood estimation and kriging'

Mathematical programming techniques developed in the field of operations research

have been utilised for solving the inverse problem of parameter identification in

groundwater hydrology and in the field of petroleum engineering' Among the published

reports, mention may be made of the following: gradient search procedures l,Jacquard and

Jaín,1965; Thomas et al.,l9Z2l;decomposition and multilevel optimisationlHaimes et al',

19681; linear prografnming fcoats èt al., 1970; slater and Durrer, l97l; Yeh, l975qbl;

quadratic programmiñg fYeh,l975Ub; Chang and Yeh,1976l; the Gauss-Newton Method

fJahns, 1966; McLaughlin, 1975f; the modified Gauss-Newton method lYoon and Yeh'

1976; Yeh and Yoon,7976; Cooley, 1977, l9S2h the Newton-Raphson method [Newman

and Yakowitz,l979land the conjugate gradient method lNeuman,l980l'

2.4 Parameter Dimension and Parameterwation

parameters such as transmissivity, are continuous functions of the spatial va¡iables'

For identification pu4)oses, a continuous function must be approximated by a finite

dimensional forrn The reduction of parameter dimensions is done by parameterization and

the two techniques available in the literature are : (l) zonation method, and (2) interpolation

method.

11
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2.4.1 Zonation Method

In this approact¡ the flow region is divided into a number of subregions' or zones'

and a constant parameter value is used to characterise each zone. The unknown

transmissivity functior¡ for example, is then represented by a number of functions which is

equal to the number of zones. The dimension of parameteruation is then represented by the

number of zones times the number of parameters in the model under estimation' The

zonation technique has been adopted by among others, Coats et al', [1970]' Emsellem and

deMarsily|lg7l|,YehandYoon||976],andCooley||977'1979].

2.4.2 InterPolation Method

If finite elements are used as the interpolation method, the flow region is divided

into a ntrmber of elements connected to a number of nodes' Each node is associated with a

locat basis fi¡nction. Then the unknown transmissivþ, for instance' is approximated by a

linear combination of the basis funcJions, where the parameter dimensiolls corresponds to

the number of unknown nodal transmissivity values. Here the works by Distefano and Rath

Ílg75l, Yoon and Yeh [19761, and Yeh and Yoon 11981] are worth mentioning' In the

context of interpolation, other schemes such as spline fsagar et al., 1975; Yakowitz and

Noren,1976l;polynomial method lGaray et al., 19761and kriging [clifton and Neuman'

lg82l, have been used to approximate the parameter distribution. The reduction of the

number of unknown parameters by representing the parameters by a geostatistical structure

as suggested by Kitanidis and vomvoris f1983] is also classed under the method of

interpolation

However, one problem that still remains is how to determine the shape of zones in

the zonation case or how to optimally determine the location of nodes in the interpolation
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case. Most of the published work on this issue relies on trial-and-error approach or

hydrological mapping.

2.5 Inverse Solution Techniques

A typical groundwater flow equation is used to illustrate some typical techniques

that have been used to solve the inverse problem. Consider an unsteady flow in an

inhomogeneous, isotropic and confined aquifer for which the governing equation can tie

represented by

*?9.*?Ð:o*s* (2.r)

h(x,y,O) = ho(t,y),

h(x,y,t) -- hr(x,y,t)

r*: h,(x,y,t).

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions:

x,y FÇ2

x,y eÃ2,

x,y eÃ2,

h(x,y,t)

T(x,y)

s

Q6,v)

lc,t

t

hydraulic head Pl,

transmissivity L I: T- l,

storage coefficient I Io ],

volumetric rate of source-sink term per unit area I LTt f,

space variables Pl,

time [Í],

(2.2)

where

13
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O

Ãt

dl At

hn,h1,h2

flow region

aquifer boundarY (Ñrw ã), = ã2),

noÍnal derivatives, and

specified functions Pl

For illustrational purposes it is assumed that the storage coefñcient is known and the

p¿Ìrameter chosen for identification is the transmissivity frrnction, T(x,y), which is assumed

to be time inva¡iant. In general a numericar scheme is required to obtain solutions of (2'1)

subject to condriio ns (2.2),provided the parameter values are properþ estimated' va¡ious

finite difference methods (FDM) or finite element methods (FEM) have been developed for

numerical simulation studies. However, whether one ôhooses tb formulate (2'l) with either

theFDMortheFEM,theeventualsystemofalgebraicequationsthatmustbesolvedfor

the hydraulic heads, h(x,y,t), is always of the form

CH=F
(2.3)

where:

coefficient rnatrb<, a firnction of 1,

unkrrown hydraulic head vector containing values at all gnd points, and

column vector containing head values'

In generaf two methods are available in the literature for the inverse solution of z given

known values of heads in the simulation region : (1) generalised matrix method based upon

the equation erfor criterion, and (2) Gauss-Newton minimisation based upon the output

error criterion.

C

H

F
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2.5.1 Generalised Matrix Methods

The generalised matrix methods is based upon the equation error criterion. When

the equation effor criterion is employed for parameter estimatiorU it requires an explicit

formuration of the unknown parameters. Suppose head observations are available at each of

the grid points and these observations are substituted into (2'3), then the system of

equations to be solved can be written as

A,Tr=br+e, (2.4)

where:

coefficient matriÍ, a function of /¡,

unknown transmissivity tensor containing values at all grid points,

resulting equation error, and

column vector.

In a more compact matrix foÍn, (2.4) becomes

ATr=6¡t (2.s)

where

A =fAr, ,Ar' ,...,A*'l'

6 :lbrr,br',....,b r'l'
6 =fer' ,er' ,....," *'l'

T ts atranspose operator when used as a superscript. when the FEM or FDM is used as the

forward solution method, the resulting equation efÏor' e, will always be of the form of

At

Ts

tt

b,
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(2.5).The advantage of this equation is that (2.5) is linear, und 4 can be determined by

minimising the equation etror, ¿ . From (2.5), the teast squares error (or residual sum of

squares) can be expressed by

(2.6)

tvtinimising the least square elror, the transmissivity vector can be obtained as

(2.7)

Solution (2.7) implicitly assumes homoscedasticþ and lack of correlation among residuals.

The solution is also tlghly dependent on the level of discretization used in the numerical

solution of the goveming equation. Another disadvantage is that the solution of (2'7) is

generaþ unstable in the presenc€ of noise.

2.5.1 Gauss-Newton Minimisation Methods

The Gauss-Newton method is based on the output e,tror criterion. The objective is

to determine T(x,y) from a limited number of observations of h(x,y,t) scattered in the field

so that a certain criterion is optimised. If the classical least squared error is used to

represent the ouþut ellor, the objective function to be minimised is

min Jrr,o, =lho - ho'f'lno - ho'f (2.8)

where å, is the vector of calculated heads at observation wells, based upon some values of

estimated paraûFters, and ho' is the vector of observed heads. For identification purposes,
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T(x,y), can be parameterized by either the zonation or interpolation method mentioned

earlier.

The Gauss-Newton algorithm has proven to be an efrective algorithm for performing

minimisation. The original and modified version of the algorithm has been used by rllrury

researchers in lhe past in solving the inverse problern, eg., Jacquard and Jain [965]; Jahns

U9661, Thomas et ol., U9721, Gavalas et al. ll976f, Yoon and Yeh Í19761, and Cooley

f1977,19821. The popularity of the algorithm stems from the fact that it does not require

the calculation of the of the Hessian matrix as required by the Newton Method and the rate

of convergence is zuperior when compared to the classícal gradient searching procedures.

The atgorithm is basically developed for unconstrained minimisation. However, constraints

such as upper and lower limits are easily incorporated in the algorithm wíth minor

rnodifications. Tbe algorithm starts with a initial estimates of parameters and converges to

a local optimurn If the objective firnction is convex, the local optimum would be the global

optimuno" However, due to the presence of noise in the observations, the inverse problem is

usr¡alþ nonconvelq a¡rd bence only a local optimum canbe assured inthe minimisation

If ?'is a vector that conøins parameters lT,Tr,...,Trl , tt algorithm generates the

fo[owing s€quence for an unconstrained minimisation problem :

Tr*t =Tr - or or (2.e)

with

Akdk = gL

where

(2.10)

er =lt,(rt )l'[r"(t' )],

sr =lt,(r-)l'[0,12-) - r,'I

J D Jacobian matrix of heads with respect to I IMLI
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pk

dt

M

L

step size I Io],

Gauss-Newton direction vector P],

number of observations, and

parameter dimension.

Occasionally the direction matrix f J o'J ol may become ill-conditioned and correction must

be made in order for the algorithm to continue. The elements of the Jacobian matrix are

represented by the sensitivity coefficients,

J (2.1t)

ã, ã, ôhl

ãï, il, "' il,
ã, ã, ah
ar, ar, "' drLD

ôh, ã,
a4 ar,

ôhM

aL

where M ß the total nimber of observations, and ¿ is the total of parameters. The

transpose of the Jacobian rnatrix , J o' is obtained by switching respective row and column

elernents of the Jacobian matria J o to obtain

Jo' =llol' :

ã, ã,
a4 dr,

ã, &,
aü aü

A,M

art

tu_
ar,

atM

aIL

(2.12)
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In solving the inverse problems, efficient methods are required for the calculation of the

sensitivity matrix. In general three methods are available in the literature. These methods are

presented in the next section.

2.6 Computation of Sensitivity Coefficients

Sensitivity coefficients, the partial derivatives of head with respect to each of the

parameters under estimatiorU play an important role in the solution of the inverse problern

In the Gauss-Newton algorithn¡ elements of the Jacobian matrix are represented by the

sensitivity coefficients ,ft, i =1,...,M, I =1,...,L 4 literature survey indicates that three

methods: (1) influence coefficient method, (2) sensitivity equation method, and (3)

variation method have been used in the past for the calculation of sensitivity coefficients.

2.6.1 Influence Coeflicient Method

The influence coefficient method lBeckcr and Yeh, 19721 uses the concept of

parameter perturbation where the tth row of the J o' ß approxirnated by

ati
afi

+ LT,e, -ht i =1,...,M, I =1,.,.,L (2.13)
LT,

where Å{ is the small increment of T¡, and e, is the tth wt vector. The values of n(T\

md h(T + LT,e,) are obtained by solving the governing equation (simulation), subject to

the imposed initial and boundary conditions. The method requires perttrbing each

parameter one at a time. If there a¡e L parameters to be iderìtified the governing equation

hi
Â,
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has to be solved ¿+l times for each iteration in the noÍlinear least square minimisation to

numerically produce the sensitivity coefficients.

2.6.2 Sensitivity Equation Method

In this approacþ a set of sensitivity equations are obtained by taking the partial

derivatives with respect to each parameter in the governing equation and initial and

boundary conditions. After taking the partial derivatives, the fpllowing set of sensitivity

equations a¡e obtained

I =1,...,L

The associated initial and boundary conditions are

df
art

(2.14\

I =1,...,L

I =1,...,L

t4
T \dft) =-af a l=1....,Lfu il,ù

(2.ts)

The number of simulations required to generate the sensitivity coefficients per iteration is

L+/, which is the same as the influence coefrcient nrethod.
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2.6.3 Variational Method

The variational rnethod was first used for solving the inverse problem of parameter

identification by Jacquard and Jain [1965] and then by Carter et al. Í1974,19821

associated with the finite difference schemes. .Sun and Yeh U9851 extended the method to

the case of finite element schemes. Following Carter et al., fl974l, the sensitivity

coefficients can be computed by the foltowing equation:

ãf)
II ÍO o' <t, r, t - c)Y h(x, y, r)d ctudy i = 1,2,..,N0 i = 1,2,.., N, (2.16)

ã[,(it (q)

where:

(O,)

V

h(x,y,t)

Àt

¡r,

q'(x'Y,t)

exclusive suMomain of node Í,

gradient vector,

solution of the governing equatioru

nr¡¡nber of observation wells,

total nt¡urber of nodes used in the numerical solutioru and

time derivative of q(x,y,t).

Comparing the above three methods in the calculation of sensitivþ coefficients, the

variational method is advantageous if ¿ > À{0, the case where the number of parameters to

be identified is greater than the number of observations. On the other hand if lfo > I , the

influence coefficient and sensitivity methods are preferred. To avoid instability when the

data contains noise, the number of parameærs to be identified is usually less than the

nrmber of observation wells. Distefano and Rath Ug7s|pointed out that in order to ohain

a set of sensitivity coefficients with acceptable accuracy, much smaller tirc steps are

required. The need for an efEcient method for calculating the sensitivity coefficients in
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solving the inverse problem has also been pointed out by Dogru and Seínfeld fl99ll,

Mcùlwee Í19821, and Sþes et al., [1985].

2.7 Uncertainty and Optimum Parameter Dimension

In field practiæ, the nt¡rnber of observations is limited and observations are

comrpted with noise. Without controlling parameter dimension , instability often results

fyakowiA and Duckstein, 19801. Instability in the inverse problem results in parameters

becoming unreasonabþ small (sometimes negative) and/or large if parameters are not

constrained. In the constrained minimisation, instability is characterised by the fact

parameter values keep bouncmg back and forth between the upper and lower bounds. By

reducing the parameter dinrensions, the instability can be reduced or eliminated. It has

generalþ been understood that as the number of zones increases, the modelling error

decreases while the pararneter uncertainty increases.

Emsellem and de Marsþ t197U were the first to consider the problem of optimal

zonng pattern Yeh and Yoon fl976l zuggested a systematic procedure based upon a

statistical criterion for the detemlination of an optimal zoning pattern. Shah et ql. Í19781

showed the relationship between the optirnal dimensions of pararnetewation and

observation in a considerable depth. The need to limit the dimension of pararcterization has

been further sh¡died by Yoon and Yeh Í19761, Yeh et al. [19831, arñ Kintanidis and

Vot¡¡voris t1983]. These authors have shown tbat the dimension of parameterization is

dirertly related to the quantþ and quality of observation data. The error in pararneter

uncÆrtainty can be represented þ a norm of the covariance matrix of the estirnated

parameters fYoon and Yeh, 1976; Sluh et al-, 19781. Tbe covaria¡rce rnatrix of the

estimated parameters is defined by the expression
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(2.17\

where:

estimated parameters,

true paranæters,

mathematical expectatior¡ and

transpose of a vector when used as a superscript.

The covariance matrix of the estimated parameters also provides information regarding the

reliability of each of the estirnated paraûreters. A well established parameter is generally

characterised by a small variance as compared to an insensitive parameter that is associated

with large variance.

2.8 Bayesian Estimation

Bayesian methods tbat incorporate prior inforrnation have also beæn applied to

parameter identification [eg., Gavalas et ol.,1976]. The geological inforrnation required for

Bayesian estimation includes the mean and covariance of the parameters. These are given þ

cov(rd )= E{(7 - r*)(T - r*)'\

ø{Tl = r*,
El(r, - r,"^)(r, - r,,,-,1\ = r,

T*

T

E

T
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The value of T,,n , is considered to be known and the prior information can be obtained

from geological measurements in the freld. Gavalas et al. 11976l have shown that Bayesian

estimation reduces to a quadratic minimisation problen¡ provided the pararneters and the

mear¡grement errors are normally distnbuted and the model is linear in the paranreters.

When these conditions are not satisfied, a rigorous application of Bayesian estirnation is

impractical.

2.8.1 Composite Objective Function

Gavolas et at. 11976'l proposed the following practical approach (which is similar

to the least squared minimisation) where the objective function is given by

t =ä;Áh, -h,')' + t(T -r,*,, )' ft-t(7- r^,-) (2.re)

where )" ßaweigbting frctor (O<),<1) and o,',í:1,2,..., M is the variance of the

measr¡¡ed error which is considered known and R is correlation matrix of the estimated

parameters. The second term in the objective fi¡nction is the Bayesian term which penalises

the weighted deviation of the parameter from their rrcan values. Shah et a/. [1978] have

dcmonstrated that if reliable prior information is available, Bayesian estimation will lead to a

smaller variance ofthe error of estimation
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2.8.2 Kalman Fittering

The technique of Kalman filtering was originally developed in the field of optimal

control lKalman,1960l. It has been successfirlly applied in aerospace engineering for the

problem of optimal estimation and control of vehicle trajectory. The application of Kalman

filtering to parameter estirnation in groundwater requires expressing the groundwater npdel

in terms of a state-space formulation that consists of a vector state equation and a vector

observation equation For pararneter estimatiorU the st¿te vector is augnrented to include the

parameter vector as another state variable. If the emoñ¡ in the state and observation

equations ltave zsro rnean and are of Gaussian process with known covariance rnatrices ,

Kalman fittering can be applied for simultaneous, recrusive state, and parameter estirnation.

Since prior inforrnation is generally required in the application of Kalman filtering, it

can be classified in the Bayesian estimation category. Wilson et al. $9781 used an extended

Kalman filter for parameter estinration in groundwater, Their approach permits the

utilisation of prior inforrnation about the pararneters and information taken from input-

output m€asurements to improve estirnates of parameters as well as the system state,

2.9 Other Statistical Methods with Prior fnformation

Neumon and Yakot+'itz Úg7glproposed a statistical approach to the inverse problem

of pararreter estimation Thcir ap,proach differs ûom the Bayesian estimation of Gavalas et

al. ll976J in that prior information rnay include actual values of transmissivþ determined

from punping tests or other measr¡rements at specific locatioru in tbe aquifer, or it may be

based on statistical information about the spatial variabílity in other aquifers consisting of
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similar materials fNeumon and Yakawitz,l979f. The composite objective function proposed

by Yakowitz a¡¡dNewman is similar to that of Gavalas et al. [1976] and can be expressed

t =Ih - 

^T)l' 

v;'lh' - 

^7)l+ 
^(r' -T)' r;'(r' -T)

fls

(2.20)

where:

T' prior estimate of T ,

Vr knoún synrnetric positive definite matri*

Vh known matrbç symmetric and positive dednite,

), unknown positive parameter,

f(n model solution, and

h' observed head.

Neuman and Yakowitz proposed two methods called cross-validation and comparative

residual analysis, to select the optimum value of ).. Neuman [1980] developed an efficient

conjugate atgorithm for performing the minimisation of (2.20). He extended the variational

method developed by Chevant U9751 for calculating the gradient with respect to the

parameter in the case of the generalised nonlinea¡ least square.

The composite objective fi¡nction presented by Abulìrassi and Marino [1984b] is

again conceptually similar to Gøalas et al. tl976l. They used kriging to estimate the

missins values of head and the value of the error covariance matrix, while cokriging

fAbuJìrossi and Moríno, 1984a] was used to estirnate T' and the associated error

covariance matrix. Cokriging fJournel and Huijbregls, 1978f, an extension of kriging to
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two or more variåbles, can be used to improve the accuracy of estimation of a variable that

is not sufficiently sampled by considering its spatial correlation with other variables that are

better sampled.

Cooley [9S2] proposed a method to incorporate prior information on the

parameters into the nonlinear regression model he developed Í19771. The primary purpose

of Cooþ's work was the incorporation of prior information of unknown reliability. A

secondary purpose of Cooley's work was to incorporate Theil's U9631 model into Cooley's

Í19771 nonlinea¡ regression model where at least some prior information of known

reliability is avaílable. The apprroach is non Bayesian in the sense that no prior distribution of

the paranreter is assunred. The approach also differs from the metbod proposed by Neuman

and Yalrowítz [.l979l a¡d Neuman [980] pririariþ in two ways : (l) the prior inforrnation

in Cooley's work is considered to consist of a general nonlinear combination of several

types of parameters as opposed to the direct estimate of a single type of parameter and (2)

the way in which the cova¡iance struchlre of the model is determined.

Kitanídis and Vomvoris [1983] proposed a geostatistical approach for solving the

inverse problenr. Their method consists of two main steps : (1) the structu¡e of the

parameter field is identified nd (2) kriging is applied to provide minimum va¡iance and

unbiased point estimates of hydrogeological pararneters using all available information. In

their approactL it is assumed that several point measurements of head and transmissivity are

available. In effect, parameterization is achieved by representing the hydrogeological

pararipters ¿N a random field uùich can be clraracterised by the variogram and trend with a

small number of paranrcters. Hoeksema and Kítanidis U9841 have applied the geostatistical

approach to the case of a two-dimensional steady state flow. A finite difference numerical

model of groundwater was used to relate the head and transmissivity variable and cokriging

was used to estimate th unknoum transmissivity freld. Døgan [1985] has also considered

the geostatistical technique using an analytical a¡d Gaussian conditional mean in phce of

Iftiging. Hoekserna and Kitanidis made a comparative study of Dagan's approach and
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Kriging estimation. In using the geostatistical approacl¡ it is implicitly assumed that

transmissivity has a low variability.

2.10 Summary of the Inverse Problem Suruey

From the foregoing, it is clear that parameter estimation in groundwater modelling

has been completely dominated by the gradient-based techniques; it is also clear that

considerable attention has been given to parameter estirnation of flow models. In essence,

parameter identification of solute transport npdels has received little attention. In the

context ofperfornrance a considerable success ofthe gradient-based techniques hâs be€n

achieved. However, the problem of parameter instability and ill-conditioning of the

sensitivity matrix (in sorne problems) has not yet been resolved. All the three techniques

available for the computation of the sensitivþ matrix have their advantages and

disadvantages. For example, it is known that if the number of parameters under estimation

is greater thanthe number of observationpoints, the influence coefrcient and the sensitivity

eqgation methods may not work properly while the variational method is bound to produce

unreliable results when the rumber of observations points is greater than the parameters

under estimation The problem with parameter uncertainty and optimum parameter

dimensions also limits the application of the gradient-based rnethods to relatively simplified

cas€s of groundwater parameter estimation since one has to reduce the dimensionality of the

problem in order to avoid instability .
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2.ll The Shuflled Complex Evolution

A recent study by Dwn et al. fl992l on a six-parameter model using synthetic data

to identify the natu¡e of difficulties usually encountered in the calibration of conceptual

rainfall-runotr (CRR) models uncovered five major problems that complicate the solution

process of model calibration (or the inverse problem) : (1) there may be several major

regions of attraction into which the sea¡ch strategy may converge, (2) each major region of

attraction may contain nrlnerous local minima which may occur both close to and at various

distances from the best solutioq (3) the objective fr¡nction surface in the multiparameter

space may not bé smooth and continuops, and the derivatives may be discontinuous and

vary in an unpredictable rwinner tbrough the parameter sp¿rce, (4) the pararneters may

exhibit varying degrees of sensitivity and a great deal of interaction and compensation, and

much of the interaction can be highly nonlinear, and (5) the response surface near the true

solution is often nonlinear. An optimisation algorithm that deals \¡'¡ith the problems

enurnerated above must possess the foltowing qualities : (1) global convergence in the

presence of muttþle regions of attraction, (2) ability to avoid being trapped by 'pits' and

bumps' over the objective flrnction surÞce, (3) robustness in the presence of differing

parameter interdependencies, (4) nonreliance on the availability of an explicit expression for

the objective function or the derivatives, ffid (5) capability of handling high parameter

dimensionality. All these qualities are possessed by the Shufled Complex Evolution (SCE)

methodology. The SCE methodology was developed bV Duan et al. 11992,19931purposely

for the calibration of difficult and complex CRR models.

The SCE is based on the synthesis of four concepts that has been proved to be

zuccessfrrl in the past : (í) combination of deterministic and probabilistic approacbes, (ü)

systematic evolution of a cornplex of points spanning the pararreter space, (üi) competitive

evolutior¡ and (lÐ complex shufling. The synthesis of these fow concepts makes the SCE

method not only effective and robust but also flexible and efficient. The use of deterrrinistic
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strategies permit the SCE atgorithm to make effective use of the response surface

information to guide the search. Robustness and flexibility are takçn ca¡e of through the

inclusion of random elements. Concentrating a search in the most promising region of the

sea¡ch space is guided by the implicit clustering strategy. The use of systematic complex

evolution strategy helps to ensure a relative robust sea¡ch that is guided by the structure of

the objective function. The present literature survey has indicated that no attempt has been

made to extend the SCE methodology to parameter estimation (or the inverse problem) in

the context of groundwater modelling. Therefore in this aspect of the current research

worh an attefüpt is rnade to achieve this objective. The SCE methodology is described in

detail in section 5.3.

2.12 Groundwater Resources Management

In the past two decades, the field of groundwater hydrology has turned towa¡d

numerical simulation models to help evaluate groundwater resources. The application of the

finite difference and finite element methods to groundwater equations have permitted

coryle¿ real.world systems to be modelled. Nurnerical simulation models have enabled

hydrogeologists to develop a better understanding of the fr¡nctioning of regional aquifers

and to test hlpotheses regarding the behaviour of particular facets of groundwater systems.

Additionall¡ simulation rnodels are often utilised to explore groundwatet quality and

quantþ rnanagement altennatives. In zuch cases a model is executed re,peatedþ under

various desigr scenarios in an attempt to achieve a particular objective, such as isolating the

plume of contaminated groundwater, preventing saltwater intrusiorU dewatering an

excavaftid area, or obtaining a sustainabte water supply. This aspect of the literature review

conc€rns the joint use of simulation models and optimisation methods designed for
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rruilragement decísion pulposes. Only those managenrcnt models which simulate

groundwater hydraulics or ground\ilater solute behaviour by solving the partial differential

equation are mentioned.

2.L3 Groundwater Quantity Management

Studies which combine aquifer simulation with nranagement models in the context

of groundwater quantity may be grouped into two categories : (1) groundwatei hydraulic

management and (2) groundwater policy evaluation and allocation. In the first category,

models are aimed at managing groundwater stresses such as pumping and recharge, wherein

the stresses and hydraulic heads a¡e treated directþ asi mrinagement model decision

variables. The second category involves models that can be used to inspect complex

economic interactions such as the influence of institutiorr upon the behaviour of an

agricultural economy or complex groundwater-surface water allocation problems. In both

categories, the rnodels eryloy the optimisation techniques of linear or quadratic

prog¡anming, which atternpt to optimise an objective such as minimisation of costs or

maximisation of well production; and are subject to a set of linear aþbraic constraints

which limit or specifr the values of the decision va¡iables such as local drawdowns,

hydraulic gradients, and pumping rates.

In both categories the simulation model component of the management models is

based upon the equation of groundwater flow in saturated porous rnedia fCooper, 1966;

Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968; Remsen et al., l97ll. For a nonsteady two-dimensional,

heterogeneous , and anisotropic case, the equation is expressed as

a ãT\

-te,) =Sffi +W
ã

T¡j
ã,
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where

Tü transmissivity tensor II]T^ l,

H hydraulic head fll,
W volumetric flux per unit area LLT-'1,

S storage coefficient IZo],

)(i,x j cartesian coordinates þ], and

f time [7]

2,13.1 Groundwater Hydraulic Management Models

Groundwater hydraulic management models incorporate the simulation model of a

particular groundwater system as constraints in the management model. lvlanagement

decisions as well as simulation of groundwater behaviour are accomplished simultaneously.

Two techniques narnely : (l) embedding nrethod and (2) the response matrix approach have

beæn derived to accomplish this. In the embedding method, finite differenoe or ûnite element

approximations of the governing groundwater flow equations a¡e treated as part of the

constraint set of a lin€ar programming model. Decision variables are hydraulic heads at each

node as well as local stresses such as pumping rates and boundary conditions. In the

response matrix approact¡ an external groundwater simulation model is used to develop

unit responses. Each unit response dcscribe the influence of a pulse stimulus upon hydraulic

heads at points of interest thoughout the systern An assemblage of the unit responses, and

a reslronse rnatrix are included in the nranagement model. The decision variable in a linear,

mixed integer, or quadratic prograrn include the local stresses such as purnping or injection

rates. It may include hydraulic heads at the discretion of the nrodeller.
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2.13.1.1 Embedding Method

The embedding nrcthod for the hydraulic managernent of aquifers uses linear

programming formulations that incorporate numerical approximations of the groundwater

equations as constraints. This technique was initially presented by Aguado and Remsen

Í19741 for groundwater hydraulic management where they demonstrated with one- and

two-dimensional examples that the physical behaviour of the groundwater system could be

included as an integral part of an optimisation model. They used finite difference

approximations in both steady and transient problems for confined and unconfined aquifers.

In all examples, physical objective functions maximised hydraulic heads at specified

locations and constraints were placed upon headS, gradients, and pumping rates. For the

confined case, the governing equation was linear, Ðd the resulting finite difference

approximations were treafed as linea¡ constraints. For the unconfined case the steady state

equation was treated as linear with respect to the square of the hydraulic heads.

Aguado and Remsen ll974l presented a real world exanrple for deterrrining the

optimal steady state punping scheme to maintain groundwater levels below specified

elevations for a dry rock excavation site. The solution to the dewatering problem indicated

that the minimum total pumping could be accomplished by developing the ma,ximum

number of wells as close to the excavation as the finite diffe¡ence grtd will allow. In a later

study [Aguodo and Remsen, 1980f, set up costs were included by reformulating the

problem as afixed charge problem wherc costs due to pumping plus füed costs due to well

installations were considered. When penalties we¡e assessed for well installation and

development, the solution lost its strong dependence on the finite difference grid.

AIIey et ø1. U9761 presented a report on aquifer management under transient

conditions using the errbedding technique and treating the finite difference forrr of the

confined aquifer as constraints in a linear probløn Their illustrative exaurple sought to
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mÐdmise hydraulic heads while obtaining specified flow rates from wells within the systern.

The transient behaviour \ilas treated by creating successive management models; one for

each tinre step. The optimal solution for one time step was treated as initial conditions for

next management model. In comparison, the transient management approach of Aguado

and Remsen [I97al was to lump all time step models as constraints in one linear program"

This approach enabled short-range aquifer management goals to be included in the context

of long range managerrrcnt goals but could result in a very large matrix. The method of

Altey et at. f1976] required optimisation of several smaller single time step models. The

deficiency in this latte,r approach is that managenent deci$ion on the short range term mây

contradict long range numagement requirements.

Schwarz Í19761zuggested incorporating as linear progamming constraints a series

of mass balances among cells which comprise an aquifer. Sclwarz Í1976l noted that the

transformation model represents properties of the aquifer by water level tra¡sformation

equations for discrete cells, The transformation equation approach of Schwarz is essentially

the same as the enbe.dding approach in that a model which was discretized over space and

time wasi included as linear programming constraints. The difference is that the

transformation model depended on a multicell aquifer rnodel while the embedding models

employed finite differences or finite elements.

The embedding technique has been demonstrated for cases involving hydraulic

gradients control using injection and pumping wells. Molz and Bell 11977] applie.d the

technique to a hypothetical case involving the steady state control of hydraulic gradients to

insure tbe stationarity of a fluid stored in an aquifer. Their linea¡ program contained

constraints which consisted of ttre confined groundwater flow equation in finitc diference

form- They constrained gradients to füed values in the region of their five-point well

scheme. The objective function was to minimise the total of punping plus injection

Solutions were achieved for their 8l node model with minimal computational requirercnt.

Remsen and Gorelic,t [1980] demonstrated the embedding approach to control hydraulic
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gradients in order to contain a plume of contaÍiinated groundwater. This was done in the

context of other regional management goals, including the dewatering of two excavation

areas and obtaining water for export from the systern The objective was to minimise

pumping. The solution selected those nodal locations where either pumping or injection

wells should be located. Furthermore, it determined the optirnal pumpmg rates, and gave the

resulting steady state hydraulic head solution for 99 active nodes.

Although management models have been solved successfirlly, it is noted that no

large-scale application of the embedding approach has ever been reported. It seems that

numerical difficuhies are likeþ to a¡ise for large-scale problems if linear progra¡nming

solution techniques are utilised. Commercial codes try to maintain the sparsþ of the matrix

upon which linear programming operations are performed. Numerical difficulties usually

occur with lower-upper basis frctorisation when banded rnatrices are involved. The

discretization of groundwater flow equations using finite differences or finite elements

yields a ba¡rded rnatrix. Elango and Rouve [9S0] have experimented with the finite element

and linea¡ programming method and hypothesised that problems may arise when a large

nr¡rnber of equality constraints are considered.

2.13..1.2 Response Matrix Approach

The second technique in groundwater hydraulic management is the response matrix

approach. Incorporation of a response rnatrix into a linea¡ program was initially proposed in

the petroleum engineering literature by Lee and Aronofsþ [958]. They developed a linea¡

prog¡amming rnanagement model which sought to rna:cimise profit from oil production. A

response matrix was used to linearþ convert punping stresses into pressue changes in the

petroleum reseryoir. The pressure response coefficients were developed using an anaþtic

solution of the flow equation. Constraints ensured that reservoir pressures were rnaintained
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above one atÍþsphere, limited total production to the reservoir capacrty, and guzranteed

that oil purchased from an outside source did not exceed the pþline capacity. Their

solution gave optimal production rates for each of five potential sources during four time

periods of two years each. Aronofsþ and Williams 11962l extended this work to the

scheduling of drilling operations.

Wottenbarger |97}1presented a method to mæ<imise total withdraws from a gas

reservoir. He noted that for any number of wells in the reservoir, it is necessary to know

only each well's own drawdown curve and interference curves for each pair of wells in a

reservoir. The pressue behaviour at each well can be calculated throqgh zuperposition for

any rate schedule. He formulated his problem as a linear programming management model

wherein his objective was to mrurimise well production. Con*raints based upon the rnatrix

response served to maintain pressures above critical values at each well. Additional

constraints established the maximum reservoir withdrawal rate by forcing the total

production rate not to exceed projected gas demand. Wattenba¡ger made one final

important corrunsna. A constraint matrix which includes the response matrix relations will

generally be extremely dense þr linear programming problems. If off diagonal entries of

the response matrix are extremely small, they mry be neglected and set to zero thereby

decreøsing the matrix density. This techníque cqn makc large-scale problems much more

manogeoble.

The response matrix soon became established in the groundwater literatu¡e.

Deninger t19701 considered maximisation of water production from a well field where be

proposed that drawdown responses be calcuhted using the nonequilibnium formula of Theis

t1935]. The linear programming forrrul¿tion sought to rnærimise total well discharge.

Constraints were written to limit drawdowns and account for punp and well frcility

limitations. Of greæer significance, Doringer also presented a managernent formr¡lation to

minimise the cost ofwater production. Both discharge rates and lifts were unknown prior to
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solution. The use of quadratic programming was suggested to solve this problem but no

solutions were presented.

Maddock fi972a|solved the nonlinear problem of minimising pumping costs. A

constraint set which he called algebraic technologìcal function was developed as a

resporis¡e matrix. The response coefficients showed drawdown changes induced by punping

at each well. He used a quadratic objective function that minimised the present value of

pumping costs. In an example, he considered a complex heterogeneous gtoundwater

system in which discharge from th¡ee wells was scheduled for l0 seasons. Constraints

guaranteed meetíng semiannual water targets and set upp€r limits on the prrmping capactty

of each well. A standa¡d quadratic package fKarash,1962l was used to solve the problern

Maddock Íl974bl developed a nonlinea¡ technological fr¡nction for the unconfined aquifer

case in which saturated thickness varies with drawdown The solution of the nonlinear

partial differential equation was given by an inftiite series of solutions to linear partial

differential equations. Drawdown was treated as a finite sum of a power series. lüith this

tecbnique, a quadratic ptogram was forrnulated in which all tbe nonlinea¡ities appeared in

the objective frrnction with conshaints remaining linear.

Mixed integer progfamming has been used in conjunction with a response matrix to

determine the optimum locations of wells. Rosenvald Í19721 and Roserwald and Green

ÍLg74|identified the best location for a specified number of wells so that the production

demand cr¡rve is met as closely as possible. An external finite difference model was used to

generate a transient response rnatrix which described pressu¡e changes caused þ pumping.

This response matrix was used to develop constraints identical in form to those of

W'attenbarger ll970l. However, integer constraints were added which specified the

numbcr of wells that were permitted to enter the solution Tbe management model

mÐdmised production within the demand constraints by selecting the bcst wells among the

potential well sites. Optirnal well selection was also the zubject of Møddock [1972b], wtto

developed a mixed integer quadratic programming model that minimised pumping costs plus
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fixed costs for well and prpeline construction. The quadratic portion of the objective was

made separable by a transformation that enabled solution by a combination of mixed integer

and separable programming. Their study illustrated the sensitivity and error analysis to

evaluate the effects on planning activities of uncertainty in economic and hydrologic factors.

Roserm,ald and Green U9741 described a gas reservoir managernent case. The

governing equation was nonlinear, and linear superposition (required in the resPonse matrix

approach) did not yield an adequate approximation. Attempts were made to develop

iteration procedures which utilised the information from the linear programming

managenrent model to irtprove the solution. In the first nrethod adjustnrelrts we¡e rnade to

the allowable drawdown. A revised linear program was executed, but validation with the

nonlinear simulation model indicated that the revised permissible drawdowns were

overcorrected. Increased pressure drop limits were used and a new management model

executed. Solution verification indicated a better agreement, but some significant elrors

remained. Rosemvald and Green ll974l n¡entioned that one should be able to repeat the

routine unti[ closer agreement is obtained. The second iterative method used the results of

the linea¡ program to adjust the response matrix. The writ purnping rates used to generate

the response matrix were revised and a new respolls€ matrix developed. Agai4 the updated

linear programming management rnodet results did not satisfy the nonlinea¡ flow equation

but did improve the solution

Variations of the response matrix approach have been applied to the management of

aquifer-stream systerns. Taytor tl970l demonstrated with a very sinrple small problem how

the conjurrctive use of groundwater and surface wafer along th€ Arka¡sas river in Colorado

could be rnanaged using linear programing. A set of approximate response curves w¿ts

developed uúrich showed the average effect of aquifer shesses upon strearnflow. The

response curves were averaged over large cells which were rougbþ parallel to the river and

extended along the entire strea¡n reach. The objective was to minimise stream depletion
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during two summer months. Constraints limited puÍping in each cell, and specified the

demand during each month fiom each cell.

Morel-seytow [L975 4b] presented various linear progranming formulations and

solutions involving conjunctive surface-groundwater maû€ement. The resporuie coefficient

generator of Morel-Seytow and Daly Í19751 was used to develop rcsponse r¡atrix

constraints that predicted the reduction in return flow along a river reach due to pumping.

Models were used to explore four managernent strategies. The first was to maximise total

pumping during a growing s€ason subject to a restriction that flow to the stream could not

åll below a specified rate. A second model added a constraint that pumping during all

weeks must be equal. A third model sought to minimise the need for water storage to meet

demand with available supplies. Finally, a stochastic storage strategy used sequential

solution which minimised the need for storage. Weekly updates of actual rather than

expected river flow were used to calculate conditional expected flow for the rernaining

weeks. Illangasekare and Morel-Seytow [982] have linked response coefficient

approaches for an aquifer and for a sheam using a linear stream-aquifer interaction

relationship. They concluded that the resulting strearn-aquifer simulation model could be

incorporated into a mathematical optimisation problenn-

Applications of the response rnatrix approach to groundwater hydraulic mar¡agement

involving a large number of decision variables for regional aquifers have been demonstrated.

Larson et al. Ug77|constructed a management model to deterrrine ttre safe yield of a

groundwater system near Carmel, Indiana (referred to as the Carmel aquifer). Their

nmnagement model rnaximised the steady state puÍtping rate by selecting from 199 potential

well sites. Restrictions placed a lower limit on the pumping rate at each active well site and

limited the number of perrrissible active wells. These restrictions led to a series of integer

variables which specified whethsr a well exits at a particular well site. Ottrer constraints

forced purying rates below desþ capacþ and limited drawdown to one half ttre initial

saturated thickness. The Carmet aquifer is unconfined and therefore was described þ the
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nonlinear Boussinesq equation To linea¡ize the systern, steady state drawdowns for a

confined aquifer were simulated and adjusted for unconfined conditions. Thc linear resporx¡e

matrix was created using the U.S. Geological Survey aquifer simulation model of Trescott

et al. 11976l. Aquifer paranreters calibnate.d by Gillies Í19761for the Carmel aquifer were

used. In the solutiorU 2ó well sites were selected and the distribution of pumping rates was

determined. Drawdowns predicted at the well sites using a nonlinear simulation model

conpared favourabþ well with the resuhs using the linearized and adjused drawdowns. It

was concluded that the linearization did not seriously affect the results.

Willís [9S3] applied the response matrix approach to the agricultural Yun Lin

basiru Taiwan. The linea¡ prog¿rmming problem was to determine the optimal pumping

schenp for three consecutive periods in order to meet agriculflral water demands. The

objectives were to ma¡cimise the sum of thc hydraulic heads and minimise the total water

deficit. Constraints were placed on local groundwater demands, hydraulic heåds, and well

capacity. Of key interest was the use of quasilinearizatìon to solve the equation describing

transient r¡nconfined flow. This yielded a linear approximation which required iteration to

achieve a solution to the original Boussinesq equation. The iterative procedure used the

head distribution from one linear progran¡ming solutíon to update the linearized response

constraints for the next solutíon The simulation model used a finite element network

containing 101 nodes.

The response matrix approach has been applied to gtoundwater hydraulic

management in the Pawnee Valley of south-ce,lrtral Kansas by Heidari [1982]. A

groundwater model for the rirea was developed in prior studies by Sophocleozs [1980] and

the aquifer paramet€rs were used in conjunction with the computer program of Msddock

t1969] to generate the response matrix As an approximation, the unconfined system was

treated as a confined aquifer and drawdowns we¡e corrected using Jacob [19441. \k

responÍ¡e matrix was utilised in a linear program which rna,ximised pumping rates over time.

The toøl punping furing each time period was forced to meet demands and each pumping
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rate was limited by water rights. Drawdown at any tinre was constrained to a fraction of the

total saturated thickness. Diffetent solutions were obtained under maximum drawdown

fractions whích ranged from 0.1 to 0.25. To reduce the number of decision va¡iables, wells

were clustered into 6l well fields. Models $¡ere run for a 5-year planning horimn and a l0-

year planning horizon. In each case, the time horizon was b,roken down into five equal

managenrent time units of I and 2 years, respectively. By considering various sets of

constraints in several model runs, Heidari [982] was able to demonstrate that the

response rnatrix is applicable to real world systems and is a valuable tool for evaluating

groundwater mruragement systems.

2.13.1.3 Comparison of Hydraulic Management Methods

In the embedding approacþ the discretized flow equations are included in the linea¡

progamning as constraints and a complete simulation model is solved as part of the

management model. Hydraulic heads throughout the entire spatial domain and at each time

step are treated as decision va¡iables. The embedded simulation model yields a great deal of

information regarding the aquifer behaviour. However, it $'ill rarely occur that management

involves all the hydraulic heads over space and time. Therefore, many of the decision

va¡iables and constraints will be unnecessarity contained in the linear programming model.

For coryutatiottal economy and avoidance of numerical difficulties, application of the

embedding approach is limited to small steady state problems.

In th€ resporrr matrix approacl¡ solutions of the flow equations serve as linear

programming constraints. This approach yields incomplete information regarding system

fi¡nctioning but is generally a rnore economical method. Development of the resltonse

matrix requires the solution of one external simulation rnodel for each potentialþ managed
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well or other excitatior¡ such as local boundary condition This rnay require a large initial

expenditure of computational effort. However, the resulting response rnatrix is a more

efficient, condensed simulation tool. Constraints are included only for specified locations

and time. Unnecessary constraints or decision variablcs a¡e not incorporated into the linea¡

managemelrt model. Therefore, the response matrix approach can handle large transient

systems in an efficient manner.

2.13.2 Groundwater Policy Evaluation and Allocation

Groundwater policy evaluation and allocation models are valuable for complex

problems where hydraulic rnanagement is not the sole conoem of the water planner. These

models inspect water allocation problems involving economic rnanagement objectives. Such

models have been applied to large-scale transient problems which study behaviour of an

agricultural economy in response to institutionat policies and to optimisation of conjunctive

water use. Three types of models are available in the literature for groundwater policy

evaluation and allocation problems : (l) hydraulic-economic response models, (2) linked

simulation-optimisation models, and (3) hierarchical models Hydraulic-economic response

models are a direct extension of the response matrix approach to probleun in which

agriculttral and/or surface allocation economics ptay a rote. Linkcd simulation-optimisation

models use results of an extemal aquifer simulation model as input to a series of subarea

economic optimisation models. Information and results from each planning period are

utilised for managernent dr¡ring the rext period. Because the simulation and economic

management models are separate, cornplex social, political" and economic influence oan be

considered. Hierarchicat models use subarea deconposition and a response matrix

approach . Large and corylex systems can be tr€ated as a series of independelrt zubsystems,

and multiple objectives can be corsidered.
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2.13.2,1 Hydraulic-Economic Response Models

The hydraulic response matrix has been extended to include agricultural-economic

or surface water allocation management components. Each of these models is formulated as

a single optimisation problem in which hydraulic and other controllable activities are

considered. The first such combination of grourdwater and economic managemerfi models

was presented by Maddock $974a1. A conjunctive stream-aquifer simulation model using

finite differences was used to deveþ an algebraic technological function (response matrix).

The planning.model was developed for a hypothetical water management agency with the

objective of minimising discourrted expected value of water costs supplied by the stream

aquifer system- Constraints included expected water demand, downstream water rights,

water spreading for aquifer recharge, and stream-aquifer water transfers. Within the context

of a quadratic prograrnming problern, water demand was considered a stochastic process. A

single planning model solution provided operating rules for groundwater withdrawals,

stream diversions, water spreading, and return flow to the stream- Sensitivþ of the model

to variation in parameters, such as demand variance, was demonstrated.

Maddock and Haimes ll975l used the r€sponse rnatrix approach along with

agricultural-economic considerations to study a tær-quota system for gtoundwater

management to a h¡pothetical frrming region The scheme employed a quota in which each

user \ilas assigned an annual draft (resutting from the optimisation rnodel) and a ta,x which

would be assessed if this drafr limit was exceeded. Farmers using less than a quota could be

entitled to a rebate. A quadratic prograrmring problem was fonnulated which sought to

maximise combined net revenues on the farms and thereþ determine purying quotas.

Linear constraints restricted drawdown and purnping rates using a hydraulic response
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matrix. Additionat linear constraints limited the acreage planted and guaranteed that

irrigation water requirements \uere met. Response coefficients were developed and the

optimisation model was solved for a 5-year planning horizon The optimal solution gave the

pumping quotas for each well inthe qystern

Economic management of an aquifer-stream system was the topic of Morel-Seytom

et ø1.ll980l. In an approach similar to Maddockll9T4al, they demonstrated a link between

an economic model and a hydrologic model in one quadratic programming formulation. In a

þpothetical system, water for inigation was supplied from groundwater and a river

diversion. The objective of the model was to minimise the total cost of water. Constraints

were placed upon water availability, water tights and land availability for each crop.

Optimal crop yield as well as crop prices were known, and each crop yield was assumed to

vary with the degree of inigation Pumping costs were related to groundwater drawdown

The model consisted of a quadratic objective fl¡nction relating to water costs and a series of

linear constraints. No solutions were presented; however, the authors noted that the

solution could be achieved using existing techniques.

2.13.2.2 Linked Simulation-Optimisation Models

Linked simulation-optimisation models were developed to study the impact of

institutional changes upon groundwater use. The study of Bredehoeft and Young [1970]

explored the eftct of two policy instrrunents (a tax and quota) upon groundwater basin

management. A complex hypothetical basin was considered for the temporal allocation of

groundwater to agricuhural r¡sers. The rnanagement objective was to ma¡rimise the nst

agricultural economic yield of the basin" An economic rmnageme,lrt model was formulat€d

as a seríes of linear prograrnming problerns where crop acreage a¡rd the annual quantþ of
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water pumped were decision variables. One such model was formulated for each

agricultural subareq and separate models \¡/ere solved for each 5-year management interval.

An external numerical surface model provided input to the linear program as estimated

annual cost of pumped water for each suba¡ea. The finite difference model simulated

transient unconfined flow for the regional aquifer. A sequential computational link was

developed between the economic models and the gtoundwater simulation model.

Preliminary subwater demands were computed using the linea¡ progrant. Then calculations

and checks were rnade regarding the profitability of reinvestment in wells, well life limits,

and economic failure for each subarea. Pumping requirements were adjusted and the aquifer

simulation renm. The resulting hydraulic heads were used to compute estimated future

pumping costs for the next 5-year interval in the economic linear programming modçls. The

procedure was repeated for the next 5O-year time horizon

The linked model approach was further extended to the management of

groundwater and surface water systems by Young and Bredehoeft [1972]. They studied an

SQ-km reach of the South Platte river in Colorado in which all groundwater ultimately came

from the river. Their study considered an institutional fra¡nework which would tend to

minimise the impact upon river flow of groundwater punrping for irrigation through

examination of the policy implications of a basin authority for partial centralisation of

contro! allowed for the development of new water supplies. In this context, a model was

developed which linked economic management with nr¡rrerical simulation. As in their

former studies, numerous linear progfamming models and periodic groundwater simulation

models were executed. The goal of the basin authority was assumed to be marimisation of

the average annu¿l economic yield. A linear program was developed which manimised net

revenues at the beginning of the simulation seasorr. Constraints considered water

acquisitior¡ and inigable land limit¿tions. A sequence of computations then determined

irrigation return flow, flow diversions, and crop acreages. Monthly subarea operating

models were formulated as linear programs in which surface water use and groundwater use
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were decision variables. The constraints related to irrigation requirements and local net

revenues were maximised. After each subarea operating model was solved, an aquifer was

executed for nongrowing seasons. The planning model was then run for the next irrigation

season and the process repeated for a lO-year time horizon.

Bredehoeft and Young tl9S3l updated their 1972 model by considering the

influence of certain surface water supplies. Their study was again patterned a reach of the

South Platte River in Colorado , and the linked model approach was employed. In addition

to maximising net revenue, they argued that fa¡mers countered variance in income caused

by short water supplies. Farming economics in the study area were such that reliance upon

uncertain swface water supplies was unwise. Increasing well capacity so that all acreage

could be irrigated by wells significantly reduced the va¡iance of income. As in this study, the

management modelling approach illustrates quantitatively that the development of the

groundwater systems may be motivated by the desire to insure against periodic short water

supplies. The study provided a more comprehensive framework to evaluate management

institutions.

The linked simulation-optimisation approach was used by Daubert and Young

tl9S2l to evaluate the influence of two gtoundwater management schemes along the lower

South Platte River in Colorado. Their model was similar to that of Young and Bredehoeft

Ílg72l but used the aquifer-stream response model of Morel-Seytowc U975bl and

contained a legal submodel which distributed surface water rights and groundwater with

respect to assumed rnanagønent policies. The management model was first concerned with

a groundwater policy that effectively prohibited groundwater use during drought periods.

The second policy regarded groundwater as a common property and limited pumping only

by the well capacity. Resutts showed that while rnrestricted gtoundwater use resulted in

enhanced net income from irrigated frnning, it imposed large external costs on surface

water users who must cope with declining flows.
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2.13.2.3 Hierarchical Models

The hierarchical approach was developed to model and optimise large scale water

resource systems. The general approach has been described by Haimes U9771. Yu and

Haimes Í19741first employed this approach to optimise a complex regional groundwater

allocation problem. They reasoned that a decomposition and multilevel approach breaks

down a complicated regional resource nìrinagement problem into smaller local level

problems, each of which is optimised before attempting to optimise the overall regional

problem. The process is iterative and requires coordination and feedback from the solution

of the higher-level (overall) problem to local level optimisation.

They were concerned with planning to irnprove the allocative efficiency of the

regional water resources, particularty groundwater. The regional problem was decomposed

into subproblems, one for each subregion. Each subregion was formulated as a nonlinear

mathematical programming problem which minimised net water supply costs, which were

considered to be frmctions of water importatior¡ pumping, and water levels. The aquifer

model was a two-dimensional asymmetric poþonal finite difference system fMacNeal,

1953]. Subregional model solutions were fed to a second level representing coordination by

a regional authority. The authority dealt with assuring consistent water levels across the

individuat poþonal regions, determined ta>r rates, and determined the optimal artificial

recharge operation rate to minimise regional water supply costs. The interaction between

the regional authority and subregions was accomplished using an iterative decision-making

process. By structuring the model in this rlamrer, decentralised decisions were tied together

to solve a complex regional gtoundwater allocation problem by imposing a regional

pumping ta>r to provide revenue for artificial recharge.
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A multilevel management model for a complex groundwater-surface water system

was presented by Haimes and Dreizen |9771.It uses both the response matrix approach

and a multilevel structure to optimise a complex, conjunctive system- Their strategy was to

solve a series of optimisation models which employed response matrices. In the first stage,

optimisation models were executed whirch maximised. each water users net benefit. The

problems were formulated as quadratic models in which decision variables were local

pumping quantities, artificial recharge activþ, and surface water use. Constraints specified

water requirements, lift and pumping limitations for each well, recharge facility capacity,

and Surfase wate¡allocation Rêsponse m¿itrices wEre developed with the aquifer simulation

program of Maddock |9691.In their study, individual subarea models were solved using

the muhicell simulation teehnique b!. Dreizen and Haimes Í19771.

The second stage of the multilevel optimisation scheme determined drawdowns

throughout the system and flows induced from the river into the aquifer. This process \¡ftìs

accomplished by summing the influences resulting from the solutions obtained for each area

.from the first stage in the optimisation Net streamflow to the reservoir was calculated,

reservoir overflow was checked, and reservoir operation costs were determined. These

factors were then entered into an optimal strrface water allocation progr¿lm in which the

reservoir capacity and periodic allocation limits served as constraints. A sample solution

was presented over a 6-year ptanning horizon. The optimal solution indicated a well-

pumping plar¡ recharge plan, and surface water use plan.

A hierarchical model has been developed by researchers at the World Bank to study

groundwater and surface water policies for the Indus Basin in Pakistan using the structure

of the hierarchical and multilevel programming model by Bisschop et al. [1982]' The

solution model employed the transformation matrix approach with 53 irrigated poþgonal

regions..The original model consisted of 20,000 constraints, but various simplifications

reduced the problem to less than 8,000 constraints. A method was developed to this Indus

Basin model as a two-level programming problem. One level concerned the farmers and
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their individual objectives. The individual farm level objectives were summed and the

aggregate farm income was nuximised. The second level concerned the government which

must account for long-term consequences of water allocation decisions. The solution

procedure involved creation of an augmented linear program that served to fix certain

policy variables that pertain to government taxes and subsidies-

2.14 Groundwater Quality Management

The joint use of numerical simulation and linear programming has been applied to

groundwater pollutant source management. The underlying management problemhere is the

use of an aquifer for both waste disposal and water supply. Combined groundwater

simulation and management models have been developed to contend with these problems.

Simulation models in the case of groundwater pollutårnt source management involve

solution of the advective-dispersive equation. For the general linear case of a twQ-

dimensional transport with decay and sorption of a single dissolved chemical constitl¡ent in

saturated porous media the goveming equation may be expressed as

R,#:*(o,#) ftGr,) #-M' (2.22)

where
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concentration in the dissolved chemical species LMI;t l,

dispersion tensor l" t ft L

average pore water velocity in the direction i ILT] \

saturated aquifer thickness Pl,
effective aquifer porosity I Io ],
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Different types of management models have been developed for steady state pollution

distribution which often represent a worst-case pollution,scenario, and for transient cases

involving solute redistribution.

2.14.1 Steady State Management Models

The füst model aimed at managing the disposal of waste in aquifers was that of

Wiltis ll976a].In this study, the aquifer was considered as a componènt of a regional waste

treatment system. The objective of the model was to minimise the cost of swface waste

treatment considering both dilution cost and treatment plant cost. The treated effluent

would be injected into an aquifer at predetermined sites. Restrictions were pliace upon water

quality at supply wells and recharge wells.

A solute transport model served as a series of linear constraints in the planning

model. In the simulation model, no temporal variations could occur in either the hydraulic

head or solute distribution Solute transport simulation proceeded in two steps. First, the

steady state form of (2.22) was solved using the finite difference method. The second step

solute concentration in a fluid sink or source IMI;t l,

volumetric flux per unit area ILT-t l,

retardation factor I Io ],

first order kinetic decay rate I Z-t ],

Cartesian coordinates [I], and
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involved determining the steady state solute distribution for each constituent. Willis [1976a]

chose to neglect dispersion, and modelled on advective transport and adsorption. The finite

difference method was again used to discretize the resulting equation for each constituent,

and water quality constraints were then based upon these discretized equations. The solute

transport simulation model was first formed as a finite difference coefficient matrix. The

inverse of this matrix was then computed, and relevant portions were included in the

nvmagement model as constraints. The management model was demonstrated for a

hypothetical case involving two injection wells and two pumping wells. The model

considered several unit processes for waste treatment plant that involved primary,

secondary, and various forms. of advanced waste treatment system. The solution

determined the optimal unit treatment process and the most cost-effective volume of

imported dilution treated.

Incorporating the discretized solute transport equation as constraints in a linear

programming Ínnagement model was the topic of Futagami et al. 11976]. This study

considered the general problem of large surface water body pollution and not specificaþ

groundwater pollution. Different models were constructed using finite difference and finite

elements to solve for the steady state solute distribution. Their linear progamming model

sought to maximise total waste disposal under local waste load restrictions. The physical

behaviour of the system was accounted for by embedding the finite difference or finite

element equations into the linea¡ progamming model. The greatest significant of this work

was in the linear programming solution algorithnr; wherein the author was able to take

advantage of the special structure of the constraints represented by the discretized transport

equation to develop a more efficient computation algorithm using the simplex method. An

initial basic feasible solution was developed without the introduction of artificial variables.

However, the primary problem of treating each concentration in space and time as a

decision variable still remains, even with their special simplex method implementation.
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Gorelick and Remson ll982al and Gorelick [1930] employed the embedding

approach using the steady state finite difference form of (2.22) to maximise waste disposal

at two locations while protecting water quality at supply wells and maintaining an existing

waste facility. Both concentration and waste disposal fluxes were treated as decision

variables. After achieving the solution, the model was subjected to sensitivity analysis using

parametric programming. In this way, waste disposal tradeoffs at the various facilities could

be inspected.

2.14.2 Transient Management Models

Pollutant source mrrnagement problems may frequently involve the migration of

plumes of contaminated water. In such cases, water quality must be protected over long

time frames. A waste disposal decision today may not manifest itself as polluted

groundwater at down-gradient wells or streams for many decades. Methods to contend with

the dynarnic man4gement of groundwater pollutant sources have therefore been developed.

BothWitlis [l976bl and Futagami 11976) suggested that the embedding method be

employed using the finite element formulation of the solute transport model to solve the

transient management problem. Willis ll976cl employed the embedding method to

determine effluent disposal standards for food processing waste using spray inigation- His

finite element model considered one-dimensional advective and dispersion for five disposal

cycles for a 24-element configuration. For such small systen¡ the embedding method is

applicable. However, for a general tra¡sient case, the embedding method will result in an

extremeþ large constraint matrix making the embedding approach unsuitable.

Gorelick et al. f1979] considered the management of a transient pollutant soutce.

Their model determined the maximum permissible concentration in a river which lost water

to an aquifer. They recognised the problem of storing and manipulating a large time- and
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space-discretized matrix when using the embedding approach and developed an alternate

method. This method did not require linear programming. By taking advantage of the

mathematical structure of the transient constraints matrix, a rectusive pollutant source

management problem was developed. Concentration throughout the system was expressed

as a fi.¡nction of the river water quality. The management solution was quite different and

provided valuable information regarding the effect of successive water quality constraints,

as well as travel times of the solute plume peaks from the source to the location of the

supply wells. This method is however, limited to situations in which the concentration of the

system can be expressed as a function of a single parameter. '

Wiltis U9791considered a model for aquifer rrumagement involving waste injection

control. He considered the groundwater problems associated with the well injection of

waste waters in a groundwater aquifer system conjunctively managed for supply and

quality. The planning problem was broken into groundwater hydraulic management, and

pollutant source nuunagement components. By decomposing the problem in this manner, the

hydr.aulic heads as determined from the hydraulic management solution, were used to

generate the groundwater velocity field required for the groundwater quality management

model. The two component problems were 
. 
formulated and solved as separate linear

programming problems. In an illustrative example, hydraulic heads were managed at

extraction and injection wells while a water target within each planning period was met and

pumping and injection rates were limited. The water quality component maximised the

lowest of the waste injection concentrations while meeting a waste disposal load and

preserving water quality at all wells during the operational cycle. The example considered

four 120-day management periods. Decisions regarding pumping and injection were made

at the beginning of each period. Transient hydraulic simulations were avoided by using an

average gtoundwater velocþ field over the 480-day operational cycle for the water quality

simulation-management model.
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Each of the two nuìnagement models predicted the system's behaviotr using

numerical simulation. To handle the question of dimensionality associated with transient

problems, Wiltis |gTglbegan by constructing finite element models for the flow and solute

transport models. Rather than discretizing the time derivatives, the system was discretized

over space alone. Anaþtic solutions to these systems of space-discretized ordinary

differential equations were obtained lBettman, 1960] and the solutions were entered into

the linear programming models as constraints. For the water quality subproblen¡ there are

some difficulties with this approach. First, evaluating concentrations at the beginning and

end of.a planning period does not suffice. In transient problems, decisions a¡e made

regarding lev.els of waste water disposal at potential. sites. The optimal selection of sites and

waste disposat strengths a¡e rinknown, and therefore the arríval tìme of contaminant plume

peaks at water supply wells remains unknown Contaminant plumes will not arrive at each

supply well at the beginning or end of a planning period. Second, numerical problems may

arise when solving the solute transport equation as a system of ordinary differential

equations. This is because the space-discretized equations for a nonsymmetric matrix are

difficult to solve using the matrix exponential

Gorelick and Remson [9S2b] approached the dynamic management of

groundwater pollutant sources by the use of a constraint response matrix. They considered

an illustrative one dimensional case involving multiple sources of groundwater pollution and

the maintenance of water quality at water supply wells over all time. They were concerned

with the problem of managing waste disposal activities for several years in such a way that

solute concentration at supply wells never exceed water quality standards, even after waste

disposal activities had ceased. An external finite difference model was used to construct a

unit source concentration response matrix. The matrix served as linear programming

constraints and converted solute injected fluxes at potential disposal locations into

concentration histories at water supply wells. Any linear solute transport simulation model

could be used to generate the concentration response matrix. The linea¡ pro$amming
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solution was subjected to parametric programming to analyse the influence upon the

optimal solution of various waste injection strategies.

Gorelick U9821 utilised the U.S. Geological Survey method of characteristics solute

transport model lKonitrow and Bredehoeft,lgTS] as a component in a groundwater quality

mrinagement model applie{ to a co{nplex hypothetical regional aquifer. The concentration

response matrix was used in conjunction with linear programming to maximise waste

disposal at several facilities during l-year planning periods. A limit on solute concentration

at observation wells was enforced from the first arrival of groundwater pollution until the

pollutant plumes cleared the observation wells. He found that by formulating the problem

as a dual linear progamming problem and by using a numerically stable implemenlation of

the revised simplex method fsaunders, 19771, a large field-scale problem could bê solved.

The results of the pollutant source maximisation problem indicated that the waste disposal

was enhanced by pulsing rather than maintaining constant disposal rates at various sites.

Solutions to problems with successfully greater numbers of waste disposal periods were

corqpared. The marginal impact of the water quality stardard imposed at the supply wells

was greater for short management horizons than.for extended management horizons.

Gorelick and Remson |982b] arrd Gorelick U9S2l \¡/ere concerned with managing

disposal decisions until the pollutants essentially cleared the systern This differs from the

water quality problem of Willis $9791in which the disposal cycle and the time during

which groundwater pollution was of concern were synonlmous. Furthermore, the

advantage of solving the space-discretized form of the solute transport model using an

analytic solution lies in the ability to obtain a solution at any arbitrary time rather than at

successive discrete times. If analytic solutions are obtained over discrete time intervals in

order to ensure water quality at supply wells over the entire problem time frame, then the

primary benefit of the analytic solution technique is lost. In additior¡ incorporating transient

field flow variations would require numerous evaluations of matrix exponentials at discrete

times. In the case considered by Gorelick and Remson |982b1 and Gorelick Í19821,
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pollutant plume peaks arrived over a span of years and at different unknown times at the

various supply or observation wells. Temporal flow field variations could be incorporated

by the sequential solution of the flow and transport models when developing the

concentration response matrix and use of the concentration response matrix is not restricted

to a particular simulation model. Any simulation model may tle used to generate the

concentration response matrix, as demonstrated by GorelickU9S2l.

2.14.3 Some Current Groundwater Management Studies

Dougherty and Marryott t199U showed that simulated annealing can be applied

effectively to optimise probleins in groundwater management. Simulated annealing is a

probabilistic optimisation method that can work well for large scale optimisation problems

that are cast in discrete or combinatorial form. The basic simulated annealing algorithm uses

a random search technique for locating candidate solutions (or configurations) and a

probabilistic criterion for accepting or rejecting those solutions that will not lead to

improved configurations. The method derives its name from an analogy with the way solids

anneal into a highly ordered (ie., optimal) structure. Their objective was to formulate the

problem in terms of a discrete nu¡nber of decision variables, each with a discrete number of

possible values. Simulated annealing was then applied to the resulting combinatorial

problern The combinatorial problem has a finite, though potentially large, number of

possible solutions. A solution that results in the best' or globally optimal value of the

objective function is nonunique. They indicated that in theory simulated annealing can

guarantee a global optimum but noted that in practice, computational limitations leads to

the search for nearly optirnal solutions.

Marryott et al- t1993] used simulated annealing to analyse alternate design

strategies for a groundwater remediation at a contaminated field site through a combination
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of the simulated annealing optimisation algorithm with a field-scale flow and solute

transport simulation model for an unconfined aquifer. Their objective was to determine

nearly optimal pumping schedules for a pump-and-treat remediation system at a proposed

Superfund site in central California. They presented a series of demonstration problems

using two differenl optimisation formulations. The results of their experiment indicated that

the simulated annealing method can be applied to realistic groundwater management

problems. However, they also noted that the computational expense of simulated annealing

technique is large but comparable to other nonlinear optimisation techniques. They finally

provided a practical empirically based strategy for selecting and adjusting the parameters

necessary for successful optimisation.

Andrícevic ànd Kintanidis 179901pres'ented the approximate dual-contrcil method in

which the policy improves the estimation of system parameters as well as manages the

system to meet the specified objectives of minirnal cost (remediation). Using small

perturbation theory, the objective function was divided into a deterministic and stochastic

componpnts. Differential dynarnic proglamming was used to compute the determinisJic

control. The solution for the stochastic part of the objective function was obtained by

anaþtic calculation. Because of this feattue, computation requirements did not exhibit the

dimensionality problem associated with the conventional discrete stochastic dynamic

programming. For on-line parameter identificatior¡ the extended Kalman filter was used to

update the statë estimates and state covariances. The methodology was applied to a

hypothetical one-dimensional bounded aquifer system and did not account explicitly for

inequality constraints.

Convinced that it is practically impossible to specify processes and parameters

precisely in a remediation desþ progranL Lee and Kitanidis [1991] presented the method

of optimal estimation and scheduling in aquifer remediation with incomplete information.

Their methodology combines computer simulation models of solute transport and fate,

descriptions of spatial variability, probabilistic analysis of uncertainty, ffid optimisation.
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Their objective was to identify the most cost effective management policy. They noted that

the advantages of their technique included : (l) utilisation of measurements in real time, (2)

simultaneous estimation of aquifer parameters and decisions for remediatior¡ and (3)

provision of a more diversity in cost-effectiveness and decisions for aquifer remediation.

Subject to constraints and for a given reliability of meeting water qualifY staridards, their

method minimises the expected value of the cost in the remaining periods. Because of

incomplete information about the site, the cost of decontamination strategy is not known a

priori. Hence, their objective minimises the cost weighted by the probability that it will be

incurred.

The optimal aquifer nìanagement policy is expressed as the sum of the deterministic

and a stochastic control terrn The ñnirer is obtained by sotving a deterministic optimisation

problem through constrained differential dynamic progamming, and the latter is obtained

by a perturbation approximation to the stochastic optimal control problern Extended

Kalman filtering is incorporated into the optimisation method to improve the accuracy of

the estimated state and parametric va¡iables using available measurements. A hypothetical

contamination case with two-dimensional unsteady flow and.transport for a persistent solutq

was used to illustrate the apptigability of their methodology. The cost effectiveness and

reliability of the proposed method was studied under various conditions and then compared

with the cost and reliability of the deterministic feedback control method through Monte

Carlo simulation. They noted that their methodology, which posed as an extended case of

Andricevic and Kitanidis ll990l in two-dimensional aquifer with spatial variability in

parameter and various constraints, w¿rs superior to the deterministic feedback control.

McKinney and Lin Í1994] used a genetic algorithm to solve a mixed integer

nonlinear program optimal remediation desþ problem that included fixed and variable

treatment and well field costs. They noted that their formulation of the problem with

genetic algorithm was straightforward and provided solutions which were as good or better

than those obtained by linear and nonlinear programming. Their technique however, did not
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account for the possibility of extraction well redundancy as a contaminant plume moves

along with time. Accounting for the possibility of extraction well redundancy is important

since over-estimation of remedial design cost can be avoided as contaminant plume move

from the operating extraction wells. They indicated in their work that complicated

problems, such as transient pumping and multiphase remediation which have proved

difficult for the embedding and response matrix approaches of linear and quadratic

programming could be readily formulated and solved without essential difficulties.

Constraints could be easily incorporated into the formulation and computation of

derivatives with respect to the decision variables (as in nonlinear programming) were not

required. However, they mentioned that the computational time required for the solution of

genetic algorithm groundwater management models increases with the complexity of the

problem. They noted that for such complicated problems, the computational time could be

dramatically reduced on massively parallel computers.

Ritzel and Eheart ll994l have also employed the genetic algorithm technique to

solve a multiple objeçtive groundwater pollution containment problern Their purpose was

to investigate the ability of the genetic algorithm to. solve a multiple objective groundwater

pollutionproblern Their method involved operating a set of wells so that the polluted water

could be hydraulically contained and can be pumped for subsequent treatment. Their

decision variables were how many wells to install, where to install thenU and how much to

pump from each well. To achieve this, they formulated two methods with the genetic

algorithm: a vector-evaluated genetic algorithm and a Pareto genetic algorithrn However,

since their model was only concerned with steady-state groundwater pollution containment,

and not groundwater remediatior¡ contamination transport was not considered in their

studies. They concluded in their work that genetic algorithms are capable of generating

trade-offcurves for a multiple objective groundwater containment problem and mentioned

that one great advantage of the genetic algorithm over conventional optimisation lies in its

ability to handle highly nonlinear complex problems that accurately reflect the real world.
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2.15 Approach in Present Research

In the second part of this research work, a complete groundwater optimisation

model has been proposed for remediation of polluted aquifers. A comprehensive literature

survey has presented a numerous number of previous and current techniques that have been

used for such exercises. The previous techniques mostly deal with linear and nonlinear

methods that employ embedding and response matrix deterministic methods. The

disadvantages of these methods lie in their inability to handle large and complex real

problems. Not surprisingly, such methods are not adopted in the techniques of the '90s

where more sophisticated methods such as simulated annealing, stochastic, and a

combination of deterministic and stochastic techniques are now in use.

Nonlinear programming techniques have been used to solve groundwater

management problems for the past two decades. These methods employ the gradient-based

algorithms to adjust decision variables so as to optimise the objective function of a

.management model. These algorithms rEquire the computation.of sensitivities of state

variables, eg., head or concentratior¡ at certain locations to decision va¡iables. Sensitivities

are obtained either by adjoint sensitivity or perturbation methods. These sensitivities are

difficult to progran¡ in the case of adjoint sensitivity method, or computationally expensive

to generate, in the case of perturbation methods, and in general are not robust fMcKinney

and Lin, lgg41. The problem is complicated by the fact that cost functions rnay either be

discontinuous or highly complex. Additionally, groundwater riumagement problems tend to

be highly nonlinea¡ and nonconvex mathematical programming problems, especially in the

case of aquifer remediation desþn with mass transport constraints. Hence, there is no
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guarantee that a global optimum of a groundwater remediation design \Mill be found by

gradient-based nonlinear pro gamming methods.

Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the principle of the mechanics of

natural selection which are capable of finding several near-optimal design alternatives that

are different from each other - giving the decision maker several alternatives to compare

and select from. Therefore in view of the several inherent difficulties associated with the use

of nonlinea¡ programming methods to the design of groundwater remediation schemes, the

genetic algorithm technology has been selected as the suitable method for application in the

proposed rernediation model of the second phase of this research work. The details of this

technique and the extent to which it is formulated to suit the needs of this research study is

prèsented in chapter five. It is apparent from the literature súrvey, that the shufled complex

evolutiona¡y (SCE) method has never been used in the history of groundwater modelling for

parameter estimation. This technique has proved very successful in the past for the

calibration of conceptual surface runoff models. In the light of its success, it has been

selected as the technique to be adopted in the inverse problem of parameter estimation.

Details ofthe SCE methodology is presented in chapter five.

2.16 Summary

This chapter has presented a comprehensivê review of the various methodologies

used in the optimisation of groundwater Íìanagement and aquifer parameter identification

problems. The topics discussed range from the application of deterministic (gradient-based

methods) through a combination of deterministic and stochastic methods (shufled complex

evolution) to completely stochastic methods (simulated annealing and genetic algorithms).

Current research studies have shown that gradient-based methods have difficulties in

locating the global optimum of the objective function of groundwater management
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problems. However, they have indicated that techniques like the genetic algorithm and the

shufled complex evolution methods are robust enough to handle most of the difficulties

associated with real-world complex optimisation problems. In view of this, the genetic

algorithm and the shufled complex methodology have been selected as the appropriate

optimisation techniques for proposed aquifer remediation and the parameter estimation in

this research study.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction

Based on the comprehensive literature survey presented in chapter 2, two appropriate

evolutionary techniques have been selected to handle the two-phase research study

proposed in the introductory chapter. The first phase of the research study deals with the

identification of aquifer formation parameters using the shufled complex evolutionary

methodology, while the second phase considers the optimisation of extraction processes in

contaminated aquifers using the genetic algorithm optimisation technique. The shufled

complex evolution and the genetic algorithm are both evolutionary optimisation techniques

that employ the principles of natural selection. The outstandirtg difference bêtween the two is

that the genetic algorithm uses entirely stochastic (or probabilistiç) methods in its

optimisation procedures while the shufled complex evolution combines both stochastic and

deterministic methods. In both phases of the research study, numerical finite element models

are embedded in the optimisation models for the forward problem part of the analysis. This

chapter briefly addresses the approach adopted in the development of the desired models for

each phase ofthe proposed research.
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3.2 Parameter ldentification - Phase L

In order to design a more practical tool for field scale problems, numerical

formulation techniques are adopted to solve the governing equations of flow and solute

transport. Two stand-alone models (one for flow and the other for solute transport) each with

the option to handle fluid flow in both two- and three-dimensions are designed for the inverse

problem of parameter identification. The optimiser used in this model is the shufled complex

evolutionary technique. The shufled complex evolution (SCE) performs the entire parameter

estimation operation through two major operations: (1). complex shufling, and (2)

competitive complex evolution. Importance is attached to the estimation of the following

parameters:

Two- Dimensional Flow model

t hydraulic conductivity in the x-direction lk-|,
o hydraulic conductivity in the y-direction Lkrl,

a anisotropic hydraulic conductivitY lko = kyl, and

a aquifer storage coefficient [,S]

Three-Dimensioqal Flow model

o hydraulic conductivþ in the x-direction l,k*f,

a hydraulic conductivity in the y-direction Íkrl,

t hydraulic conductivity in the z-direction fk-1, arrd

O aquifer storage coefficient [,f1.
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Two- and Three-Dimensional Transport Models

a longitudinal dispersivity l_a rl,

t transverse dispersivity la rl, and

t aquifer porosity I ø1.

Nonuniformity and nonhomogeneity are accounted for in groundwater modelling via:

(1) zonation method, and (2) interpolation method. In the zonation approact¡ the simulation

region is divided into a nurnber of subregions (or zones) and constant parameter valüe are

used to characterise each zone. In the finite element context therefore, all elements within the

same zone exhibit coÍìmon parameter values corresponding to that zone. Parameter

identification numbers a¡e used to parameterize the region into zones. Therefore elements

identified by the same numbers are known to belong to the same zone and hence have

common parameter values. In the interpolation approact¡ the simulation region is divided into

a ntrmber of elements connected to a ntmber of nodes. Each node is associated with a chosen

local interpolation function. The unknown parameter is then interpolated by a linea¡

combination of the interpolating function Because of its ease of applicatior¡ the zonation

method is adopted in this research work to account for nonuniformity and nonhomogeneity

of the aquifer formation parameters.

The decìsion to use the SCE for the inverse problem of parameter identificatiÒn is

based on the considerable amount of success which some surface hydrologists have reported

on its use for calibration of conceptual rainfall-runotr(CRR) models. Recently, Tanakamaru

and Burges [996] and Kuczera |9971 compared the efficiency of the SCE technique in

the context of CRR modelling with the genetic algorithm and other optimisation techniques

and reported the SCE as having the best performance. Yapo et al.11996] used a 39 water-

year period in conjunction with the SCE to estimate the optimal parameters of a given

watershed. They performed ten independent runs and concluded that all the ten runs
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converged to the same parameter values. Additionally Professor H. Gupta - the leader of the

team that developed the shuffled complex evolutionary technique - has mentioned in a

personal communication that the methodology has never been extended to groundwater

modelling. Therefore the primary objective of the use of the SCE in the inverse problem of

pararneter identification is to investigate its performance in the context of groundwater

modelling.

3.2 Optimisation of Extraction - Phase 2

This model comprises a flow and solute transport model embedded in the genetic

algorithm optimisation model. The flow model is required for the computation of element

centroidal velocities which is subsequently used in the transport model for the computation of

dispersion coefficient parameters. In addition to handling anisotropy and homogeneþ, the

numerical models in this context are designed to model fluid transport processes in confned

and unconfined aquifers. The major task of the optimisation is performed by the genetic

algorithm model through the for¡r genetic processes of selectior¡ crossover, mutatior¡ and

inversion; after receiving nodal concentration values from the transport model. The nodal

concentration values are required by the genetic algorithm for the evaluation of the objective

function. The ouþut of the entire optimisation process is (1) the optimum number, locations,

pumping rates, and pumping regime of extraction wells and (2) the optimum cost of the

extraction operation associated with the entire remediation scheme in (1).
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3.4 Assumptions

Since mathematical models are not completely capable of simulating the realities of

nature, assumptions are usuaþ required in some cases to reduce the complex natural

phenomena to situations that can be readily modelled. In view of this, the following

assumptions are observed by the flow and solute transport governing equations adopted in

this research work.

3.4.1 Major Assumptions of the Flow Models

{) Flow ofthe fluid is considered isothermal and governed by Darcy's law,

o fluid under consideration is slightly compressible and no separation phase occurs, and

a the daughter products of any decayed material do not affect the density of water.

3.4.2 Major Assumptions of the Transport Models

a Diffiision of transport in the porous meditrm is governed by Fickls law,

a the hydrodynamic dispersion is defined as the sum of the coefficient of mechanical

dispersion and molecular diffusiorl

a adsorption and decay of the solute may be described by a linear equilibrium isotherm and

a first-order decay rate, and

o decay rate is the same in both the solid and the liquid phase.
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3.5 Formulation and Numerical Approximation

In the usual finite element context, the steps involved in the formulation and numerical

approximation consist of:

o Discretization of the simulation region into a network of finite elements. For simple

rectangular simulation regions, subprograms have been designed and incorporated for

automatic generation of element connectivity and nodal coordinates (mesh design).

a Formulation of a matrix equation describing the behaviow of individual elements (element

stiffiress matrix). The weighted residual of the advective-dispersive transport is performed

using asymmetric weighting functions (instead of the basis functions normally used in the

standard Galerkin formulation). This measure is effected to take care of numerical

dispersion when the advective components of the transport model dominate over their

dispersive counterparts. This upstream-weighting technique is adopted in the management

model.

a Assembly of the element equations into a system of global algebraic equations and

incorporation of boundary conditions.

o Solution ofthe resulting system of algebraic equations using a direct symmetric solver for

the flow model and a direct asymmetric solver for the transport model of the management

model. An iterative solution technique is used for the inverse problern of parameter

identification for fast solution process since some problems require a large number of

objective function evaluations.
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3.6 Summary

A brief methodology of the proposed research study has been presented in this

chapter. The entire research work comprises two phases. The first phase involves the

development of a model for the inverse problem of parameter identification using the shufled

complex evolutionary methodology. The second phase deals with the development of a

management model for the optimisation of extraction processes in polluted aquifers using the

genetic algorithm as the optimisation technique. V/ithin each of these optimisation models, is

embedded a flow and/or solute transport model These models are formulated by the finite

element method into a system of algebraic equations which are solved appropriately by direct

and iterative solution techniques. Details of the optimisation models mentioned in this chapter

and the extent to which they are formulated to handle the proposed problêm presented in

chapter five. The governing equations, their numerical formulation into a system of algebraic

equations, and solution techniques used to solve these system of algebraic equations are

presented in much more detail in chapter four.
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Chapter 4

Governing Equations, Finite Element
Formulation, and Solution Techniques

4.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the equations governing flow and solute transport in

porous media, their subsequent formulation into a system of algebraic equations by the

finite element method, and the appropriate solution techniques employed to solve the

system of algebraic equations. From the methodology presented in chapter three, a total

of four governing equationg are presented. These are namply: (1) atwo-dimensional flow

equation, (2) a three-dimensional flow equation, (3) a two-dimensional solute transport

equation and (4) a three-dimensional solute transport equation. In the proposed

extraction process, a flow model is required for the computation of velocities to be used

by the solute transport component of the extraction model The presentation of these

equations are followed by their transformation into a system of algebraic equations using

the finite element method.

4.2 Governing equations for the Flow Models

The generalised anisotropic and nonhomogenous form of governing equations for

a two-dimensional flow model may be expressed as:
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*(o _ g. *u, Ð. &(0, 
g . *?" Ð 

:' * * n (4.1)

where:

ko

k,y

kt

kw

h(x,y,t)

t

a
s

hydraulic conductivity in the x-direction ILT-'f,
anisotropic hydraulic conductivity in xy-direction I LTt l,

anisotropic hydraulic conductivity in the yx-directionf LT-t l,

hydraulic conductivity in the y-direction LLTU l,

hydraulic head at a point (*y) at time r pl,

a particular simulation time [7],

volumetric rate of extraction/injection per unit area lLT" ], and

aquifer storage coefficient IIo].

The three-dimensional from of equation (4.1) may be expressed as:

*(o-9.â?"9.*?-Ð='**n (4.2)

kr=kr=kr=kr=ko:ko=0

'where:

ko hydraulic conductivity in the vertical (or z) direction ILT-t ]

All other terms in equation (4.2)Inve meanings as previously defined in equation (4.1).

In the finite element formulatior¡ it is rather convenient to have equations Ø.1) and Ø.2)

in their Cartesian tensor notation form. Using this notation, equations (a.1) and @.2) may

be represented in a more compact form as:
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d ã1\

"')
=s4+o.

d
k,j (4.3)a¡

i,j =1,2 (for 2 - dimension) ot i, j =1,2,3 (for 3 - dimension)

where

kt¡ hydraulic conductivity tensor lLTt l

ku contains the diagonal elements k* and ko and the oÊdiagonal terms ko and kofor

the two-dimensional model oÍ ko, ko, and k. for the three-dimensional model (where

all other elements of hydraulic conductivity tensor are zero). In accordance with the

standard definitions, transmissivity may be obtained from the hydraulic conductivity

tensor by the expression:

Tu = krH (4.4)

For unconfined flow, f/ corresponds to the hydraulic head above the base of the aquifer.

The initial and boundary conditions to which equation (4.3) may be subject to are

expressed as:

where:

Ti

H

h(x,,t=0)=ho

h(x,,t): h

_kij At-
-7fl¡ = Q
üj

transmissivity tensor lI:T-' ], and

saturated thickness of the aquifer [Z].

onboundary Br

onboundary B,

(4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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where:

h

ho

q

ni

initial hydraulic head Pl,

specified hydraulic head on boundary portion Bt lL],

specified flux on boundary portion 82 fLT-tl, and

outward unit normal vector.

4.2 Governing equations for the Transport Models

The two-dimensional governing equation for solute transport in a porous medium

may be represented by the mathematical expression:

uuþ- 4^ * o, Ð. â(r- 
4^ * o, Ð,. * -,, f; =

n4+ nu+9Lã furt

(4.8)

c -c

where:

D=

D'v

D,o

Dw

c(x,Y,t)

lr, vy

R

)"

8¡

hydrod¡pamic dispersion coeffrcient in the x-direction LI:Tu l,

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient in the xy-directio n ¡ L2 T -t 1,

hydrodynamic dispersion coefftcient in the yx-directio n ¡ I) T -' 1,

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient in the y-direction II:T" l,

trace concentration at the point (>qy) in time f ÍMI;t l,
pore water velocities in x- and y-directions, respectiv ely I LT-r l,

retardation coeffrcient I Io ],

decay constant [f-t],
injection (or extraction) rate per writ arealLT-t f,

trace concentration in injected fluid I MI;t l,c
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aquifer porosity ¡ lo1, and

aquifer saturated thickness Pl.

The hydrodynamic dispersion components are evaluated according to the following

constitutive relations flstok, I 987] :

drvr' + d, rvr'

ø

m

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

DDo
v

+

)v

Dy _ Grvr' + a, rvr' * o.

dT

v

(a

* nr'vx

xT vv
Do= Dr=

where:

v=

dL

ar

D.

v

2

longitudinal dispersivit y lLl,

transverse dispersivity [Z], and

coefficient of molecular diffrsion Ll:ft l.

The three-dimensionat form of the solute transport model in equation (4.8) may be

expressed as:

âl_t
a)

(4.12)tua
V,-T -lu; -l),ac 'q

where:

*(,-*

3þ^*

*Do .*,(o-** o,ä* o,e\_t
a)
âl_t
a)*Do

&
a

++D-

+ D*+'q
4=n4+R)t*Qt
Aãû" c -c

Do

Do

hydrodynamic dispersion coeffrcient in the xz-direction¡L2T-t 1,

hydrodynamic dispersion coefftcient in the zx-directio n ¡ I) T -' 7,
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D), hydrodynamic dispersion coefücient in the yz-directionÍL2T{]1,

Dry hydrodynamic dispersion coefücient inthe zy-direction¡IlT- 1,

D= hydrodynamic dispersion coeffrcient in the z-direction II:Tt ], and

vz pore water velocity in the z-direction ILT-'1.

All the other parameters in equation (4.12) have the same meaning as those defined in

equation (4.S). The expressions for the coefficients of mechanical (or hydrodynamic)

dispersion in three-dimensional notation may be obtained by the following expression

flstok,19871:

d, vr'+vr' + ø rv,' +D' (4.t3)

Do=

Do

Do

Do

D),

v

a r(v,' + v,' \+arv,' +D' (4.14)
v

22
vy lr, +dLvz

v

dr-dr

2
d

- Dr=

T +D' (4.1s)

(4.16)( )u'n

vr' +vr' +vr'

Do= Do

-Do

v

&t-dr( )n,u,
v

dt-dr

v

( \o"n,

(4.17)

(4.18)

where

v=

In Cartesian tensor notation equations (4.S) and (4.12) may tle expressed in a more

compact form as:
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d
(r, *) -,, ä 

: R* + R)ß - 1r, - ",

i,j =1,2 (2-dimension) or i,j =1,2,3 (3-dimension)

a¡ (4.te)

where:

Du hydrodynamic dispersiontensor Ítf'l

The elements of Duare the hydrodynamic dispersion coefftcients defined in equations

(4.9) to (4.11) and in equations (4.13) to (4.1S) for the two- and three-dimensional

models, respectively. The initial and boundary conditions associated with the solution of

equation (4.19) may be expressed as:

c(x,,t: 0) = co

c(x,,t) = c

where:

co

c

Qf¡

onboundary 81

onboundary B,

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)vinic-orl",-- ercr

initial tracer concentratio n I MI' 3 
l,

specified concentration at boundary portion BJML-3 ], and

specified concentration flux at boundary portion B.IMI'3T11.

The compact forms of the governing equations discussed so far for the 2- and 3-

dimensional flow and solute transport models are shown in equations (a.3) and (4.21),

respectively. These equations are in partial differential equation forrrU therefore for the

dependent variables to be evaluated, they must be reduced to a system of algebraic

equations by one of the known numerical formulation techniques.
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4.3 Numerical Formulation Techniques

Numerical formulation techniques are methods used to reduce the governing

equations (containing partial differential expression) to a system of solvable algebraic

equations. Numerical methods do not require such restrictive assumptions as those

required by the closed-form solutions of analytical models. For example, it is possible to

obtain numerical solutions for the case of anisotropic and nonhomogenous aquifer

properties and for problems with complex and time-dependent boundary conditions. In

using numerical methods, one seeks a discrete approximation for the solutiorL ie.,

computed values of the field variable at a set of specified points within the aquifer at a æt

of specified times. The number and locations of the points and the number and choice of

time steps are determined in advance by the analyst. Several types of numerical methods

have been used to solve groundwater flow and solute transport problems in the past. The

two principal ones are the Finite Difference Method (FDM) and the Finite Element

Method (FEM).

The FDM was initially applied to groundwater flow of fluids in petroleum

reservoirs as far back as the early '50s fBruce et al., 1953, Peaceman and Rachford,

1962l, and later to problems of groundwater flow and solute transport in the mid-1960's

fRemson et a1.,1965; Freeze and Whitherspoon, 1966; Pinder and Bredehoeft, 19681.

The FDM has a number of advantages that has contributed to its continued widespread

use and popularity: (1) for simple problems, the mathematical formulation and computer

implementation are easily understood by those without advanced training in mathematics

or computer programming, (2) effrcient numerical algorithms have been developed for

implementing the FDM on computers, (3) the accuracy of solutions to steady-state and

transient groundwater flow problem is generally quite good, and (a) several case histories
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have been published that describe successful application of the method to the solution of

practical problems. Unfortunately the FDM has some disadvantages: (1) the method

works best for rectangular or prismatic aquifers of uniform composition; it is difficult to

incorporate irregular or curved aquifer bounda¡ies, anisotropic and heterogenous aquifer

properties, or sloping soil and rock layers into the numerical model without introducing

numerous mathematical and computer programming complexities, and (2) the accuracy

of the solution to transport problems is lower than can be obtained for the FEM (which is

now widely used in place of the FDM for this purpose).

The FEM was first used to solve groundwater flow and solute transport in the

eaÃy 1970's fZienkiewicz et al., 1966; Javadel and Writherspoon, 1968; Zienkiewicz and

Parekh, 1970; Pinder and Frind, 19721. Some of the advantages of the FEM are : (1)

irregular or curved aquifer boundaries, anisotropic and heterogenous aquifer properties,

and sloping soil or rock þers can be easily incorporated into the numerical model, (2)

the accuracy of solutions to groundwater flow and solute transport problems is very good

(exact in some cases), (3) solutions to the solute transport equation are generally more

accurate than those obtained by the FDM, and (4) the FEM lends itself to modular

computer programming wherein a wide variety of problems can be solved using a small

set of identical computer procedwes. The FEM however has certain disadvantages: (l)

for very simple problems, the FEM requires a grcater amount of mathematical and

computer progfamming sophistication than does the FDM (although this disadvantage

disappears for more complicated problems), and (2) unlike the FDM which can be

represented using Taylor's series, the theory behind the FEM is relatively abstract and

diffrcult to understand by beginners. However, the advantages of the FEM appears to

outweigh its disadvantages especially in the event of complex anisotropic and

nonhomogenous aquifers with inegular boundary geometry. In view of the capabilities of

the FEM to handle such complex problems, it is has been selected as the appropriate
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numerical formulation technique for the governing equations of flow and solute transport

presented in section 4.2.

4.3.1 FEM Formulation of the Flow Model

FEM formulation techniques such as the Galerkin method and the variational

principle have been used in the past to formulate governing equations into a system of

solvable algebraic equations. The variational principle, which uses the concept of energy

dissipatior¡ works only for some particular equations (for example, it is incapable of

handling the solute transport model because of the advective component in the governing

equation). The standard Galerkin FEM is general for all governing equations since it

derives its methodology fromthe method ofweighted residuals. Because of its generalþ,

the Galerkin FEM is employed in the formulations of the governing equations discussed

previously. The formulation presented below is applicable to both two- and three-

dimensional governing equations. The fnst step is to define an approximate or trial

solution hr(x,,t), 6 â series sumrnation in terms of the unknown head h(x,,/) and an

interpolating function, Nr(t,) , such that,

hr(x,,t): Nr(x,\h(t), J =1,2,..,n (4.23)

where n is the number of nodes in the entire finite element network. Substitution of the

trial solution into a given governing equation results in residuals (or errors) at each nodal

point. If a particular average of the weighted residual is forced to vanish, the nodal heads

are ot¡tained as the solution of the system of algebraic equations - this is the basis of the

Galerkin FEM formulation The details of the tecbnique can now be applied to equation
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(4.3). Substitution of the trial solution into equation (4.3) yields the residual

e(x,,/)which may be exPressed as:

(4.24)

The residual e(x,,t)is forced to vanish by weighting it with a weighting function w, and

summing over the entire simulation domain. In the Galerkin formulation technique, the

weighting function w, is considered as the interpolating (or shape) function Nr(x,). This

weighting operation results in the expression:

*(r,*) ,*-n,:e(x,,,)

IN,e(x,,tþa= y,l*?,

Y,#Tao+ js', x,!aa* 
!u,oaa- I*,(t,*)n,ou=, 

(4.26)

=() (4.2s)

where O represents the simulation region over which the integration (or surnmation) is

performed. Using Green's 2nd identity, the spatial terms in equation (4,25) can be

integrated by parts to yield the expression in equation (4.26) (after substituting for

. å,, using equation (4.23))

where B represents the boundary of the simulation region. The integral expression

representing the sink or source term in equation (4.26) may be evaluated using the

expression:

nv

lø,(*,,)õ(x, - xu)
I=r

(4.27)a
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where

4t

nw

õ

volumetric rate of injection/extraction per area atnode 1 ll T-' l,

number of wells, and

Dirac delta function.

Using equation (4.27) the integral expression representing the sink or source term Q, tn

equation (4.26) may be evaluated as:

tN,gaa = q, (4.28)

(4.30)

o

The use of equation (4.27) implies that the right hand side of equation (4.28) is zero if

node 1is not a sink or source node. The boundary integral expression in equation (4.26)

may be evaluated by invoking the flux boundary condition defined for the flow governing

equationo ie.,

-kü (4.2e)

Using equation (4.29) the flux boundary integral teim in equation (4.26) becomes

fr¡=8n
ãt
aj

- J¡r'
B

kij idB: ltt,q,an
B

Incorporating equations (4.28) and (a.30) nto (4.26), one obtains the following system of

differential equations :

y, Tþhrdç,* Jt*", * o t Q ¡ - [*,n
B

0

8l

,dB (4.31)
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Equation (4.31) can be expressed in a more compact form as

Hrh, + frff= n, (4.32)

(4.33)

H,L=1 !"0'TTo""
P,, :Z lsx,w rda"

e çt"

,, =-(n,*1!"r,n.oi

(*, *#)o/,' = Hr,o 
+(o-r¡H,,h,r * Fl*'

where:

where:

C)" is the element suMomain with boundary 8", N, *td hrare interpolating functions

and nodal values of head, respectively, and the sunmation is performed over the total

number of elements. To complete the FEM formulation, a time integration is performed

on equation(.32) using the difFerence method. This procedure leads to the following

system of algebraic equations:

k,k+I

Nk

previous and current time levels, respectively' and

the frthtime step.

0 is atime-weighting factor that lies between 0 and l. In particular, 0 : I leads to a

fully implicit scheme while 0 :0.5 results in the Crank-Nicholson scheme which has the
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advantage of a second order accuracy. Equation (4.33) is the final system of algebraic

equations that must be solved to obtain the dependent variable h, . The solution technique

adopted to obtain å, is presented in sectio n 4.4 . The above formulation applies to both the

two- and three-dimensional flow governing equations presented previously.

4.3.2 FEM Formulation of the 2-D Transport Model

Due to the occurances of high fluid velocities at some stages of the simulation

process, there is the likelihood of solute transpof being dominated by advection. It is

known that the dominating character of the advective components of the transport model

over their dispersive counterparts usually causes numerical dispersion fHuyakarn and

Nilkyha, 1979; Konikaw and Bredehoeft;1978). One common but expensive technique of

overcoming numerical dispersion is the use of a sufficiently refined mesh. To alleviate

this difficuþ without the use of excessive refined mestr, Huyaknrn and Nilkuha ll979l

adopted the upstream-weighting function technique for one- and two-dimensional finite

elements. This technique is used in the two-dimensional finite element formulation of the

solute transport equation ofthe management model.

The upstream weighting function differs from the standard Galerkin technique by

the fact that special weighting functions lV, are used to weight the spatial terms in the

advective-dispersive equation while the remaining terms are weighted by the usual

interpolating functions .l/r. To start the FEM formulatiorU let the domain be suMivided

into a number of finite elements and let the trial solution to equation (4.22) cr(x,,t) ,be

approximated by the expression:

c n(x ,,t) : N ,(x ,)c ,(t), i : 1,2, J = 1,2,..,n (4.34)
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The upstream-weighting hnite element procedure is executed by substituting the trial

solution (equation 4.34) into equation (4.19) to generate the residuals. These residuals are

forced to zero by weighting the spatial terms with the upstream-weighting function, W,,

and the remaining terms with the interpolating function N, and performing a summation

(integration) over the entire simulation domain. Execution of these steps results in the

following expression:

Êr
_4'ì
a,)

I *4+ RÀc-Q' ,r. -"llc¿I a m0' ')vDijIw,
o

- IN,
o

-0 (4.3s)

Applicatiorr of Gteen's 2nd identity and Substitution for cousing equation (4.34) results in

the following system of differential equations:

!lr, T T + v,w, ll, ** Jn,.nr, 
n * o* 

1u,,, + (,æ * f ,, on

Q¡"
(4.36)

* Iw,
B

da
mþ

= IN,
o

The boundary condition term in equation (4.36) can be evaluated directly using the

specified flux equation (ie., equation (4.22)) of the transport model as follows:

WII
B

D =-l',ur(ct +ct
B

e,\
4)U

ndB I ¡ = -Y,fl, (4.37)

(4.38)

Substituting equation (4.37) into (4.36), a system of differential equations in a more

compact form may be obtained as:

Fr
fur_
ã

A,rc, + 8,,
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where:

.q,, =1J{[", T+ + v w *)* Jru,r,,,(zn . Hþ"
E,r:Z NrNrRdç,

e {>"

r :ÌiJ N,ff aa- !rn,G. -,,rorl

w, = |lO+ s)(3a,s - 3a, - z) + +l[(r + r)(3á, r - 3b, - z) + +]

w, = f,W+ 
s)(-3a,s +3a, +2)l [(1 + r)(tb,r -3b, -z) + +l

w, = |lO+ s)(-3a,s + 3a, +2)l [(l + r)(-3b,r + 3b, + 2\f

4.3.3 Upstream-Weighting Functions and l)erivatives

For a typical rectangular element shown in.Figure 4.1, the upst¡eam-weighting

function may þg written in terms of the local isoparametric coordinates (¿s) as in

equations (4.39) to (4.42) fHuyakorn and Nilkuha,19791:

ll

Figure 4.l Quadrilateral elernent

-l3r <l
-lcsll

b

l̂'
a1

(4.3e)

(4.40)
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w, : 
+10+ 

s)(3a,s -3a, -z) + +l[(r + 
')(-la ,r 

+3b, +2)f (4.42)

where a, b, o, arrd b, are the upstream weighting factors associated with sides l-2, 2-

3, 4-3, and t-4 of an element, respectively. For satisfactory results, Huyafurn and

Nilkuha llgTgl recommended that the deriyatives of the upstream weighting functions

must be evaluated in a manner that when differentiation is taken with respect to one

particular coordinate, the value of the upstream parameters along the remaining

coordinate must be set to zero, ie.,

arr
(o,'u,) =

díry'r
(o,'u,)

,0a¡

0,

dWr t^td
âl[/, ¡

a\

)

^
&

b)
(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.4e)

(4.50)

For the typical element in Figure 4.1, the derivatives of the upstream-weighting functions

may be expressed in terms of the local isoparameteric coordinates as follows fHuyakorn

and Nilhtha,l979l:

ff{o,,o) =f,1- r)(3a,s - 1)

ff{o,.o): Irt- r)(3a,s - t)

ff@,,o) = -f,|+ r)(3a,s - l)

ff{o,,o)= å,t 
+ r) (3a,s - 1)

fflo,n,) = Irt - 
s)(3b,r -t\

ff{o't,)= å,t 
+ s)(3á,r - t)

Tþ,b)=-ro+s)(3ó,r-1)

(4.4s)
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*þ,u)=-Io-s)(3å,r-r)

(ro,,*7)r,0.' =(o-r)A,,c,k *?r,r + F,o*'

(4.s 1)

Performing time integration on equation (4.3S) using the difference method, the final

system of algebraic equations to be solved may be obtained as:

(4.s2)

The teft-hand side rnatrix of equation (4.33) is symmetric whilç that of equation (4.52) is

asymmetric. The asymmetric nature of equation (.52) iS the result of the advective

component in the governing equations of the solute transport model. The appropriate

solution techniques that conforms to each of these two sets of algebraic equations are

presented in section 4.4.

4.3.4 FEM Formulation of the 3-D Transg)rt Model

By substituting Wr with ¡/r.a.d setting ii : I,}to ii : 1,2,3 
' 
the finite element

formulation ofthe three-dimensional transport model becomes identical to the procedures

adopted for the two-dimensional Galerkin upstream-weighting technique. In fact, the only

difFerence between the FEM formulation of the two- and three-dimensional solute

transport models, is the use of the special upstream-weighting functions and derivatives

in the two-dimensional scenario. Such upstream weighting functions and derivatives are

not available in the three-dimensional case. Therefore replactrrg tT, by ¡/, and setting i7

: !,2 to ij :1,2,3 reduces the two-dimensional formulation to the ståndard Galerkin

finite element formulation in three-dimension; and the resulting system of asymmetric
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algebraic equations are the same as in equation (4.52). The FEM formulation of the three-

dimensional solute transport model is thus not repeated here'

4.4 SolutionTechniques

The resulting system of algebraic equations to be solved for the flow and solute

transport models are depicted in equations (4.33) and (4.52), respectively. The left hand

side matrix of equation (4.33) is symmetric but that of equation (4.52) is asymmetric. In

view of this a common solution technique is not applicable to both. However, an iterative

solution technique can be used to solve the system of algebraic equations for both flow

and solute transport without any modification. Three solution techniques : (1) Cheloski

method for symmetric matrix (for the flow model), (2) Cheloski method for asymmetric

matrix (for the transport model) and (3) a generalised iterative solver (applicable to both

symmetric and asymmetric systems) are briefly presented.

4.4.1 Cheloski Method for Symmetric Matrix

Representing the left hand side matrix of equation (4.33)by M,the urùnown head

vector by H and the right hand side vector by B the resulting system of algebraic

equations to be solved becomes:

ÍMI{H\ = {B}
(4.s3)
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The Cheloski method is a direct method for solving a system of linear algebraic equations

which makes use of the fact tfrÃt fM] can be decomposed into a product of an upper

triangular matrix [t4, and its transpose, ie.,

lMl=lul'Iul (4.s4)

where the entries of [t4 are given by:

il,j: m
U

i-r l/z

r}."r: ) ' i:j

i<j

i> j

entries of [t{, and

entries of lM.

(4.ss)

(4.56)

(s.s7)

(4.s8)

m
i-lt
k=r

nuHu
U

ui=
U¡,

ui;:0,

where

ui

mü

Rewriting equation (4.53) as:

Íulrlul{.H\ = {B}

and defining a vector {Z} as:

IUI{H\ = \Z\
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equation (4.5S) can be expressed as:

Íul' {z\ = {B}

from which the values ^ {Z\ can be obtained by the expression

(s.60)

i-t
b,-luo,zo

k=1
t: i:1,2..,n

entries of {'B} ,

entries of \Z\,and

number of unknown nodes in the furite element network.

(4.6t)
il¡¡

where:

b¡

z¡

n

Once the entries of {Z\ havç been evaluated, the entries of {H} (the nodal hydraulic

heads) are obtained from equation (4.59) using the expression:

(,..., -lun*r,r*t-th,+t-*
¡-l

k=l
hn*t'-,

Un+l-i,n+l- i

4.4.2 Cheloski Method for Asymmetric Matrix

The Cheloski method as an asymmetric solver makes use of the fact that any

square matrix fM, as in equation (4.53) can be expressed as the product of a lower

triangular matrix p] and an upper triangular matrix [[4, ie. ,
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lMl= [¿][u] (4.62)

Mis said to have been decomposed or factored into the product of two triangular matrices

and this step of the Cheloski method is sometimes referred to as the triangular

decomposition of [¡1ì. The entries of [I] and [¿4 are given by:

j-l

l,j=mi-Zl,uu,r, i>i (4.63)

(4.64)

(4.6s)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

t=l

l¡:o

il'ü =l'

i<j

i<j

i=j

i>j

mü
i-l

-Zlnun
k=lUÜ:
t,,

u,j = o,

where:

lu entries of pl

Equation (4.53) can now be expressed as

[¿] [u] {c} = {B}

where:
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{c} vector containing unknown concentration values

Ifa vector \Z\ is defined as:

lul{c} = {zl

then equation (4.68) may be written as:

ILI{Z\ = {B}

from which the values of {Z\ , z i, tTray be obtained as:

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.6e)

(4.72)

¡-l
b, -ll,ozu

k=l i =1r2,..,n7=
t,,

V/ith the values of {Z\ computed, the concentration values (the entries of {C} ) can now

be obtained through a backwa¡d substitution step inequation (4.69) as:

C n+l-i : Z n+1-¡ -ZU n+l-¡'n+t-kC n+t-k

i-l

k=t

4.4.3 Gauss-Siedel lteration

Even with the storage savings in direct solution methods presnted above, the

storage requirements are still large for problems of large frnite element network.

Therefore the use of iterative methods have become very important in gtoundwater
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modelling since they generally need much less storage space, solves the problems faster,

and are applicable to both symmetric and asymmetric solvers without modifications.

Because of the considerable number of times that the objective function (and hence the

forward problem) is evaluated in the inverse analysis, a much faster method of solving

the system of equations is required. Hence, the use of the Gauss-Siedel method in the

inverse problem of parameter identification'

The theory of the method can be found in many text books on numerical analysis

feg. Carnahon et a1.,1969]. The system of linea¡ equations is written as:

Z\pg,Ð* F(Ð\ = G(I) (4.73)
I,J=l

where N is the number of nodes in the finite element networh P may be a symmetric or

asymmetric matri¿ F may be a vector of unknown heads or Çoncentration values, and G

is the right hand side load vector. In the Gauss-Siedel method, an initial estimated

solution is continuously updated by correcting the Ith equation by modiffing variable L

The initial êstimate may be arbitrary, for example FQ) :0 for all unknown values of F(I).

Alternatively one may make some reasonable guess for the unknown variable. In general

equation (4.73) will not be satisfred by the estimated solution on substitution of the initial

guesses. The variable FQ) is now corrected" by an amount DF(I), such that equation 1 is.

satisfied. If the estimated solution is denoted by FAQ, it means that

ZlpU,Ð* FA(Ð+ P(I,D* DF(I)\ = G(I)
I,J=r

(4.74)

From equation (4.74), the unknown correction DF(I) can be determined from the

equation:
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N

G(Ð_ I {p(t,Ð* FA(Ð\
(4.7s)DF(r):

P(I,D

The Gauss-Siedel algorithm now consists of a repeated execution of equation (a-75) for

all values of L That the process must be repeated follows from the fact that, by

application of equation (4.75),the lth equation is satisfied, but this is distributed later by

updating other values. It can be shown that the Gauss-Siedel procedure converges'

provided that the matrix P is positive-definite. Convergence is reasonable fast if the main

diagonal of the matrix is dominant. Rate of convergence is further improved by

multiplying the correction in each updating step by the so-called over-relaxationfactor R.

^R lies between 1 and 2. If R is chosen too large (ie., R > 2), the iterative scheme will

diverge.

In many physical applications, a large proportion of the elements of matrix P are

zÊto , which means that a considerable amount of computer memory and computation

time is wasted by storing zeros, and by multiplications by zero. In fact it can be expected

that only a few elements of P are different front zero. This property can be used to save

computer time and memory by separate storage of the precise locations of the nonzero

coeffrcientq in P through the use of the concept of pointer length and pointer matrix-

Details of this concept can be found tn Kinzelbach 11986l. The entire flow chart for the

finite element anaþsis of either flow or solute transport with direct solution techniques is

shown in Figure 4.2. Inthe inverse analysis, the two solvers in Figure 4.2 ate replaced

with a generalised iterative solver which uses the concept of pointer length and pointer

matrx.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of the analysis of flow or solute fransport

4.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the governing equations, the finite element formulation
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proposed in this research work. The governing equations involve the flow and solute

transport models in both two- and three-dimensional systenìs. These governing equations

¿ìre reduced to a system of solvable algebraic equations using the finite element

formulation technique. The solution techniques for system of algebraic equations have

been presented using the Cheloski method for symmetric matrices (for the flow model)

and Cheloski method for asymmetric matrices (for the solute transport model) and a

generalised iterative solver applicable to both symmetric and asymmetric systems. These

models are eventually interfaced with the evolutionary optimisation techniques presented

in chapter five.
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Chapter 5

Optimisation Techniques

5.1 Introduction

The parameter estimation and the remediation design (or contaminant extraction)

processes are both pursued via optimisation techniques. The genetic algorithm and the

shufled complex techniques are all evolutionary optimisation processes that are to adopted

in the remediation design and the parameter estimation models, respectively. This chapter

presents the following (l) a brief introduction to genetic algorithnU (2) formulation of the

genetic algorithm with respect to remediation design, and (3) presentation of the shuffled

complex evolution (SCE) and its formulation for the. inverse problpm of parameter

identification.

5.2 Genetic Algorithm - Introduction

This introductory section on genetic algorithm (GA) is based on the realisation of

Ritzel et al. [1994]. These authors define GA as a search technique that is designed to

mimic some of the most salient features of natural selection and natural genetics in order to

find the near-optimal solution in a search space. According to these workers, the GA has

the capability to search complex multimodat decision spaces and can efficiently handle

nonconvexities that cause difficulties for traditional gradient-based optimisation methods.

As stated by Gotdberg 119891, the structure of genetic algorithm differs from the more
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traditional gradient-based methods in four major ways : (l) the genetic algorithm typically

uses a coding of the decision variable set , not the decision variables themselves; (2) the

genetic algorithm searches from a population of decision variable sets, not a single va¡iable

set; (3) the genetic algorithm uses the objective ftmction itself , not derivative information;

and (a) the genetic algorithm uses probabilistic, not deterministic, search rules.

A GA operates on a popùlation of decision variable sets. These decision variable

sets are called strings, or by an analogy to biological model, chromosomes. Each string is

made up of a series of character.s, or analogous to biology, genes. The characters represent

a coding of the decision variable set. The coding can be binary, integer or real. However,

Goldberg [1989, pp. S0-S2] has suggested that the performance of a GA is optimal when a

binary coding is implemented, although construction with real or integer numbers is more

directly representative of the actual decision variables. The genetic coding of a string is

called its genotype while the decoded decision variable set is referred as the string's

phenotype. The values of the genes are chosen initially at random. The number of strings in

4 GA operation may vary but it is qrpicalty within the range 30-100 [Goldberg, 1989]. After

a population of strings are initialised, the optimisation operates through a repeated

evaluation of four major genetic operators : (1) selection, (2) mutation, (3) crossover, and

(4) inversion. The GA terminologies string, parent, and chromosome are used to represent

decision variables in the optimisation process. Therefore unless otherwise stated' they may

tÈ used interchangeably to represent the same phenomenon' i
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5.2.1 Selection

This procedure is implemented to select the appropriate strings or parents for

reproduction. The selection procedure is based on comparison of fitnesses. To determine

fitness, each string's is first decoded into the decision variables. These are then used to

determine the value of the objective function. The objective function value is usually used to

represent the string's fitness. The mechanism relating a string's fitness to its probability of

selection is a subject of considerable research. Goldberg [1989] has presented several

selection techniques. Among these, the binary tournament selection is the most popular. The

binary tournament selection begitrs by picking two strings at random and comparing their

fitnesses. The string with a better fittness wins the tournament and enters a temporary

mating pool to await mating. The binary tournament selection is repeated until a mating

pool, as large as the original population is generated.

A more generalised selection procedure is the s-member tournament selection which

involve the selection of s (where s represents a number parents participating in the

competition and lies in the between 2 and the population size) parents for the impending

crossover operation. The fitness of each parent is obtained as explained previously. Parents

with better fittnesses are transferred into a pool of eligibles to await mating. The number of

victors or winners , nwin, from the randomly selected s parents, who find their way into

the mating pool range between 1 and s, inclusive. The s'membr tou¡nament selection

process is repeated until the expected ntrnber of the population of parents in the mating

pool is achieved. For the remediation problen¡ the simplest case of tournament selection (s

: 2 and fiwin :1) is employed. This involves two parents cornpeting against each other

with one winner entering the mating pool.
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Crossover

The mating pool represents the population of parents that survive to create a new

generation. Children are created in a process known as crossover. A simple crossover

operation begins by selection of two strings from the mating pool. A crossover site is

randomly selected for the two strings. Then the genetic material after the crossover site is

exchanged between the two selected strings. The two new strings formed are considered

children and they form members of the new generation. The genetic operation of crossover

is performed on each mated pair with a certain probability referred to as the probability of

crossover, p_cross.In most analysis, the probability of crossover is set so that the crossover

operation is performed on most, but not all, of the population. The end result of the

crossover operation is the creation of a new population consisting of children strings whose

parents no longer exist and a minority of the parents who are lucþ enough to enter the new

population unaltered. This new population of children form the parents of the next

generation.

In summary, crossover permits parents in the mating pool to form the children (who

become the parents in the next generation). It is considered as the central feature in GAs. It

results in different varieties of decision variables and hence ensures that each child in the

new population is unique and thus has the capability of generating a unique objective

fi¡nction value (the measure of. the fitness of a parent or chromo.some). In a more

generalised crossover operatior¡ a randomly selected nwnber of parents (nlar) fiom the

mating pool who have not yet participated in the mating exercise is first made. In this case

nJ)ar is usually greater ttrlnz. Comparing a generated random number to the probability of

crossover p_cross,a change in genetic material of the nJ)qr parents selected is executed in

a cyclic fashion at a number of randomly selected crossover sites (n-sffe), if the generated

random number is less than or equal to p-cross. The value of n site must range between I

and the total number of genes (nSenes) on a parent. A generalised crossover event with

5.2.2
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nJ)ar:4, n_ßenes: l0 and n site:2, is shown in Figtre 5.1. This illustration

that the randomly selected sites are after the 4th and fth gene locations. The simplest case

of crossover operation (point crossover) is achieved when nJ)ar : 2, aîd n-site : 1. The

point crossover operation is illustrated in Figure 5.2 where it is assumed that the crossover

site is randomly selected after the 5th gene.

ÀIter crossoYel oPer¿tion

ch1Ìdren

child r À Al À D D D D D9 ÀLo

child 2 B a B¡ À À A Bro

cbild l c c c c B5 B B B Be C )o

child I D D D D c5 c c c c DLo

c

Fþure 5.1 Representation of a cyclic crossover operation

Pârents

Àfter crossove! oP€l¿tion

.til¡ 1 A À Àr À B6 B B B Bro

chiÌd 2 B B B B I À5 Àr À À À ro

Fþure 5.2 Representation of point crossover operation

For n_site: nlene - 1, a unifotm crossover operation is executed. If the generated random

number is greater tløn p_cro^ss, the crossover operation is omitted. In the design of the

proposed remedial optimisation program the sirnptest (or poinÐ crossover operation is

employed.

À À

B B B B roB B B5 IB B

c c Ca Croc c c C6c C2

D, D roD5 D D DtDì D DJ D
P

À ÀroÀ À6 À ÀÂ À À Àtoå¡e¡E I
B B BroD B5 B BBr Bz Bparert 2
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5.2.3 Mutation

Mutation is a single chromosome operation that is employed to alter the binary bit

(gene) value on the children reproduced from crossover. Mutation of genes introduces

diversity into the new generation which in turn reduces the possibility of premature

convergence of the optimisation operation onto a local optimurn In the mutation operation,

a random number is first generated for the chromosome in question and compared to a

value called the probability of mutatioî, p-mute.If the generated random number is less

thanp_mute, the mutation operation is executed otherwise it is omitted. If mutation must be

executed, a binary bit on the chromosome is randomly selected and its value is changed

from 0 to 1 and vice versa.

5.2.4 Inversion

Similar to the mutation operator, inversion is a single chromosome operation that

reverses the order of the binary bits within two randomly selected locations based on a

decision value calted the probability of inversior¡ p-inws. For inversion to occur, the value

of a generated random number must be less than or equal to p-invr* The inversion

operation begins by the random selection of two locations along the cluomosome in

question The binary bits within the selected locations are subsequently reversed. The

objective of inversion is to introduce unique chromosomes and hence prevent the formation

of species of the same kind. Goldberg tl989l has mentioned that formation of species of the

same kind tend to produce low performance offsprings (which he calls lethals). The process

of inversion is iltustrated in Figure 5.3 with a randomly selected locations after the 4th and

fth genes for a chromosome with nSenes: l0'
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locaLioû I

Iter iûtersioD

Figure 5.3 Representation of single-chromosome inversion

5.2.5 How the GA Works

Every optimisation model requires a function to optimise. Such functions are usually

called the objective (or criterion) function. Depending on the nature of the problen¡ the

objective function may be a complex management decision model with a given number of

parameters and constraints. In conceptual rainfall runoff calibration or aquifer parameter

estimatiorU the objective function may usually be expressed as a standard least squared type.

The work of the GA is the repeated evaluation of the objective function till a certain

convergence criterion is met. This involves the automatic variation of the decision variables

through the execution of the four genetic operators described previously. In a population

comprising z parents for example, the objective function is evaluated læ times (using the

decoded value of each string), resulting in z unique children (who become parents in the

next generation). The objective function value for each parent become the fitness in GA

context, which is subsequently used in the tournament selection procedures.

The new parameters (or decision variables) for each generation are obtained through

the four genetic steps of selectior¡ crossover, mutation, and inversion using the previous

computed values of their fitnesses. The entire communication between the GA and the

objective fi¡nction is the passage of fitness values corresponding to each parent from the

from the objective function to the GA, or the passage of decoded parameter values from the

GA to the objective frrnction. This back and forth passage of information may go on for a

certain number of generations or until a convergence criterion is met. At the end of each

À À ÀÀ À À ÀoÀ Ä
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generation the best values of the objective fimction is saved. This allows the comparison of

n (where n is the number of generation set for a given problem) best values from which the

optimum best solution is selected. The next section illustrates how the GA is formulated to

solve a specific problem - the proposed optimisation model for contaminant extraction.

5.2 Application of GA to a Remediation scheme

The genetic operators presented in the previous sections are the standard steps in

any optimisation program based on GAs. In fact, for any specific optimisation scheme, the

GA technique will have to be formulated to suite the purpose of the scheme in order to yield

the desired results. In remediation scheme, the most important steps are the representation

of the decision variables and their incorporation into the objective function. The objectives

are: (1) how many extraction wells to install, (2) where to install ther¡ (3) pumping rate of

each extraction well" and (a) the cost of the entire installation and extraction operation. The

remediation scheme requires the optimisation of all these objectives'

5.2.1 Representation of Decision Variables

The present program is designed in a manner that allows all the parameters under

optimisation to be determined simultaneously at the end of each run. In view of this' the

decision variables (extraction wells) are represented as binary bits on each string. To present

four possible purnping rates at each well for the GA to optimise fron¡, two binary bits are

used to represent the status of each extraction well. Since a binary bit can be 1 or 0, each

extraction well can 1¡rve 4 (22) possible pumping rates. The st¿tus of seven extraction

wells, for instance, is shown in Figure 5.4. Each of these wells may have fou possible
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pumping rate options. If at the start of a remedial scheme, pumping rates of 25 m3 d-t and

50m3d-'are allocated to each binary bit locatior¡ then the four possible pumping options

may be :

0 0 : inactive ( or 0 mt d-t )

0 1 :25m3d-1

1 0 :50m3d-l

1 I :75m3d-l

well 1 well 2 well 3 weII 4 well 5 weII 6 well l

0 i1 0 i0 0 i1 1 1 0ii 0i0 1 0

Figure 5.4 Representation of wells as decision variables along a string

This coding configuration is applied to all extraction wells represented by binary bits

along the entire length of the population of strings. The use of the scheme shown in Figure

5.4 indicates that the status of a string (hence extraction wells) will remain constant in the

entire time step of the numerical model, once this string is in use. The location of

contaminant plumes however, varies throughout the time span of the embedded numerical

forward model. Therefore the use of Figure 5.4 may render some of the extraction wells

redundant as the contamimnt plume moves with time. To account for this redundancy, a

time-variation scheme is incorporated as an alternative to the coding configwation shown

Figr¡e 5.4. The time-variation scheme is shown in Figure 5.5. In this scheme, the number

of simulation time steps set for the numerical model is partitioned into distinct sub-time

interval and a string allocated to each zubtime interval In this research study, only three

subtime intervals T, 72, and ?i are used. This particular number of sub-time interval has

been selected to match the available computer memory resources. On large machines one
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can consider the use of more than three subtime steps. If Z is the entire number of time

steps set for the numerical model, then Z = Tt + T, + Tr.

well I well 2 well 3 treii { well 5 well 6 xeII ?

1l 0 i 1 I0 io 0 r1 1r1 0i1 0r0 1 i0

12 0 1 lt 0 o iollì1 oirloro I 0

r3 1r1 0 i0 0 i1 0 0 0i1 0i0 1 U

a) time-variationtechniçe

well I

T1 0 1 well I

\-nL2

,l 1 1

ññ11 !2

An alternative for the ti¡e-variation techniçeb)

Figure 5.5 Representation of wells in the time-variation scheme'

After initialisation of the population of pilents (or strings), the time-va¡iation

scheme follows the basic four genetic operators: (a) selectiorL (b) crossover' (c) mutation,

and (d) inversion. The crossover operation for the time-variation and non time-variation

coding configuration are shown in Figure 5.6. The next section addresses the objective

function which is referred to as the cost function in this research study'

0ii
T.

J

10 0 1 1 1
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Tr
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a) tine-variation schene
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b) non tj.me-variation scheme

Figure 5.6 Schematic representation of a cross over operation

5.2.2 Cost Function for the Remediation scheme

The optimum design for the remedial action is the most economic method of

reducing the concentration of the pollutant to acceptable levels. This requires the following

factors to be considered: (1) number of extraction wçlls to be installed, (2) the location of

the extraction wells, (3) rate of pumping at each well , (4) period of pumping' and (5)

treatment of the polluted water. The cost associated with the setting up of each \¡rell, and

the pumping and treatment cost are lumped together in two parameters namely: (a) the

initial cost of setting up the we[ and (b) the cost per unit volume of pollutant extracted.

Several options exist to ¡sclaim or control a contaminated aquifer. These include in-situ

biorernediation, sturry walls, pump-and-treat etc. The pump-and-treat is relatively

inexpensive and accommodates all types of pollutants, whether biodegradable or not. It is

À4 D5 D6 D7À1 T2 Àl

¿lB3B2 B{B1 E6 []

D{ À5 À6 ÀlDI D2 D3

E4 B5 B6 B?[1 E2 E3

F4 c5 c6 cl
F1 t2 a
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therefore assumed that the pump-and-treat strategy is adopted, úd that the method of

treatment has already been determined. Furthermore, it is assumed that the physical and

hydraulic properties for both flow and solute transport are known with certainty. The cost

to be optimised coo, for the entire extraction operation is expressed as:

nn

coo(wt,w2,..,w,"*): Anu* + Bv, +ln,(c - c*) + pv
i=l

(s.l)

where:

A

B

vÍ

new

nn

c

cú

wi

Pn

pv

initial cost per well installed [$]

cost of treatment per volume of water extracted [$],

volume of fluid treated [I3],

number of extraction wells installed,

number of nodes in the discretized simulation domairu

nodal concentration at time t IML-31

permitted concentration level inthe simulation domain IML-tl,

extraction well i,

nodal penalty factor tf c > c* [$], and

global penaþ value [$l if c > c, anywhere

The values of c at the right hand side of equation (5.1), the nodal concentration in the

simulation region at any time level of the extraction operation. These values are obtained

from the numerical transport model already presented and forrrulated in chapter four.
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5.2.3 Penalty

Because of the possibility that concentration levels evaluated during extraction may

exceed the permitted concentration level (cr) \'ithin the aquifer, it is necessary to impose

penalties for sensible determination of the fitness of each string. To differentiate between

trial solutions with the same number of pumps and volumes extracted, a penaþ function

which is proportional to the concentration excess over the permitted concentration (cr) is

imposed at each node. In an event where c S c* (where c the concentration of a node at any

time f), the nodal penalty function is zero. A further penalty value of pv is imposed if at any

node the concentration is above c*at the end of the simulation time. In this regard, the

penalty value is zero if the concentration levels everywhere within the simulation region is

below c* at the end of the simulation time. This is to ensure that a solution that has

unacceptable conta¡ninant levels is not more acceptable, from cost considerations, than a

solution that reduces the contaminant levels to below the maximum acceptable levels but at

a gteater cost. Imposing penalties for violation of the permitted concentration prescribed by

nnnagement is analogous to the use of constraints in traditional gradient-based optimisation

problems. A flow chart showing the remedial clean up operation is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Flow chart of a remediation scheme

5.3 Parameter Estimation (Inverse Problem)

To build a model for real groundwater systern, two problems, the forward problem

(simulation) and its inverse (calibration), must be solved. The former predicts unknown

system states by solving appropriate goveming equations (as presented and formulated in

chapter fu*), while the latter determines unknown physical parameters and other conditions

ofthe system by fitting observed system states.

The progress of the inverse solution techniques have been hampered by several

inherent difficulties. First, the inverse problem is often ill-posed (ie., its solution may b

non-trnique and unstable with respect to observation error). Secondly the quality and

quantity of observation data are usually insufficient. Thirdly, the model structtue elror'

which is difficult to estimate, often dominates other errors. Therefore to obtain reliable

Repeat process for each generation

Randonly pair strings in nating
population

Rändonly select a crossover

site and perfom crossover

to create a new population

of strings (children)

Perforn nutation for each

string randonly

Prínt fesults designed by each
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save the best results of th.is
geúefatioû in a separate arraY

generations and

Print the best design results
of the eûtile nuúber of

the

ose flol4 nodel to compute

steady-state velocties for

extraction

Predict concentralion levels
in the aquifer and save final
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results at all costs, a more robust, efficient, and effective search technique is required to

handle these problems. For the past three decades various forms of the gradient-based

techniques have been used to handle groundwater inverse problems. Although some

considerable amount of success have been reported, the problems of ill-conditioning

(singularity of the nonnal matrix) and instability of parameters under estimation (as a result

of data quality and quantity) have not yet been resolved.

Recently, a study by Duan et al. 11992] on a six parameter model using synthetic

data uncovered five major problems that characterise the major solution difficulties of

calib,ration processes: (1) the preserìce of several regions of attraction into which a search

strategy may.converge, (2) presence of numerous local minima in each rrlajor region of

attraction, (3) non-smoothness and discontinuous nature of the objective ftnction in the

multiparameter space (with possibte discontinuous derivatives which may vary in an

unpredictable manner through the parameter search space), (4) exhibition of varying

degrees of sensitivities by the parameters of the model under consideration, and (5)

nonlinearity of the solution response surface near the true solution'

An optimisation algorithm that deals with the above mentioned problems must

possess the following qualifigs fDuan et 
.a1., 

19941 (a) ability to converge globally in the

presence of multiple regions of attraction, (b) ability to avoid being trapped by 'pits' and

'bumps' over the objective function surface, (c) must be robust in the presence of differing

pararñeter sensitivities'and parameter interdependeneies, and (d) must possess the power to

handle a model with high parameter dimensionality. With all these qualities embedded in the

shufled complex evolution (SCE) optimisation technique, it has been selected as the best

technique to be adopted in the present research study for solving the inverse (or parameter

estimation ) problem proposed in this research study'

The SCE methodology was developed by Duan et al. 11992,19931at the University

of Arizona for the calibration of difficult and complex conceptual rainfall runoff (CRR)

models. The literature sgrvey has indicated that the technique has never been extended in
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the history of groundwater modelling to solve the inverse problem of parameter

identification. It is based on four concepts namely: (i) combination of deterministic and

probabilistic concepts, (ü) systematic evolution of a complex of points spanning the

parameter space in the direction of global improvement, (üi) competitive evolutior¡ and (Ð

complex shuffling. The synthesis of these four concepts make the SCE algorithm not only

effective and robust but also flexible and efficient. The use of deterministic strategies permit

the SCE algorithm to make effective use of the response surface information to guide the

search. Robustness and flexibility is taken care of by the use of random elements.

Concentrating a search in the most promising region of the search space is guided by the

implicit clustering strategy. The.use of systematic complex evolution strategy helps to

ensure a relatively robust search that is guided by the structurè of the objective function.

The entire optimisation algorithm comprises two procedures : (a) the shuffling of complexes

and (b) the competitive complex evolution (responsible for the generation of offsprings).

5.3.1 SCE Algorithm

The SCE method combines the strengths of the simplex procedure of Nelder and

Mead [1965] with : (i) the concept of controlled random search fPrice, 19371; (ü)

competitive evolution fHolland, 19751;and (üi) the concepts of complex shufling fDuan et

al., 1992, 19931. Essentially the method begins with a population of points sampled

randomly from the feasible region. The population is partitioned into communities (or

complexes), each of which is allowed to evolve (generate offsprings) independently on the

basis of a statistical reproduction process that employs the complex geometric shape to

direct the search in a refined direction In the course of the evolutionary process, the entire

population is shufled and points are reassigned to complex or communities to allow for

sharing of information from the individual communities. A continuous repetition of this
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process forces the population to converge towards the neighbourhood of the global

optimum if the initial stze of the population is sufficiently large f,Duan et ø1., 1994). From

the realisation of Duan et al. |gg2,lgg3], the SCE algorithm is enumerated below and its

flow cha¡t is shown schematically in Figure 5.8. The use of the term function in the

algorithm befow lypically refers to the objective function posed in eqrration (5.4).

l) Initialise the number of complexes p and the ntunber of points in each complex lz.

Compute the samPle size s as s = Pffi .

.2) Generate ¿ sample ofx points x1ex2,...2x. in the feasible space O ç fi' and compute the

function value f,aï eachpóint x,; using uniform sampling distribution in the absence of

prior information.

3) Sort the s points in order of increasing function value and store them in array

D = {x ,, f,,i -- 1,2,. . ., s} such that i : I represents the function with the smallest function

value.

4) Partition D into p complexes A',A2,...,A0, each containing rn points, such that

Ao ={*,r,.fflt,o : xr*p1¡-r¡,f¡k : f*p11-rt,i :1,.-.,m\ .

5) Evolve each complex Ak,k:1,...,p using the competitive complex evolution (CCE)

algorithm described in section 5-3.2.

ó) shufle the complexes by replacing At,...,Ap tnto D such that D = lAr ,k =1,..-,p\ and

sort D in order of increasing function value.

7) Check for convergence. If convergence criteria are satisfied, stop; otherwise continue.
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8) Check the reduction in the number of complexes - if the minimum numtrer of complexes

required in the population , p^in, is less tlnn p, remove the complex with the lowest ranked

points; set p - p-\ and s= pm and return to step 4. If p^^ -p return to step 4

without qeduqing the sizn of p.

START

n = dirnension, P = nu¡ber of

n= nunber of points in gach corPlex

srze s =

Input

evaluate

Sanple s points at random in parameter space R

and conpute the function value at eacb point

the s points in order of inceasing funct
value' Sto¡e then in D

Partition D into

D= {A

conplexes of m points i.e

, k = 1, .,.,ÌP

p
k

CCE AIGORITHI'IEvolve each cotrplex I , k = 1, ..,, P

Replace [ 
*, k= l, .'., ninto D

' satisfied
Is convergence cn

STOP

tüJ

Ftgure 5.8 Schematic representation of the SCE algorithm
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5.3.2 CCE Algorithm

The CCE algorithm is the major component of the shufled complex evolution

methodology. It employs the Simplex downhill search method of Nelder and Mead U9651

in lhe 
generation of offsprings. This 

.scheme 
is not sensitive to nonsmoothness of the

response surface. This property of the Simplex scheme allows the entire SCE algorithm to

take full advantage of the response surface information to guide the search towards an

improved direction. The algorithm is presented below from the realisation of Duan et al',

[lgg2, lgg3] whele the oþjeÆt is to minimise the objective function. { schematic

representation ofthe flow of the CCE algorithm is shown in Figure 5.9'

l) Select 4, ø and B; where q is the number of subcomplexes , ø is the expected number

of times that an offspring is generated, and B ß tlrre number of times each complex is

expected to evolve.

2) Assþ a triangular probability distribution p, to Ak using the expression

2(m+l-i) (s.2)
P¡ = m(m+l) ) i =1,....,m

wherethepointx,*hasthehighestprobabilityofPt=21(m+1)andthepointx'Éhasthe

lowest probability value of 2l@@ +l))

3) Randomly choose q distinct points t/1t...,1tqfrom a complex Ak to form a subcomplex

using the probability distribution specified in (2). Store them in ïrÎay

B = {u,,v,,i = 1,...,g\, where v, is the function value associated with point z, . Store the

locations of Ak which a¡e used to construct B n L.
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4) Generate offsprings according to the following procedure:

A. Sort B and L so that the q points are aranged in order of increasing function value

and compute the centroid g of the best q-1 points using the expression:

1
O:-ô q-l

q-lI u (s.3)

b. Execute a reflection step by computing a new point r as ,n: 2g-uq, where.øois the

worst pgint.in the search space'

C. If r is within the feasible parameter space C) compute the fimction value I ^d 
go to

step d; otherwise compute the smallest hypercube H c.fl"that contains ,'4t, randomly

generate a point z within -F1, compute the function value .f,, set r : z and set f, = f,

(mutation step)

d. If I < foreplace uoby r, go to step f, otherwise perform a contraction step by

computing a point c Ls c = 0.5(q + uo) and calculate f".

e. If l" < fo, rcplaæ uoby c, go to step f; otherwise randomly generate a point z within

H andcompute f (mutation step). Replace uoby z'

f. Repeatstepsa-e ø times.

5) Replace parents by offsprings by putting the contents of ,B tnto Ak using the original

locations stored in I. Sort Ak in otder of increasing fr¡nction value.

6) Repeat steps 2-5 B tines.
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In f¡om SCE

Given dirensions n, conplex À, and nunber

of points n in À. Select q, o, and p where

2 (= q <=¡r, c >=1, and Þ >=l

No

llo

Yes

REîURX 1O SCE

l:¡o

tlo

Figure 5.9 Schematic representation of the CCE algorithm
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The SCE method considers the global search as a natural evolution process where a

population is partitioned into several communities (or complexes); each of which is

permitted to generate ofßprings independently. New communities are formed through a

process of shufling after a certain number of ofßpring generations. The shufiling process

permits thq sharing of information gained independently by eagh community during the

evolutionary process. A competitive evolution process is guaranteed through a recognition

of the fact that parents with higher probabilities contribute more to the generation of

offsprings than those with lower probabilities. Such competitiveness is ensu¡ed by the use of

triangular probability distribution. Generation of an offspring from a zubcomplex is

analogous to the crossover operation of gerietic algorithms. Howevero the major difference

betweèn the two is that while all parents of a subcomplex are allowed at least once to take

part in the generation of offsprings in the context of the SCE methodology, some parents

with low fitnesses, in the context of GAs, may not be permitted to take part in the

generation of offsprings. Therefore while the GA looses some information contained in the

sample space, the SCE does not.

5.3.3 Selection of Algorithmic Parameters

The ntrmber of input parameters to the SCE algorithm is relatively few. However,

the choice of these parameters is required to be made with care in order to obtain optimal

results from the algorithm. The required parameters by the SCE methodology are ; (l) m,

the number of points in a complex, (2) q,the number of points in a subcomplex, (3) p,the

number of complexes, (4) P-¡,, the minimum number of cornplexes required in a

population, (5) a, the number of consecutive offspring generated by each subcomplex, and

(6) p,the number of evolution steps taken by each complex. In fact for some problems the

proper selection of these parameters can be difficult. In view of this, Duan et al. 11994]
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presented a comprehensive report on the proper selection of the SCE optimisation

parameters and recommended the following:

m=2n+l
8=n+1,
þ=m,
(Ù :1,

P = P^¡n

(s.4)

where n is the number of parameters being estiûlated (or problem dimension). The use 9f

these recommended vâlues reduces the burden of parameter selection to onlyp - the number

of complexes - frs input to the SCE model in the present research work' Duan et al' 11994)

pointed out the right value ofp depends on the degree of diffcuþ and the dimensionality

of the problem under consideration.

5.3.4 obj ective Function (or calibration criterion)

A number of different techniques have been proposed for the estimation of, the

parameters of a model given limited observed data. All these techniques have one goal in

coÍlmolì. The goal of any calibration model is to identify those values of the model

parameters that minimise (or mærimise, if appropriate) some specified function relating the

measured data and the corresponding simulated results by the model. A measure of the fit

between the simulated and the observe d data through the adjustment of the parameters of

the simulation model is called the objective function or the calibration criterion.

Traditionally, adjustment of the model parameters have been pursued th'rough a

trial-and-error technique that requires the experience and expertise of the hydrologist or the

practicing engineer on the model under consideration. In the scE methodology the
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adjustment of parameters is done automatically through the competitive complex evolution

algorithm through replacement of the weaker members of the subcomplex with healthier

generated ofßpring. Once the objective function attains its optimum value, the

corresponding parameters are considered as the optimum estimated parameter values with

respect !o tþe observed data provided.

The objective function to be minimised in this work is the sum of the least squared

error between the observed and the corresponding simulated data. This may be expressed

mathematically as:

f(x r,.., x,)= minimize (f.to ;" - h o'- )') (5.5)

where

subject to x,,3 x, 3 xu¡, i:1,2, n

f
xi

nobs
t obs
nk

t stm
nk

xt¡

Xu¡

n

objective function"

model parameter i ,

number of data points (observed or measilr'ed data)'

measured or observed data value at node þ

corresponding simulated data value at node k,

lower limit of parameter r,,

upper limit of parameter x,, and

total number of variables being estimated.

Two- and three-dimensional finite element models have been designed for the simulation of

the values of hu"i^. The goveming equations of the two- and three-dimensional finite

element models, including their formulatior¡ and solution techniques have been presented in
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chapter four. The objective function presented in equation (5.4) is in fact general and any of

the flow or solute transport models presented in chapter four (be it two- or three-

dimensional) can be used for the evaluation of ho''^ h the inverse problem of parameter

identification.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has presented two evolutionary techniques: (l) genetic algorithm and

(2) shuffled complex evolutior¡ and their subsequent formulations fot the two projects

proposed in this.research work The genetic algorithm is designed to be linked with a two-

dimensional finite element model of flow and solute transport in nonhomogeneous confined

or unconfined aquifers for the optimisation of extraction of contaminants in polluted

aquifers. The shuffled complex evolution is designed as a stand-alone inverse model that can

link up with analytical models, and two- or three.dimensional flow and solute transport

finite element for aquifer parameter estimation These techniques a¡e tested with analytical

models (before their implementation with numerical models) in chapter six.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation and VerifÏcation of Models

6.1 Introduction

Good programming practice requires a thorough testing or evaluation of developed

models before their application to field-scale problems. Therefore this chápter deals with the

evaluation of the developed models using some simple pumping test and synthetic data. The

models designed may b€ categorised into: (l) a parameter estimation program based on the

theory of the shufled complex evolution (SCE), and (2) a remediation design program

based on the theory of genetic algorithrn In each of these models, is embedded the

numerical flow and/or solute transport model. However, for the purposes of evaluation of

the strengths of the optimisation routines, anaþtical models of flow and solute transport

have been substituted for the numerical models. The analytical models are utilised for this

initial testing as the run times are many orders of magnitude less than for numerical models.

The specific tasks âccomplished in this chapter include: (1) evaluation of the SCE inverse

model using analytical solute transport models with synthesised data, (2) evaluation of the

SCE inverse model using Theis analytical flow model and field pumping test data, and (3)

evaluation of the two- and three-dimensional solute transport models using appropriate

analytical solute transport models.
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Chapler 6 Evaluqtion and Verification of Models

6.2 The Analytical Models

This section briefly introduces the definitions of the analytical models used in place

of the numerical models for the SCE evaluation exercise. Three analytical models in the

context of solute transport and one in the context of .flow 
are used in this exercise' The

three scenarios simulated in the context of the solute transport are shown Figure 6.1. These

three models are governed by the following two-dimensional equation:

e *L4=o, d: *L*-*A RA R âx' R A)'
(6.1)

where

with D¡: Q ¡xt, D, = d,ru, u>O

d L longitudinal disPersivitY [,],

d r transverse disPersivitY P]

DL longitudinal dispersion coefficient ÍL'Ttl

Dr transverse dispersion coefficient lI:T-t l,

R retardationfactor IZo],

degradation rate of pollutant I f -t],

x,! horizontal coordinates P],

f time [7],

u unidirectional velocþ in the x-direction ILT^ l, and

c (x,y,t) concentration of pollut art I MI' 3 
f -
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Figure 6.1

c) llodel 3 : Distributed pollutant source in two-dimension

Models used in the evaluation of the SCE algorithm

The aquifer is assumed to extend to infinity in both positive and negative x- and y-directions

and the x-Ðds is aligned with the direction of constant velocity. The analytical solution to
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equation (6.1) is obtained for each of the three diflerent solute transport situations shown

in Figure 6.1 based on their boundary and initial conditions and the type of source input.

6.2.1 Analytical Solution to Model I

Model type : A continuous point-source of constarrt rate Mo'

Initial snd boundary conditions

á(x) : á(Y) : O for x * 0, Jrftl : IU'O):\

cu(x,!,t- o): 
ffiur.ru",

cr(tæ,1æ,f):0

(6.2)

where Mo isthe constant injection rate, þ is the effective aquifer porosity, m is the aquifer

thickness, and the Dirac-functions á(x) and õþ,t) are defined as:

@

ã €
(6.3)

(6.4)

C I o s e d-form an aly t i c al s o lut i on lKi nz el b a c h, | 9 861:

4dLut

nri 
1

c(x,y,l) = I ¿

rt cl
;- ol2a

2

L

+xwith r =
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where ç is an integration pa.rameter

Parameters estimated: þ, ü ¿, and a,

6.2.2 Anatytical Solution to Model 2

Model type : Time-varying specified line concentration source

Boundary condition:

c(0,y,t) = co€-ß for - b S Y < b

c(O,Y,t) = 0 elsewhere

where r is the specified concentration decay factor. For r:0, the first equation in (6.5)

reduces to a specified const¿¡rt concentration ( or Dirichlet's boundary condition) of value

co. The length of the line source is 2ó.

Closed-form analytical solution lCleary and Ungs,1978]:

(6.s)

(6.6)
c(x, v, t) = ffi *(:n- ") i"-{-{r* - rcR + Ê1, - Í)" :

.("o1,#\."'4#Ð"

where co is a constant concentration value , r is an integration parameter and erf is the

error function.
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Parameters estimated : K, u L, and a,r -

6.2.3 Anatytical Solution to Model 3

Model Type : 2-dimensional continuous injection source with a constant rate of M,.

Initial and boundary conditions: same as in model 1

C I o s e d-for m analy t i c al s o I ut i o n lKi nz e lb ac h' I 9 861

c(x,y,t) = it
x -u(t - r)lR

4þmRa,a, a ru(t - r)lR
l*-o,-u(t-)lR
| 2,ta ,ru(t - )l R

- erf

(7)

y + 0.5a,

aru(t - r)lR
y +0.5a,

exp(-1,1t - ))dt
dru t - r)lR

where a, and syare the horizontal and lateral extents, respectively of the rectangular input

source.

Parameters estimated ; þ, a ,, and a,

It is important to emphasise that each of the analytical models defined above are used in the

evaluation of the least squared objective function defined in chapter five and which will be

recalled once again as

f(ur,-.,un) = minimize l{tf* - rr"^)'
nobs

k=t

(6.8)

subject to u,, 17t, 3vtu,, i =1,2,...,n
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objective function,

model parameter f ,

number of data points (observed or measured data),

measured or observed concentration value at node fr [ MI;t f,

corresponding simulated concentration value at node k I MI;t f,

lower limit of parameter u,,

upper timit of parameter u,, and

total number ofvariables bëing estimated.

where:

f
u¡

nobs

obs
ck

stm
ck

ut¡

Uu¡

,n

Simulated c'u"- 'valves are evaluated by the analyticdl solute transport models discüssed

above.

6.3 Presentation of Tests and Results

The first three tests with the solute transport modqls ate executed using synthesised

concentration data for the tb¡ee solute transport scenarios shown in Figure 6.1. Synthetic

concentration data is considered to be noise-free and therefore appropriate for testing the

strength of an optimisation algorithm . The objective of all the three tests is to estimate the

'global optimum' using the synthesised data as observed system states. In other words if

þ:0.25, at=25.0, andar:J.g are used to generate the observed dat4 then these

pararneters values are the 'global optimum' that must be sought for with the generated

observed data (or system states). Only the upper and lower limits of the parameters under

estimation are required as input to the model, and the final estimated parameters will always
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lie within the upper and lower limits provided. Each of the test on the three solute transport

models are considered in the following section.

6.3.L Test of the SCE technique with Model 1

A noise-free concentration data is synthesised for the model shown in Figure 6'1a

usingthefollowingparametervaluesIdt:20.0,u,=5.0,andþ=0'l5.Synthesised

dat¿ is evaluated at the point [1.0n¡1.0m] pf the simulation region for t :100, 200,...,3000

days. The use of a noise-free data implies that the global optimum of the objective function

(or the criterion value) in equation (6.8) must be zero; when this happens the optimum

estimated parameters must be the same as those used to synthesise the observed data. This

zero value is hardly achieved owing to the precision (machine dependent) of the values of

the parameters estimated. Therefore an alternative convergence criterion for ending the

simulation requires the simulation to stop if the value of the objective function does not

change within a given percentage y , for a certain number nf , of successive function

.evaluations 
. y aîd nf are user specified values. The other fixed input parameters required

by the analytical models (and not estimated with the SCE) are shown in Table 6.1-

The SCE input parameters which include the number of complexesp; the number of

points in a complex m; the number of points in a subcomplex q; the minimum number of

complexes required in a population, p-"; the number of consecutive offspring generated by

each subcomplex a; and the number of evolution steps taken by each complex, B ate fed

in as input using the expression in equation (5.a) as follows:

ffi:7, 8:4, cù :!, þ :7, o :l and P^rn: P

From equation (5.4) it can be observed that when the number of parameters under

estimation n is knowr¡ the SCE parameters fl,q , {rd B can be evaluated. However, the
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numb€r of complexes must be carefully selected in order to initialise the appropriate number

of the population of points in the parameter search space. For simple analytical models (and

homogeneous situation for numerical models) where the number of parameters under

estimation are relatively few, p : 2, have always been found to be adequate to solve the

problem. Thus in this and the subseguent analyses to follow the same values of SCE input

parameters defined above are used.

Four runs, each with a different but reasonable parameter limits are performed to

demonstrate the search power of the SCE technique for different starting parameter ranges.

The parameter limits are Shown in Table 6.2. T\e rezults obtained for the four runs are

summarised in Table 6.3., which contains the final estimated parameters and the mean

concentration error (mcerr) for each run. The 'mcerr' is the measure of thé average absolute

deviation between the observed and the corresponding predicted concentrations values

(using the final estimated parameters).

Considering the parameter ranges used in Table 6.2 one can conclude from the

results in Table 6.3 that the SCE search techniquq is efficient and robust. The ranges of

parameter values used to estimate the parameters in Model 1 indicates that the technique

has the capability to search for the optimum solution irrespective of parameter limits set for

the problem. It is appropriate to mention that for all the ranges of parameters used in Table

6.2, only two complexes were required to yield the desired results for each of the runs. This

is due to the fact that the number of parameters under estimation is only thiee. For a higher

dimensions problerr¡ two complexes may not be enough to yield the desired results.
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Table ó.1 Values of other used in the

Table 6.2 Parameter limits used in Model I

Table 6.3 Results ofthe Estimated Parameters for Model 1

6.3.2 Test of the SCE technique with Model 2

To test the SCE method with Model 2, synthesised concentration data for the

scenario shown in Figure 6.lb is created using the following parameter values:

dt =20.0, dr =5.0, and r=0.0015. Synthesised data is computed at the same location

of the simulation region and simulation times as in model l. The upper and lower limits of

ValueParameter
1.0

t.65e-5

1.0

0.s

0.5

1.0

1.0

Specified concentration I mgl-' ]
Decay coefftcisnt (A) [l/daY]
Retardation coeffrcient (R)

Lateral extent ofsolute source (2b or ar) lm)

Horizontal extent of solute sourc€ (a,) lml
Aquifer thickness [zr]
Unidirectional velocþ (u)l.m I dayl

RUN4RLTN 3RUN2RUN I

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

Parameter

1.00

1.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

1.00

350.00

350.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

1.00

a,(m)
a r(m)
þ

Parameter

Expected
Values

RUN I
mc€fï:
8.968-8

RUN2
mcelT:
l.l3E-8

RUN 3

InCSTT:
3.04E-8

RUN4
mcefr:
5.06E-8

a L(m)
a r(m)
ø

20.0000

5.0000

0.1500

19.9873

5.0004

0.1500

19.9821

s.0003

0.1501

20.0146

5.0006

0.1499

20.0269

5.0014

0.1499
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the parameters to be estimated are as shown in Table 6.4. T\e SCE parameters namely the

number of complexes, the number of points in a complex, the number of points in a

subcomplex, the number of consecutive offsprings generated by each subcomplex, and the

number of evolution steps taken by each complex are the same as those used in Model 1.

Once again four runs are performed using diflerent parameter ranges in each run.

The results of the four runs are shown in Table 6.5. It can be seen that the parameters

estimated using the different initial ranges in Table 6.4 are all very close to the expected

values. The values of 'mcerr' in each of the tests also support the fact the final concentration

values predicted with final estimated parameters are almost the same as the corresponding

observed data.

Table 6.4 Parameter limits used in Model2

Table ó.5 Results of the Estimated Pa¡ameters for Model2

RUN 4RUN 3RUN 2RUN 1

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

uppef
limit

Parameter lower
limit

upper
limit

r.00

1.00

0.00

s00.00

500.00

1.00

r.00

1.00

0.00

300.00

300.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

1.00

a,(m)
a r(m)
r (l/d)

1.00

1.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

1.00

Parameter

Expecte.d
Values

RUN I
mcelT:
1.328-9

RUN 2
mc€tT:
3.2E-10

RUN 3
InCCIT:
8.ME-g

RUN4
mcefT :
4.7F.-t0

a,(m)
a r(m)
r (l/d)

45.0000

30.0000

0.0015

45.0278

29.9951

0.00149

44.9921

30.0031

0.00150

45.0682

29.9997

0.00150

44.9887

30.0034

0.00150
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6.3.3 Test of the SCE technique with Model 3

Synthesised concentration data for this analysis is generated for the scenario shown

in Figure 6.1c using the following values I dr=60'0' ar=25'0' aîdú:0'35; for the

same location and simulation times as in the two previous models. The SCE parameters are

the same as those used in the previous two analyses. The patameter boundary limits for four

mns are shown in Table 6.6 and the final estimated parameters for the runs are shown in

Table 6.7. Agan the final estimated parameters are very close to the expected values in

column 2 of Tabte 6.7, despite .the range of, parameter limits used in Table 6.6. This

conclusion is also supported by the small values of 'mcerr'shown in Table 6.7.In all the

three tests various initiat starting ranges have been used to demonstrate the robustness of

the search power of the SCE. For the third model in particular, one can observe the very

wide range with regard to the initial parameter values; yet the SCE technique was able to

locate approximately the same values of the optimum parameters for all the four runs

considered in this model.

Tabte 6.6 Parameter limits used in Model3

Table 6.7 Results of the estimated for Model3

RUN 4RLTN 3RUN 2RIIN I

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

lower
limit

upper
limit

Parameter

1000.00

1000.00

1.00

l.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

750.00

7s0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

500.00

,500.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

100.00

. 100.00

1.00

a,(m)
ar(m)

ø

RLTN 4
moetT:
1.72E-8

RUN 3
mc€fT:
7.608-9

RUN 2
objv:
r.468-8

RUN 1

mc€fT:
1.ú58-11

Parameter

Expected
Values

60.0202

24.9893

0.3500

60.0337

24.9905

0.3s00

s9.9960

24.9999

0.3500

60.0335

24.9874

0.3500

60.0000

25.0000

0.3500

a,(m)
a r(m)
ú
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6.3.4 Evaluation of the SCE Using Anatytical Flow Model
with Field Data

In the fourth evaluatior¡ the Theis analytical flow model is employed in conjunction

with a field experimental pumping test conducted in South Australia. The analytical model

allows the assumption that the specified drawdown at an infinite location from the point of

pumping is zero. It also permits the assumption that the initial drawdown within the area in

which the pumping test was carried out is zero. This model may tte expressed in radial

coordinate s as fKinzelbach,lg36] :

s â t( âl
I ã :;l' â')

(,*,*)1=,-n

(6.e)

Initial and boundary conditions

s(r=0,r)=0
s(t,r = æ) = 0 (6.10)

for f >0

where

radialcoordinates P],
storage coefficient,

transmissivity L l] rt l,
time [Zl,
drawdown [Z], and

withdrawal rate starting at time /: 0

Combining equations (6.9) and (6.10), the Theis analytical solution is expressed as

lKinzelbach, 19861:

r
S

T

t
.t

O

t34
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s(t,r):{^w Srz(u), u =VlT, W (u)= -05771-ln(u)
u'

+u -;5.+.. (6.11)

Parameters estimated: SC and IS

The SCE model was tested on a field pumping test experiment conducted in South

Australia, together with two other models, GALG and GNEW. GALG is a parameter

estimation model whose principte is based on the theory of genetic algorithms presented in

chaper five while GNEW is based on the Gauss-Newton gradient-based technique. These

two models have been designed in the course of this research study for the evaluation of the

experimental pumping test data with respect to patarneter estimation. Hence, the secondary

objective in this section in particular, is to investigate how the results of the evolutionary

models compa.re with those of a traditional gradient-based method. Three series of data are

used. For convenience they are referred to as TESTI, TEST2, and TEST3. Data TESTI

were collected with the production well operating at the rate of 2lls-' and the observation

well located at a radial distance of 25 lz from the production well; data TEST2 wete

co.llected with the production well operating at the rate of 9/s-t with the observation again

at araÃiøldistance of 25 m from the production well; and data TEST3 had the.observation

well locate d at 65 m fromthe production well, with the latter oper atng at the rate of 9 /s-t .

All the three experiments were conducted on diflerent occasions but using the same

pumping well with the observation or test wells in the same straight line. Using these three

data sets and assuming a homogenous isotropic aquifer, three inverse analyses were

performed for each of the three data sets using the Theis analytical flow model discussed

previously. The parameters estimated are the effective storage coefficient (SC¡ and the

effective tra¡smissivftY (fÐ.
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The lower and upper limits of these parameters used in each of the three models for

the three data sets are shown in Table 6.8. It is apparent in this table that the limits used is

model-dependent. Each model has its unique range for which meaningful results could be

obtained. While the GNEW model could search within a wider range (at the expense of

excessive computational time), the GALG model required a smaller range to perform its

search. The final range for the GA was determined after initial analyses with larger ranges

which did not produce adequate convergence. The range of the SCE model depends on the

number of complexes. In this particular problem the use of 2 complexes required the

appropriate range shown in Table 6.8 for a more meaningful results. It is appropriate to

mention that the SCE has the capacþ to accommodate a wider range if required (this has

been illustrated in the previous examples with the solute transport models).

Table 6.8 Parameter limits used in all the three tests

Parameter

SCEV GNEW GALG

lower
L0e-10
l.0e- l0

upper
1.0

1.0

lower
l.0e-10
l.0e-10

upper
1.0

100.0

lower
0. le-3
0.5e-2

upper
0. le-4
0.5e-4

SC

rs ¡m2 s-l1

Table 6.9 Final Estimated Parameters

Model
TESTI TEST2 TEST3

,sc rs ¡m2 s-11 ^sc TS ¡m2 sa1 ^tc TS¡mz s-11

SCEV
GNEW
GALG

0.2377e-4
0.2373e-4
0.l87le-4

0.20639.*2
0.20639v2
0.21258e-2

0.1475e4
0.1487e-4
0.1342e-4

0.21530e-2
O.2l500e-2
0.21265e-2

0.3889e-3
0.3893e-3
0.3668e-3

0.19045e-2
0.19041 e-2

0.20180e-2

Table 6.10 of models coefficient of correlation

The final estimated parameters obtained from each of the three models based on the

three pumping tests data are summarised in Table 6.9. The results reveal that the final

optimum parameters obtained from SCE and GNEV/ are fairly close to each other. The

TEST3TEST2TESTlModel
0.999131
0.999130
0.999101

0.982865
0.982721
0.982679

0.996s02
0996s28
0.996486

SCEV
GNEV/
GALG
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results of the GALG model deviated from the other two but compared favourably well with

the observed data. This indicates that the estimated effective parameters may be truly

representative of the aquifer formation with respect to the space and the time at which the

pumping test experiment was carried out. The efficiency of the models are compared

thropgh the evaluation of the coefficient of correlation between the observed and predicted

drawdowns (using the final estimated parameters shown in Table 6.9) for each of the three

tests. As shown in Table 6.10, the SCE and the GNEW models have almost the same level

of efficiency with respect to the three sets of data used.

Generaþ, the results obtained indicate that the evolutionary techniques can in fact

perform as equally well as the deterministic gradient-based techniques. The added strength

of the evolutionary techniques is the fact that they perform their search without the

computation of derivatives of the dependent variable with respect to the parameters under

estimation; making them more robust and efficient under conditions of high nonlinearity,

and parameter sensitivity and interaction. The visual comparison of the three tests

performed using each of the three models against the observed data is shown in Figures 6.2

to 6.4.It is clear from these three figures that results from all the three models are in good

agreement with the observed data. However, SCE and GNErü/ models predicted better and

closer to each other than the GALG model.
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of the efficiencies of the three techniques using data TESTI
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the efficiencies of the three techniques using data TEST3

6.4 Evaluation of the 2-D and 3-D Transport Models

The chapter is completed with the test of the numerical accuracy of the two- and

three-dimensional finite element solute transport numerical models presented and

formulated in chapter four. Because of the restrictions and assumptions imposed in order to

obtain closed-form analytical solution, only simplified cases of the numerical models are

tested. The analytical models chosen for this exercise are : (l) a two-dimensional model for

an aquifer of infinite width with finite-width solute source, and (2) a three-dimensional

model for an aquifer of infinite width and height with finite-width and finite-height solute

source. The governing equations and analytical solutions to these models are presented

subsequently.
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6.4.1 Two-DimensionalAnalyticalModel

The two-dimensional analytical model for an aquifer of infinite width with finite-

width solute source is governed by the equation:

#: D,#* 4#-v#- Ac,with4, : dLv, D,: ayv

subject to the following boundary and initial conditions:

(6.t2)

C=Co

C=0,

Boundary conditions:

where:

x=0and{ <l<I,
x=0and.ycYror y>Y, (6.r3)

c, l: o at y- +oo: c,#: o at .x : æ

Initial conditions

C(x,y,t- 0) : 0 at 0 <r <æ and -co <Y <+co

C

V

D,

Dy

aL

dr

)"

Y,

solu.te concentratio n I MI;t l,

fluid velocity in the x-direction ÍLT-t \,

longitudinal dispersion coefficient l, Ê f ' l,

transverse dispersion coefficient lI:Tt l,

longitudinal dispersivity [Z],

transverse dispersivity Pl,

fi¡st-order solute decay coefficient I f-t],

y-coordinate of lower limit of solute source at r0 p]'

(6.14)
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y-coordinate ofthe upper limit of solute source at lç0 p], and

Ca¡tesian x- and y- coordinates of the simulation region p]'

The analytical solution to equation (6.12) subject to the boundary and initial conditions in

equations (6.13) and (6.14) is obtained through the recognition of the following

assumptions: (l) fluid is of constant density and viscoslty, (2) solute may tle subjected to

first order chemical transformation (for a conservative solute, A:0), (3) flow is in the x-

direction only and velocþ is constant, and (4) the longitudinal and tratæverse dispersion

coefficients ( D, and Dr) are constant. The analytical solution is given by Wexler [1993] as:

c^x (vx\'i -: l(
c(x, y, t) : ffi "*rlfr, ),)o'' 

*pL-[

(f
l, urr"l

["1

where erfc ßthe complementary error function and u is an integration parameter' Vf/exler

t1993] suggested that the accuracy of the numerical integration can be improved by making

a variable transformation of the form r=r4. This transforms equation (6.15) to a final

form:

Y2

xr!

C(x,y,t):

A computer progr¿tm was written to evaluate equation (6.16) using the Gauss-Legendre

method of numerical integration. A simple input data was constructed for the purposes of

t4t



Chapter 6 Evaluation and Verification of Models

comparing the results of equation (6.16) to those obtained from a two-dimensional

numerical solute transport model presented in chapter four.

The region simulated is shown in Figure 6.5. The region is discretized into 31 nodes

along the x-direction and 15 nodes along the y-direction using the following spatial

discretization schemer rc:0.0, 100.0,200.0,...,3000.0rn md y: 0.0, 100.0, 200.0,...,

1500.0n. A constant concentration source ( Co ) at x : 0 and along the range Yt < y < Y,

(where Yt : 400m and Y, = 10002 ) is specified at a value of l}}mgl-t; leading to the set

up of a symmetrical problem. The simulation is performed for the times t : 10.0,

20.0,...,300.0 days.

The contours of spatial concentration distribution for both models at time t : 1000

days are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. From these figures, it can be observed that the

results for these two models compare favotrably well. A more detailed comparison of the

results from these two models on a point-by-point basis are illustrated by the breakthrough

curves shown in Figures 6.8 to 6.10 for the th¡ee observation points shown in the simulation

region. Once again, it can be observed from these two figures that the comparison between

the results of the two models is excellent. It is appropriate to mention that the observation

nodes 2 and 3 were chosen such that the two nodes could pose as mirror images of each

other. This situation is confirmed both in the anatytical and numerical results shown in

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 by the fact that the same magnitudes of concentration values are

obtained with regard to the breakthrough curves at nodes 2 and3.
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6.4.2 Three-Dimensional Analytical Model

The three-dimensional analytical model governing an aquifer of infinite width and

height with finite-width and finite-height solute source may be expressed as:

5* o,#. D,#* D,#-rX-)"c:o (6.17)

subject to the following boundary and initial conditions:

Boundary conditions

C=Cs, x:0 and Ií <!<Yz
and Zr<z<2,

x = 0 and Yr> y or y>Y,
and Zrtz orz>2,

c:0,

æ
C, o, y: !?

4
æ

C, 0, z= !øa
æ

C, 0, x=û
ã

Initial condition:

C(x,y,z,t=0)=0, 0<t(æ, -co</1þ, -0o< z<+4

where:

(6.18)

(6.1e)

Zr z-coordinate ofthe lower limit ofthe solute source at x: 0lLl,

22 z-coordinate ofthe upper limit ofthe solute source at x:0 p], and
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D, vertical transverse dispersion coefñcient ÍLtT-t l-

All the other parameters in equation (6.17) have the same meanings as those defined in the

two-dimensional case. The analytical solution to equation (6.17) subject to (6'18) and

(6.19) also recognises the assumptions stated for the two-dimensional anaþtical model in

the previous section. This solution may be expressed as fllexler, 19931:

C(x,y,z,t) -
,r."*r(#)

i"t"*[-Ê.ù'-*).

Again the transformation r--ro is applied to equation (6.20) for accuracy of numerical

integration. This results in the final expression:

{;*"W",)-*1ffi)}1,-VÅ-"*lTÀ}',

coxex 
( v*\

c(x,y,z t) = - rp',i |*nl Ê * l,^ -#1.

[*:l#,)-*Vjtr I*l#-1 "*l#r}.

(6.20)

(6.21)

A computer progrrim was written to evaluate equation (6.21) using the Gauss-Legendre

numerical integration technique. The three-dimensional evaluation problem handled is

similar to the two-dimensional case except for the inclusion of a vertical aris. The entire

simulation region is shown in Figure 6.1l. The region comprises a five layered system with

the horizontal specified bounda¡ies given bV Yt < ! <Yz at :ç0.0 , where Yt = 400m and

yz :1000m. The vertical extent of the specified boundaries are given by Z, < z < Zy at
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x:0.0, where Zt :20m aîd 22 = 40m; resulting in the set up of a three-dimensional

symmetrical problem. The value of the concentration ( Co ) at these specified locations is

l¡¡mgla. The observed breakthrough points are specified within the third layer at the

same locations as in the two-dimensional case.
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Simulation region used for the evaluation of the 3-dimensiônal numericáI model

The results of the concentration values at times t : 10, 20, 30,...,300 for the analytical

model are compared to those of the three-dimensional model at corresponding locations.

The nodal spatial discretization scheme employed is as follows: x : 0'0, 100'0,

300.0,...,3000.0m; Y 
:0.0, 100.0, 200.0,300'0,"',1500'0rn; and z: I0'0' 20'0' "'' 50'0 (the

bottom ofthe aquifer is assumed to be at an elevation of 10.0 above some given datum).
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shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, respectively. One can observed that the contours of the

concentration distribution for both models compare favourably well. A critical comparison

of the solutions from both model is shown by comparing the graphs of the breakfhrough

curves at the observation nodes in the third layer of the simulation region. A good

agreement can be observed with regard.to the results from the.two models. Thç expected

symmetrical results for observation nodes 2 and 3 can be observed in Figures 6.15 and 6. 16.
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Figure 6.12 Results of spatial concentration distribution at t:I500 days from the 3D analytical
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6.5 Summary

The application of the SCE technique has been extended to groundwater modelling

using analytical models. The performance of the SCE technique with regard to analytical

solute transport models have been tested and excellent results have been achieved. The

technique was further tested together with a genetic algorithm method using the Theis

analytical flow model and practical pumping field test data. In this regard, the performances

of the evolutionary techniques were compared with a Gauss-Newton gradient based

technique; in which the results'of the evolutionary techniques matched favourably well with

those of the traditional gradient-based Gauss-Newton method. The chapter concluded with

the evaluation of two- and three-dimensional finite element solute transport models using

some selected analytical models. The results of the numerical models were found to

compare favowably well with those of the analytical for the simple cases of data considered.

With the confidence that the developed models are giving the expected results, the analyses

are extendçd to field scale scenarios through the use of numerical models. This is

presented in chapter seven.
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Chapter 7

Application to Field-Scale Problems

7.I Introduction

The application of the iirverse model of parameter identification to field-scale

problems is presentêd in this chapter. In the previous chapter, this model was tested using

analytical solute transport models with synthetic data and an analytical flow model with

practical field pumping test data. In a field-scale analysis, analytical models lack the ability to

handle nonhomogeneous and anisotropic problems. This limitation is usually surmounted in

groundwater modelling through the use of numerical models. Numerical flow and solute

transport models in both two- and three-dimensions are now embedded in the shufled

complex optimisation (SCE) model to solve the inverse problem of parameter identification.

The following problems are considered in this chapter: (1) estimation of aquifer formation

parameters .under different.flow conditions, (2) estimation of aquifer formation parameters

using the transport model, and (3) a parametric analysis to study the weakness of the SCE

inverse model.
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7.2 Parameter Estimation by the Flow Model

In this context, hr"^ h equation (5.a) is obtained by solving the system of algebraic

equations in (4.33) subject to the initial and boundary conditions in equations (.5) to @.7)

for both the two- and three-dimensional models. In the two-dimensional mode, the

parameters estimated are hydraulic conductivity in the x, y, and xy-directions and storage

coefficient (ie. ko, kw, ko (:fr.), ands) while ko, k)ry, k- andS (where k-is the

vertical hydraulic conductivity) are estimated in the three-dimensional model. Pa¡ameters

such as ku, kly, k- ands are continuous function of the spatial variables. For parameter

identification purposes, a bontinuous function must be approximated by a finite dimensional

form. Two methods that have been proposed in the literature are : (1) zonation method and

(2) interpolation method. In this research, the method of zonation has been used for its

simplicity. In the zonation method, the flow region is divided into a number of subregions

called zones, and constant parameter value(s) ilare used to characterise each zone. In the

finite element context, therefore, all elements falling within the same zone have the same

parameter values. The dimension of parameterisation is represented by the product of the

number of parameters under estimation and the number of zones into which the entire

simulation region is suMivided. For example, if one seeks to estimate ko, kyy, k= and S

(four parameters) and'the sinn¡lation region is parameterised into two zones, then the

parameter dimension of the problem is eight .

Analyses are performed using both synthesised and comrpted synthesised data. The

synthesised observed data is achieved by using known (or true) parameters to solve the

forward problem in order to generate data for a number of observation points. The comrpted

data is achieved by the random incorporation of noise in the synthesised data using the

following expression:
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where hd is the generated comrpted data from the synthesised data h,'d ; rand is a random

number, nobs is the number of observation nodes, and at is a fractional small parameter

whose value must be reasonably selected in order to achieve sensible cornrpted data. The

rational behind the use of comrpted data is to test the strength of the SCE methodology with

regard to field data which is known to contain observation errors or noise. The performance

of the optimisation is evaluated by the computation of a parameter called the mean drawdown

error. The mean drawdown error is'the average of the âbsolute deviatioits of the predicted

drawdown (using the final estimated parameters) from their respective obsèrved values. In

the case of the use of synthesised data the computed mean drawdown error must be quite

close to or equal to zero for the final global optimum parameters. In the two-dimensional

flow model, the analysis performed include parameter estimation in : (l) a homogeneous

anisotropic aquifer, (2) an inhomogeneous and anisotropic aquifer with the axes of the

hydraulic conductivity tensor aligrred with those of the global axes, and (3) inhomogeneous

and anisotropic with the axes of the conductivity tensor non-aligned with those of the global

Chapter 7 Application to Field-Scale Problems

h,'o : h,ú(txot* rand\, i:1,2,...,nobs (7.r)

Ð(es.

It is important to mention that modelling errors are not considered since the same

mesh used to generate the data a¡e used to determine the coefficients in the inverse problem.

For this reason a uniform mesh was used; however a graded mesh could also have been used-

In all analyses, the aquifer is assumed to be of the confined type. The results of these tests are

presented and discussed in the sections that follow.
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7.2.1 Homogeneous and Anisotropic Aquifer-Analysis 1

The simulation region whose parameters are to be estimated is shown in Figure 7.1

with its associated boundary conditions. An extraction well is located at the centre of the

simulation region and observed data is synthesised at the four observation nodes shown in the

figure. The observation and production wells are numbered according to the node numbers

generated in the numerical model. The true parameters used in the synthesis of the observed

data as well as the upper and lower limits of the parameters to be estimated are shown in

Table 7.1. The simulation region is discretized into l4.nodes in the x.direction and 9 nodès in

the y-direction in order to generate a total of 126 nodes and 104 'elements. The nodal

coordinates are genèrated using the following spatial increment sche.me :

Lx = 40.0mand Åy :40.0m. A constant time step of Af = 1.0 days is used and a forward

simulation is performed for a total of l0 time steps to obtain the synthesised data for each of

the observation nodes. The generated drawdowns for both synthesised and comrpted data

are shown in appendices la and lb, respectively.

V/ith regard to the SCE input parameters, two complexes - each containing a total of

9 sampting poin5 - were required to solve this problem. The total number of population of

points is equal to the product of the number of points in each complex and the ntrmber of

complexes. Thus the entire number of initial population of points in the parameter search

spaie was 18.
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Figure 7.1 A single-zone simulation region showing welts and boundary conditions

Intermediate parameters values required to repeatedly compute ho"^ by the numerical model

for the evaluation ofthe objective function in equation (5.4) are generated in the optimisation

model using the competitive complex evolution (CCE) in the SCE previously presented in

chapter five. The parameters estimated in this analysis are I{)oc, Kyy, Kry GKyx), and S. The

final estimated parameters for the tw'o analyses (with both syathesised and com¡pted data)

including their associated mean head errors are shown nTable 7 .2.

Table 7.1 True and boundary parameter values used in analysis I

Kxxlmldl Kw lmldl Kxv lm/dl s
True parameters used to generate observed data

s0.0 35.0 -2.50 0.0005

Upper limits of parameters under estimation

200.00 200.00 50.00 1.0000

Lower limits of parameters under estimation

0.00 0.00 -50.00 0.0000
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As it can be seen in Table 7.2, the final estimated parameters are almost the same as the true

or expected parameters. This is indicated by the value of the mean drawdown error, which is

the measure of the average absolute deviation of the simulated drawdowns from the observed

drawdowns at the respective observation nodes. The results for the comrpted data is equaþ

impressive. The nearness of the final estimated parameters, in the context of the comrpted

data, to those of the true parameters indicate the potential strenglh of the SCE methodology

in a real field-scale data analysis. It is appropriate to mention that because the aquifer is

homogeneous, the need to parameterise the simulation region into zones was not necessary.

In the subsequent applications, the technique is subjected to a region with more than orle

zoîe.

Table 7.2 S results of I

7.2.2 Inhomogeneous and Anisotropic Aquifer with Kxy :g
-Analysis 2

In this analysis, the simulation region is parameterised into four zones with elements

in a particular zonehaving the same values of aquifer formation parameters. Parameters Kxy (

: $n) are zÊÍo and hence not estimated in this analysis. In other words it is assumed that the

gtobal axes are aligned to those ofthe hydraulic conductivity tensor. The simulation region is

shown in Figure 7.2. Once agatn both synthesised and comrpted data are used. The

sKxy lmJdlKwÍmldlKxx lmldl
or true

0.0005-2.s035.0s0.0

Estimated with svnthetic data mean head error: 1.43E-10

0.49998-03-2.49935.000s0.000

me¿n head effor : 1.67E-08

-2.5059 0.s0073E-0335.028
withEstimated

49.988
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simulation domain is a square region discretized into 11 nodes in both x- and y-directions.

This results 121 nodes and 100 elements in the finite element network. The nodal

coordinates of the discretized simulation region is generated using the following scheme:

Ax =l}}.mand Ây =100.m. Observation and production wells are numbered in accordance

with the node numbering system generated in the numerical model. The true parameters used

in each zone for the generation of the synthesised and comrpted observation data, including

the boundary limits ofthe parameters under estimation are shown in Table 7.3. The resulting

generated data (using the same time stepping scheme as analysis 1) are shown in appendices

2aand2b.

5 complexes each containing 25 sampling points - and leading to a total of 125

sampling points in the entire parameter search space - were required by the SCE to solve the

above problem. The total number of points in each complex (ie, 25 in this analysis) is

obtained from the expression 2n1-1, where n is the parameter dimensionality or the total

number of parameters under estimation (ie,12 (3 for each zone) in this analysis).

1000 nt

1000 n

o observation i¡ell
o Production weII

N specified head of 50 n

Figure 7.2 A 4-zone simulation region showing zones, wells, and boundary conditions
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The final estimated parameters for the synthesised and comrpted data are swlllrurrised

in Table 7.4.Inthe case of the synthesised data" one can observe a very good agreement

between the estimated and the expected parameters. This observation is supported by the

small value of the mean drawdown error; which indicates that the predicted results obtained

using the final estimated.parameters are almost the same as the corresponding observed data

shown in appendix 2a.Thevalues of the final estimated data in the case of the comrpted data

is equally good from the point of view of the fact that the data is assumed to be collected in

the field (and therefore corrupted with noise). The present analysis has demonstrated that the

SCE methodology has the potential to be used in simulation scenarios usually adopted in the

context of the gradient-based techninues, ie, parameterisation of the simulation region into

zones. In the final analysis of the two-dimensional flow modef the parameter identification

model is applied to the estimation of the formation parameters for an inhomogeneous and

anisotropic aquifer, where the global axes of the simulation region are not aligned with those

of the hydraulic conductivþ tensor (ie, k, = kn + 0).

Table 7.3 True and values used in 2
sKw [mldlKxxÍm/d]

observed dataused toTrueZone
0.00150.0060.001

0.00235.004s.002
0.00320.0030.00J
0.00410.0020.004

100.00
limits of

1.0000r00.00
Zone

I

under estimation

1.0000100.00100.002
1.0000100.00100.00J
1.0000100.00r00.004

Lower limits of under estimationZone
0.00000.000.001

0.00000.000.002
0.00000.000.00J
0.00000.000.004
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syyy lmldlKxx lrn/dl
Expected or trueZnne

0.001s0.0060.00I
0.00235.0045.002
0.00320.0030.003

10.00 0.00420.004

Estimated parameters with synthetic data, mean head error:3.75lE-10Zone
0.9996T8-03s0.007s9.994I
0.20000E-023s.0002 45.000
0.30002E-0219.99829.9983

0.40001E-0210.00020.000

mean head effor: 1.093E-05

4

withEstimatedZone
0.148.68960.7821

0.200t9E-0234.89444.9s92
0.28807E-0220.723J 29.641
0.40073F.0210.05620.0874

Chapter 7 Application to Field-Scale Problems

Table 7.4 S results of 2

7.2.3 Inhomogeneous and Anisotropic Aquifer-Analysis 3

The simulation regior¡ spatial and temporal discretizatiorL and location of production

and observation wells are the srune as those used in analysis 2. As shown in Figure 7.3, tbe.

only difference here is the parameterisation of the region into three zones and the inclusion of

anisotropic conditions (ie, k* = kn * 0 ) in the parameter estimation analysis. The observed

drawdowns in the context of both the synthesised and the comrpted data ale shown in

appendices 3aand 3b, respectively. The parameters used in the generation of the observed

data as wells as the upper and lower limits of the parameters under estimation are shown in

Table 7.5. The number of complexes, number of points in each complex, and the total number

of initialised points in the entire search space used in the SCE algorithm are respectively, 10,

25, and 250. The total number of parameters estimated is 12. It is interesting to note that

these SCE parameters increase in magnitude as the problem becornes more complex and

difficult to solve.
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used to
0.00230.00

^sKxx
True

40.00

observed data

1.50
Tnne

I
0.0031.0020.0030.002
0.0011.7535.00s0.00

1.0000150.00

J

Zone
1

undsr estimation
5.00

limits of
150.00

1.00005.00150.00150.002
1.00005.00150.00150.00J

Zone
0.00000.00I

under estimation
0.00

Lower limits of
0.00

00.000.000.002
0.00000.000.000.00.J

Chapter 7 Apptication to Field-Scale Problems

Table 7.5 True and values used in
a
J

The results of this analysis for both the synthesised and colrupted data after 182 and

100 cycles respectively, are shown in Table 7.6. The analyses with the synthetic data

required a total of 62581objective function evaluations to complete the analysis while in the

use of the comrpted data the analysis was completed the solution with 35144 objective

function evaluations. Comparing the results of both analyses to the expecfed values in Table

7.6, avery.good agreement can be observed. This is also supported by the values of the mean

drawdown error for both the synthesised and the corrupted data. The values of the

anisotropic hydraulic conductivity (Kxy:Kyx) parameters for the comrpted data appear to

have deviated from their correspondrng expected values. But considering the fact that only 4

observations wells are used against a problem of a parameter dimensionality of 12, and the

relative magnitudes of Kxy (and Kyx) compared with rçcr and Kyy, the performance of SCE

methodology in this regard may be considered as efficient'
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1000 m
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o observation well
o production well
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Figure 73 A3-zone simulation region showing zones, wells, and boundary conditions

Table 7.6 results of J

Although they are not required to be the sarne, the deviation of the anisotropic

parameters from those of the expected values in the case of the comrpted data is very

significant. This indicates the extent of sensitivity of these parameters to small changes in

drawdown values. But from such data assumed to be collected from the field, the primary

objective of the analyst is the determination of the aquifer formation parameters that will

I 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2

1 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2

1 3 3 3 2 2 1 1
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predict drawdowns to match the observed data as closely as possible. Hence, with a mean

drawdown error value of 1.060E-05, any analyst will be convinced enough to consider the

estimated parameters as true representatives of the aquifer formation from which the

pumping test data was obtained. Nonetheless, the other parameters (rf3cx, Kyy, and,9) have

compared favpurably well with their respective true parameters. The perfomurnce of the SCE

methodology, is tested against a three-dimensional flow model for the estimation of the

parameters of an inhomogeneous aquifer in the following section.

7.2.4 3-D Inhomogeneous and Anisotropic Aquifer-Analysis 4

The three-dimensional simulation domain is shown in Figure 7.4. The region

comprises a three-layered aquifer where the top and middle layers are of the same material A,

and the bottom layer of material B. The region is therefore parameterised vertically into two

zones and for each zone the parameters 1úø, Kyy, Kzz, and s a¡e identified. This results in a

parameter dimensionatity of 8 for which data from four observation wells are used f,or the

pararreter estimation- The slmthesised and the comrpted observed data a¡e shown in

appendices 4a and 4b, respectively. The true parameters used in the generation of the

observed data are shown in Table 7.7 together with the upper and lower limits of the

parameters under estimation.

In order to solve the forwa¡d problen¡ the simulation region is discretized into 11,

11, and 4 nodes in the X-, Y-, and z-directions, respectively' This leads to a total 484 nodes

and 300 elements. The numbering of the well nodes in Figure 7.4 ß made in accordance with

the node numbering system generated for the three-dimensional region in the numerical

model. .The coordinates of the nodes in the simulation region are generated using the

following spatial increment scheme : Lx=50.m, Ly=50.m, and\z=2\'m' The time

stepping scheme is the same as that used in the previous analyses. with regard to the scE
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input parameters , the numþgr of complexes, number of sample points in each complex, and

the total numbr of points initialised in the entire search space are respectively, 10, 25, and

250
500 n

O production well

O observation well

naterial A

rnaterial B

NlN sPecified head of 50 m

500 nt

a) areal plane of sirnulation region

l[

Figure 7.4

b) vertical section of sin:Iation donain

Three-dimensional simulation region with wells and boundary conditions

The rezuhs of the final estimated paraûìeters for both synthesised and comrpted data

are shown in Tabte 7.g. The results fur the synthesised data were achieved after a total of

104 cycles and 37814 objective function evaluations while those of the coffupted data were

achieved with a total 88 cycles and 27184 objective function evaluations. Note that these

figures are far lower than those obtained in analyses 3 in the two-dimensional case. This

indicates that the SCE input parameters for the two-dimensionat analyses (analysis 3) may

have been over-selected. In particular, the SCE methodology is forced to loop through a

large number of cycles and perform a large ntrmber of objective function evaluations if the

2 I

ì2 2

2

0
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Chapter 7 Application to Field-Scale Problems

input SCE parameters are inadequate. As in the two-dimensional case, these results compare

favourably well with the expected parameters. This observation is supported by the mean

drawdown values also shown in the same table. This is a very significant achievement by the

SCE methodology considering parameter dimensionality of the problem (8), the limited

number of observation wells (a) and the soale of the problem (3-dimensional problem)

Table 7.7 True and values used in 4

Table 7.8 results of 4

The question regarding the relationship between pararrcter dimesionality L, ' and the number

of observation wells N0, has been a very sensitive issue in the gradient-based parameter

identification techniques. In fact, in the gradient-based context, all the three known

techniques (influence coefficient method, sensitivity equation method, and variational

method) available for the evaluation of the sensitivity matrix have limitatiotts. Yeh [1986]

used to
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pointed out that instability owing to the use of any one of these techniques can be avoided (if

the data contains noise) if the condition No > Lo is satisfied. Therefore, with regard to the

parameter dimensionality and available number of observation wells relationship, the SCE

technique appears to be superior to the gradient-based techniques because the former

performs its sea¡ch without need for computation of derivatives; making it more robust in

terms of parameter sensitivity and interactior¡ and the extent of nonlinea¡rty of the problem

under consideration. It is interesting to note that with the exception of analysis 1 where

No = Lp, the SCE method has been able to solve all the other problems considered so far

urith ¡fo 1Lo,

7.3 Parameter Estimation- Transport Model

Application of the SCE methodology to parameter identification in a solute transport

numerical model is similar to the case of the analytical models (presented in chapter six)

except for two major differences : (i) evaluation of the objective function in equation (5.4)

requires the solution of the system of algebraic equations in (4"3s) to obtain cr''^ aîd (ü) the

simulation region is allowed to be parameterised into zones to account for nonhomogeneity

of the aquifer. In the context of nonhomogeneous aquifers, the simulation region is

sugivided into zones wherein all elements falling into the same zone have common values of

aquifer formation parameters. In the solute transport context, the parameters estimated by the

inverse model are the longitudinal dispersivity (a ,), the transverse dispersiuty (a r), and the

aquifer porosity (/) for homogeneous and nonhomogeneous aquifers.

To demonstrate the potentiat strengfh of the SCE technique in solving practical field-

scale problems, the synthesised data is further comrpted with random noise to emulate field

data. A second simulation is then performed with the comrpted data as it was done in the
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flow model. Synthetic data a-re obtained by using known (or true) aquifer parameters to

generate the observed data 
",oo' 

through the solution of the forward problem only.

Subsequently, the comrpted data cd , are obtained from the expression:

c,"o = c,'b:11+ a¡* rand), i:L,2,....nobs (1.2)

where rand, a) , and nobs have meanings similar to those defined in equation (7.1)' The mean

concentration error (mcerr) is evaluated as a measure of the efficiency of the solution. The

two numerical problems that are used to test the strength of the SCE in the two-dimensional

context are the parameter estimation of a : (1) homogeneous aquifer, and (2)

nonhomogeneous aquifer. The results of these tests a¡e presented in the following sections.

7.3.1 Homogeneous Aquifer-AnalYsis 5

The two-dimenSional region of the homogenous aquifer whose parameters are under

investigation is shown in Figure 7.5. The simulation region is discretized into 9 nodes along

the y-axis and 15 nodes along the x-axis; resulting in a total of 135 nodes and ll2 elements

in the entire finite element network. The nodal coordinates of the discretized region are

computed using the following spatial increment scheme : Â¡ = 25.0m andÂy =25.0m. Using

a constant time step of Àr = 10.0 days, a forward simulation is performed for a total of 10

time steps to generate the synthesised and comrpted data for each of the observation nodes.

The synthesised and comrpted data are shown in appendices 5a and 5b, respectively. In the

SCE model, only 2 complexes are required for the analysis. Each of these complexes has 7

sample points teading to a population of 14 points initiatised in the entire search space. The

other input parameters required by the SCE are the lower and upper bounds of the
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parameters under estimation. The values of these limits in addition to the true parameters

used to generate the observed data a¡e shown in Table 7.9'

zerb dispersive flux

200 n

350 n

Figure 7.5

O observation node

O a pecified concentration source of 100 ng/I

N\\\\\\ sPecified zero concentration

Homogeneous twodimensional region showing welli ând boundary conditions

Table 7.9 True and values used in analysis 5
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or true

0.150030.0050.00

withEstimated data. mcerr: 1.040E-10

0.15008+0030.000050.000

Estimated with com¡pted data, mcerr: 1.700F-02
0.1505E+0030.06350.483
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Table 7.10 results of 5

The final estimated values of the parameters including their expected values are

shown in Table 7.10 for both synthesised and comrpted data. These values appear to be in a

good agreement with the expected parameters in the context of both the synthesised and

comryted data. In the context of the synthesised data the SCE estimated parameters whose

values are the same as the expected values. One should therefore expect the mean

concentration e¡1or value for this analysis to be zero. This is not the case in this analysis

because the results of the final estimated parameters have been printed to only four decimal

places. However, considering the nearness of the estimated parameters to the expected

parameters, it suffices to say that the SCE search technique is robust and efEcient.

From the comrpted data perspective, the values of the final estimated parameters are

not expected to be too close to the true values because the observed data is comrpted'

However, the true parameters could serve as a standard measure to determine how

reasonable the parameters estfunated with the comrpted data are. This is because the

comrpted data a¡e minor random deviations from the synthesised data. With this in mind, one

can observe from Table 7.10 thatthe final estimated parameters with regard to the comrpted

data arc sensible. Compared to the flow models, the mean concentration error appears to be

very large (ie. 1.70E-02) although the final estimated parameters are quite close to the

expected parameters except for the longitudinal dispersivity value (ør). The explains the
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extent of sensitivity of the solute transport pafameters to small changes in the concentration

data compared to the flow parameters.

7,3.2 Nonhomogeneous Aquifer-Analysis 6

The simulation region for this problerr¡ the spatial discretizatior¡ boundary

conditions, and locations of observationwells are the same as those for the analysis 1. The

time stepping scheme is set at Âf : 5.0 days and the riumerical forwa¡d siniulation ii

performed for a total of ten time steps to generate the synthesised and comrpted data shown

in appendices 6a and 6b, respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 7.6, the major difference

between the present and previous analysis is the parameterisation of the region into four

zones each with its distinct parameter values of d ¡, d yt ard þ. The parameter dimensions

is 12 (the number of parameters under estimation in each zone multiplied by the number of

zones into which the entire region is parameterised) and 4 observation podes are used to

identify the parameters in each zone. It is noted here that Lr>No in this analysis (ie.

Lp=12,ff0 =4). The true parameters used in the generation of synthesised data (and

subsequently comrpted data) including the upper and lower limits of the parameters under

estimation are shown in Table 7.11.
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zer0 ve flux

200 n

350 n

(-r observation node

O a pecified concentration source of 100 mg/f

[\\\\\\\ specified zero concenttation

Figure 7.6 A 4-zone simulation region showing wells and boundary cnnditions

Because of the complexity of the problem with regard to the numhr of zones, the

search space is partitioned into l0 complexes. Each complex has a sample slø;e of 25

membrs; leading to a population size of 250 points in the entire search .sPace. The final

results of the analyses with regard to both synthesised and comrpted data are shown in Table

7.12. From the results of this table, one can observe a very good agreement htween the

expected and the estimated par¿rmeters in the context of the synthesised data despite the fact

that LD> À[. This indicates the capability. of the SCE technique in handling simulation

scerurios usually adopted in the traditional gradient-based techniques (ie., reduction of

continuous parameters to finite dimensional form via zonation) . The wide range between the

upper and lower limits used.as a starting base for the SCE model and the fact that the

parameter dimensionality is far greater than available numbr of observations, supports the

robustness of the technique in its search procedures. Considering the values of the true

parameters in Table 7.12, the estimated parameters in the context of the comrpted data are

very reasonable. The mean concentration error (mcen) of 6.6648-06 indicates the potential

g
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strength of the technique in the handling of parameter instability in noisy data and under

conditions where the parameter dimensionality of the problem is greater than the available

number of observation nodes or wells.

Table 7.11 True and values used in 6

Table7.l2 results of 6
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Compared to analysis 5, the mean concentration effor of 6.6648-06 portrays a very good

performance of the SCE model for zonal transport problems. Perhaps the difference between

the present analysis and analysis 5 may be due to the large number of zones that calls for the

use of large values of complexes, and hence a greater number of population of points

initialised in the entire search spaco: The effect of the number of complexes on the values of

the parameters estimated is considered in section 7.5.

The two problems handled in the three-dimensional scenario are (1) a simple

nonhomogÇneous aquifer, and (2) a 'tricþ' nonhomogeneous aquifer. The 'tricþ'

nonhomogeneous aquifer is used to tost the robustness and versatility of the SCE search

procedures in a three-dimensional numerical model.

7.3.3 A Simple 3-D Nonhomogeneous Aquifer - Analysis 7

The three-dimensional simulation region is shown in Figure 7.7. Ttre aquifer region

comprises three distinct layers each of which has its unique material properties. This leads to

the recognition that elements within the same layer have conìmon material properties.

Considering the fact that a , d, artð ó are to be estimated for each layer, the parameter

dimensionality is 9 and the available number of observation wells arc 4.
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Figure 7.7 Three-dimensional simulation region showing wells and boundary conditions

The simulation region is discretized into 7 nodes in the x-direction, 5 nodes in the y-directior¡

and 4 nodes in the z-direction. This leads to a total of 140 nodes artd 72 elements in the entire

finite element network. The nodal coordinates are generated using the following spatial

increment scheme : Lx = Ly =25m, arLd Az:10m. A constant time step size of N = 20

days is used and the numerical forward problem is performed for l0 times steps to generate

the observation data for the nodes shown in Figure 7.1. The specified concentration nodes

and observation wells shown in Figure 7.7 a¡e numbred in accordance with the node

n'mbrs generated in the finite element network. The true parameter values of each layer

used in the generation of the synthesised and corupted data (see appendices 7a and Tb),

including the lower and upper limits of the par¿rmeters under estimation are shown in Table

7.13. In the SCE model, 10 complexes, each containing 19 sarrpled points is required to

solve the problen¡. This results in a total population of 190 points initialised in the search

space. The results of the analysis for both the synthesised and corrupted data are shown in

lll

I
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Table7.l4.
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Table 7.13 True and values used in 7

one can observe that the estimated par¿rmeters in the context of both the synthesised and the

comrpted data agree very well with the expected parameters. This again indicates the

strength of the SCE technique in handling the inverse problem of parameter identification in a

three-dimensional transport model and in a particular case where the parameter

dimensionality (9) is far grøter than the number of observations (4). A situation like this has

been doc'mented to create problems of parameter instability in context of the traditional

gradient-based technique s fYeh, I 9861.
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Table 7.14 results of 7

7.3.4 The 3-D 'tricky' Nonhomogeneous Aquifer - Analysis 8

The three-dimensional simulation region is shown in Figure 7.8. As it can been seen in

the figure, þers 1 and 3 have the same aquifer material properties. However, this issue is

hidden fromthe SCE algorithmby identifying layer three with a uiúque material identification

number of 3 (instead of 1). Thr material identification numbers are used to parameterise the

region into zones. Elements in the same zone have common aquifer material properties and

hence are identified by the same material number. The objective of identifying the third layer

with a different material identification number is to investigate whether the SCE is robust

enough to estimate the same parrimeters for layers I and 3. The simulation region is

discretized to contain 9 nodes in the x-directior¡ 7 nodes in the y-directior¡ and 4-nodes in

the z-direction This leads to a total of 252 nodes and 144 elements in the entire finite element

network. The spatiat discretization parameters used in the evaluation of the nodal

coordinates, and time stepping scheme are the same as those used in analysis 7.
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Figure 7.8 Th¡ædimensional simulation region showing wells and boundary conditions

The true par¿tmeters used in the evaluation of the synthesised and comrpted data" as

well as the lower and upper limits of the parameters under estimation are shown Table 7'15'

The synthesiæd and comrpted data generated for this analysis are shown in appendices 8a

and gb. It must be noted in Table 7.15 ilhøt the upper limits of the material zoîe 3 has been

given different values from the other two layers to further conceal the fact that layers 1 and 3

have the same rnaterial properties. Although generation of parameter values afe done

randomly (and hence similarities of limits are not important), the use of different upper limits

is applied to ensure that any bias towa¡ds the achievement of the same parameter values for

layers I and 3 is removed fromthe analysis.
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Table 7.15 True and values used in 8

As in analysis 7, 10 complexes , with 19 points in each complex, are required for a

successful completion of the anatysis. The results of the analysis for both the synthesised and

comryted data are shown in Table 7.16. One can observe that under such difficult conditions,

the SCE methodology has not only been able to estimate the correct parameters but also to

reveal the fact that the material properties of layers I and 3 are the same in the context of the

synthesised observed data. Cornpared with the values of the expected parameters, the results

of the estimated parameters with the comrpted data are also equally impressive. These

excellent results obtained in the present analysis is also supported by the values of the mean

concentration e¡1ors (mcerr) also shown in the Table 7.16. This particular analysis has again

confirmed the robustness, effectiveness, and efEciency of the SCE semch scheme. It must be

emphasised that the use of the same parameter limit values is not a requirement since initial

and intermediate computation of parameters required for evaluation of the objective function

(where necessary) are performed stochastically (ie. on a random basis). However, coÍlmon

values have been used in almost all problems that require the suMivision of the simulation

region into zones in order to dernonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the SCE sea¡ch

procedures in cases where the parameters being sought for have different magnitudes for

each zone.
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Table 7.16 results of I

7.5 Where the SCE Fails

A number of flow and solute transport examples have been used in the previous

sections to demonstr ate - interms of numerical modelling - the performance and efficiency of

the SCE optimisation method of the inverse problem of parameter identification. In this

section, particular attention is given to the identification of the weakness of the SCE

optimisation technique. In this regard, it is appropriate to demonstrate with some examples,

for situations where the SCE methodology is likely to'fail. This objective is achieved through

a parametric study of the sensitivity of the basic input parameter to the SCE model - the

number of complexesP.

If the number of paranæters under estimation n is known, such input parameters as

the number of points in a complex m, the number of points in subcomplex q' and the number

of evolution steps taken by each complex þ , arc evaluated as fDuon et al', 19941:
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Chapter 7 Application to Field-Scqle Problems

m:2n+I
4=n+l
þ=m

(7.3)

Therefore the only input parameter whose value requires the judgment of the analyst is the

number of complexesp. Using the data for analysis 3 of the flow model a series of 13 runs

are performed, each time changing the value ofp, to determine the performance of the SCE

technique. The basic SCE input parameters used in this parametric for the entire 13 runs is

shown nTable 7.17

Table 7,17 SCE used in the

In Table 7.17, par stands for parameter and fs for total number of population of points

initialised in the search space. The total number of population of points /s, is obtained by

multiplying the number of complexes p set for each run by the corresponding number of

points in a complex, rn. Since the number of parameters under estimation n, remains constant

at 12, the SCE input parameter values //t, Q, aîd P remain the same for all the 13 runs

performed in the sensitivity analyses. The lower and upper limits of the parameters under

estimatior¡ including the expected parameters for each zone are reproduced in Table 7.18.

With all the input pararrcters set, the objective of the sensitivþ analysis is to study the

efficiency of the SCE methodology in estimating the parameters under consideration as the

number of complexes p, vaÍy fiom as low as 3 to as high as 40'

The results of the estimated parameters including the efficiency of performance eff,

for each nrn are shown in Tables 7 .l9a to 7.19c. The measrue of efficiency of the SCE for
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Chapter 7 Application to Field-Scale Problems

each run is evaluated by computing the average deviations of the predicted results - using the

final estimated parameters - from the synthesised data. The synthesised data used in this

parametric study are the same ris those used in analysis 3 (appendix 3a). For efficient results'

the value of e/must be as close as possible to zero. In other words the larger the value of eff,

the poorer the values ofthe final estimated parameters'

The summary results shown in Table 7.19a indicate that none of the number of

complexes set for the problems (ie, withp :3,4,5, 6' and 8) could generate final parameters

as close as possible to the true or expected parameters in Table 7.18. However, it is

interesting to observe from Table 7.l9athat the efficiency of the solution improves as the

number of complexes increase. From Table 7 .17 it can be observed that the total number of

initialised population points , fs , in the sample space increase as the number of complexes

increase. It may thus be concluded that the ability of the SCE to solve a problem successfully

depends on the number of sample points initiatised in the search space. Bor p:3,4,5, 6, and

8, the total number of population points (ts :75,100, 125, 150, and 200) initialised in the

search space are inadequate for the SCE to optimise frorn The sample space may therefore

be considered as 'sparsely populated ' for these number of complexes. The fact that the

solution improves from one run to the next as the number of cornplexes (and hence the total

number of initialised points, rs) increase clearly confirms the rationale b€hind the assertion

that the inadequate total nurnbe¡ sf ffiialised population points in the sea¡ch space may b

responsible for the inefficient performance of the SCE'

On the other hand, one can observe that the efficiency of solution in Tables 7.19b and

7.19c converge to the same values for the number of complexes considered in these runs'

Comparing the estimated parameters for each of the runs in these two tables to the expected

parameters in Table 7.18, it can be observed that the estimated paraneters agree favourably

welt with the expected paraneters for all the number of complexes set for these runs. It also

interesting to note that the level of performance of the SCE for each run is the same for all

the results in these two tables. The revelation here implies that the use of a very large number
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of complexes mÍty yield the appropriate results but the solution may not be cost effective

since it will require a greater number of objective function evaluations and hence a

considerable length of time to arrive at the final optimum parameters. For these solutions

Table 7.20 indicates that the best solution with respect to cost effectiveness is RUN 5 since

the problem in question is solved with a larger number of cycles but smaller number of

obj ective function evaluations.

In general the plot of the graph of efEciency of the number of complexes used in a

problem (see Figure 7.9) indicates that the SCE's solution is likely to fail if the number of

complexes used - and hence the population of points in the search space - is inadequate.

However, the use of unreasonably high number of complexes only results in a solution that is

rather expensive with regard to computational time. In this parametric study, it may be

concluded that the optimal number of complexes required for an efficient and cost-effective

solution is when p : 10. This is because the solution process requires a large number of

cycles but small number of objective function evaluations ¿rs compared to the other solutions

in Tables 7.lgb and 7.19c. Experience in this work has however shown tl:É;t a more efficient

and cost-effective solution can be achieved if the optimum number of complexes or

communities poø, is selected such that: n-2<PoøSn+z) where n is the number of

parameters under estimation.
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Table 7.18 True

Table 7.19a Estimated
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Table 7.19b Estimated

Table 7.19c Estimated
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Ttble7.20 results of the efEcient solutions
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Figure 7.9 Graphical representation of simulation efficiencies

7.6 Summary

This chapter has presented the application of the developed inverse model to field-

scale problems. The specific tasks executed include : (l) identification of aquifer formation

parameters using two- and thnee-dimensional flow models; and (2) identification of aquifer

formation parameters using two- and three-dimensional solute transport models. Both

synthesised and comrpted synthesised data were employed in all analyses. The comrpted
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data used in an attempt to emulate data collected from the field in a pumping test

experiment. The chapter concluded with a parametric study on the weakness of the SCE

methodology by varying the number of complexes over a range of values.

The results obtained in the context of the inverse analysis and with regard to both

synthesised and comrpted data were excellent. This does not only indicate the efEciency of

the shuffled complex evolution technique but also its potential ability to solve field-scale data.

A particular note about the technique is its ability to handle a problem with a parameter

dimensionality higher than the number of observation wells. The parametric analyses

indicated that the performance of the SCE relies on the proper selection of the number of

complexes that controls the entire functioning of the SCE optimisation operation. For more

complex problems the parametric study indicated that the SCE fails to find the solution when

the number of complexes used in solving the problem is inadequate. However, it is also

noted that the use of very large number of complexes result in a solution that is not cost-

effective since more computer time is required as a result of the large number of objective

function evaluations; but will result in a sensible convergence onto the correct values.
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Chapter 8

Designation of a Remediation Scheme

8.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the application of the Ínnagement model developed in the

second phase of this research work for the economic design of the number, locatior¡ pumping

rates, and time of operation of extraction wells in aquifer remediation. As already mentioned,

this aspect of the study combines the genetic algorithm (GA) optimisation technique with the

finite element method. The entire model comprises (1) a numerical flow model, (2) a

numerical sohite transport model, and (3) the genetic algorithm optimiser. The numerical

model predicts the steady-state hydraulic heads and computes the velocities required by the

transport model for the evaluation of the dispersion parameters in the transport governing

equation. Given the appropriate parameters, the transport model can be used to determine the

extent of contamination of the aquifer before the commencement of the extraction operation.

The same transport model also functions as an extraction model when used during the

extraction process. The optimiser receives information of concentration levels from the solute

transport model during the extraction operation for the optimisation of the number, location,

and pumping rates of extraction wells.
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Chapter 8 Designation of a Remedial Scheme

It is assumed in the analysis that follows that the parameters used in both the flow and

solute transport models are available or could well have been identified by the inverse model

of parameter estimation discussed in sections 7.2 and 7.3. Several options exist to reclaim or

control a contaminated aquifer. These include in situ bioremediation, slurry walls, pump-and-

treat techniques etc. The pump-and-treat technique is relatively inexpensive and

accommodates all types of pollutants, whether biodegradable or not. It is therefore assumed

that the pump-and-treat strategy is adopted, and that the method of treatment has already

been determined.

9.2 Problem Statement

A theoretical example is used to illustrate how the management model works. A toxic

waste of a specified source strength l\\mg/l has caused part of an aquifer to become

polluted over the past 1000 days. The objective is to determine the extent of the pollution and

design a remedial scheme thât will ieduce the polluted aquifer to acceptable concentration

levels most economicallY.

9.2.1 Solution to the Problem

To solve this problen¡ the hydraulic heads and concentration levels within the aquifer

are füst predicted using known initial and boundary conditions, and the physical and

hydraulic properties of the aquifer. The boundary conditions for both flow and transport

models including the spatial discretization of the simulation region are shown in Figure 8.1.

The flow model determines the velocities required by the transport model. Heads of t.5m

and 0.02 are specified at the western and eastern bor¡ndaries of the aquifer, respectively. The

boundary conditions of the transport model are specified as zero concentration on all
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boundaries of the simulation region. The other parameters required for execution of the

problem are:

Flow Model value

hydraulic conductivity in x-direction, k* lmd-t ]

hydraulic conductivity in y-directior¡ ko lmd-t)

aquifer thickness I m]

Transport model :

longitudinal dispersivity, d, fm]

transverse dispersivþ , ur lmf

effective porosity, ú l^t*-tl
decayconstant, 1 Íd-l
coefficient of molecular diffiision f^'d-'\

retardation coefficient, R [-]

GA model

cost setting up a well,l

cost of treating a unit volume of water extracted, 'B

number of individuals per generation

number of generations

probability of crossoveÍ, P",oo

probability of mutation, P,*,"

20.0

20.0

20.0

value

150.0

75.0

0.10

0.00

0.00

1.00

value

$7000.0

$s.0

25

2s

0.90

0.01
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penalty cost for residual pollutant above specified level, pv

penalty cost for nodal contaminant levels above the specifiedlevel' p,

SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION BOUNDARY

600

Y(m)
400

$1,000,000.00

$100.0

800

0 2OO {m 600 800 1000 l2OO l4OO t6oo l80o 20oo 22co 24oO 2û0 2800

X (m)
SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION BOUNDARY

Figure 8.1 Discretised simulation region showing boundary conditions

The relatively low setting up cost of each well means that the optimisation is

effectively to minimise the volume of contaminant water extracted. The concentration levels

at the end of 1000 days with a time step of 100 days is shown graphically in Figure 8.2. To

design a remedial scheme, a contaminant limit must first be proposed. For the current

pollution problen¡ the constraint measure is to ensure that the concentration levels anywhere

within the simulation region will not exceed 5mgl-r after the extraction period. The

extraction process employs the final concentration levels of the predicted pollution process

(Figure g.2) as its initial input . In a real situation the potential locations of extraction wells

would be based on the contamirurnt distribution of the predicted pollution process (see Figure

g.2) and upon the political and topographical environment. The one- and two-dimensional

ruïays of potential extraction well locations selected in this exercise are shown in Figures 8.3a
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and g.3b. These locations have been selected on the basis of the concentration distributions

shown in Figure 8.2

1600

250()

E

rq 1OOO
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E-(t)
Ê soo

I

o loOO 15fx) 2'ooo

X-DISTANCE (rn)too

Figure 8.2 Aquifer concentration distribution before commencement of extraction

For the one-dimensional well affangements, a time step of 200 days is set for the

numerical model performing the extraction operation and the extraction process is set for a

mÐdmum of 20 time steps (4000 days). The pollution must be reduced to below 5 mg/l at

the end of this extraction period. If this objective is not achieved, the time length set for the

extraction operation is increased and the extraction process repeated' In the time-variation

scheme, the 20 time steps is partitioned into 6,'7, and 7 (the closest approximation to equal

partitioning of integer values of the total number of time steps set for the numerical

simulation) for subtime periods Tt, T2, andT, respectively. This implies that for the first six

time steps in the numerical model of the time-variation technique, the string allocated to { is

active in the extraction operation while between time steps 7 and 13 and 14 and 20 strings

allocated to T, andf respectively, become active (see Figure 5.5). For the two-dimensional

well locations, a Ínximum of 25 time steps and time step size of 200 days is employed' The

sub time intervals for 71,72, a¡1dT, are respectively 8, 8, and 9 . Using the contaminant

constraint condition set by management (ie. the fact the concentration level at each node must

not exceed 5 mg/t ) the optimal number, locatior¡ and pumping rates of extraction wells are
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predicted by the GA model. This operation is executed by a repeated exchange of information

between the numerical solute transport extraction model and the GA optimiser. This

information requires a prissage of concentration levels from the numerical model to the GA

model; the latter uses the information to identify the optimum number and locations of

extraction wells from a population of strings and then passes this information back to the

extraction model for the prediction of the nodal concentration levels for the next GA trial.

This back and forth passage of information continues until the best optimal solution is found.

To determine the effect of allowing pumping rates to vary with time each of the problems

was solved with constant pumping rates and the results compared the varying pumping rate

solution.

A summary of the solutions generated to remove the contaminant for the one- and

two-dimensional potential well arangements are shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 respectively.

The concentration distribution for the one-dimensional array at the end of the total extraction

period is shown in Figure 8.4 for the nontime varying extraction (constant pumping rates).

For the time-varying extractioq the concentration levels at the end the three subtime periods

a¡e shown in Figure 8.5. For the two-dimensional array of wells, the concentration

distributions are shown in Figure 8.6 for the nontime varying extraction and in Figure 8.7 for

the time varying extraction. In these figures, it can be observed that the requirement of

reducing the concentration values to below the th¡eshold value of 5mgl-r set by management

has been achieved. However, the summary results in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 indicate the results

obtained from the time-variation technique used in this study is more economical than the

nontime variation technique. A graphical representation of the least cost per generation

obtained fromthe GA model shown inFigure 8.8 clearly reveals this fact'
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Table 8.1 SummarY Results of the Extraction Operation with one-dimensional

extraction well

Table 8.2 SummarY Results of the Extraction Operation with two-dimensional

extraction well

Itcanbeseenthatinbothone-andtwo-dimensionalarrangements,thetimeva¡iation

technique yietded a better results. From cost considerations, the one-dimensional

arrangementsoftheextractionwellsappea¡stobethebettetofthetwoalternatives.Itis

recognised, however, that there can be no guarantee that a GA solution is the global optimum

butthatthegeneratedsolutionisofreasonableefficiencywhichmaybusedasastarting

point for ñ'ther investigation. The fact that the time-va¡iation scheme generates a more

efficient sorution than the nontime variation scheme greatry assists in achieving an eventual
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solution of high efficiency. The improvement in cost savings results from a reduced

redundancy effect of the extraction wells as contaminant plumes move along during the

numerical simulation Process.

The study has demonstrated that a better remedial design for pollutant extraction can

be achieved if the pumping sequences of active wells are permitted to vary with time'

Dividing the extraction period into three sub periods produced a 27%o and I6Yo savings in

costs for the one- and two-dimensional arrangements of extraction wells, respectively' over

their respective fixed pumping regimes. However, irrespective of any of the conclusions

drawn, it is the judgement of the engineer/hydrologist in seleoting possible well positions

(using the predicted concentration contogr map derived from the analysis, ie', Figure 8'2)' for

the GA to optimise, that is ciitical if any hope of a realistic solution is to be achieved with an

acceptable amount of computer eflort'
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Figure 8.4 Concentration distribution at the end of extraction period for nontime-variation with well
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8.3 Summary

This chapter has demonstrated the application of the rrvmagement model to the

extraction of contaminants in a polluted aquifer. Two techniques namely (1) nontime

variation and (2) the time variation in the context of both one- and two-dimensional potential

arrangements of the extraction wells have been used to demonstrate how the management

model works . More importantly, the demonstration has shown tløt a better remedial design

for pollutant extraction can be achieved if the active wçlls are permitted to vary with time by

dividing the total extraction period into a number of sub time periods. The analyses

performed in the context of one- and two-dimensional potential arrangements of the

extraction wells, have both indicated that the time variâtion technique produces a more

economic cost than the nontime variation technique. However, irrespective of any of these

conclusions drawn, it is the responsibility of the engineer/lrydrologist in selecting possible

potential well positions (using the predicted concentration contour map derived from the

analysis) for the GA to optimise, that is critical, if any hope of a realistic solution is to be

achieved.
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Chapter 9

Research Conclusionso Recommendations'
and Contribution

9.1 Conclusion

The research was initiated with the objective of improving the state of the science in

the inverse problem of parameter identification and contaminant remediation design schemes

through the use of modern evolutionary techniques. The specific task that were accomplished

are: (l) the formulation and designation of a model for the inverse problem of parameter

identification using the shufled cômplex evolutionary technique for two- and thfee-

dimensional flow and solute transport models; (2) the formulation and designation of a

managernent-oriented model using another evolutionary technique called genetic algorithm

for remediation design schemes in contaminant extraction processes, and (3) evaluation and

application of these models to field and hypothetical data. Several important conclusions can

be drawn from the results of this research study.

¡t The present inverse model was used to test a variety of problems from the analytical

and the numerical point of view using field, synthesised, and comrpted synthesised

data. The results of all the analyses indicated that the shufled complex evolutionary

technique is robust, efficient, and effective; and works not only for the calibration of

conceptual rainfall and runoff models but also for inverse problem of groundwater
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modelling as well. The technique can thus serve as a very useful alternative to the

traditional gradient-based techniques that has been used for the inverse problem of

parameter identification in the past three decades.

Some major problems that have still not been resolved in the use of the gradient-based

methods for the inverse problem of parameter identification are the effects of

singularity and ill-conditioning (near singularity) of the sensitivþ matrix. These

problems usually happen when the inverse of the sensitivity matrix cerlses to exist (ie.

when its determinant becomes zeÍo of very close to zero) or when the problem under

consideration is highly nonlinear. The shuffled complex evolution performs its search

for the optimal solution through the use of random elements. It requires no

computation of gradients (or sensitivity matrix). Therefore in the context parameter

sensitivity and interaction and problem nonlinearity, the shuffled complex evolution

may be considered to be superior to the traditional gradient-based methods.

* Another major problem with the gradient-based method of parameter identification is

the instability of the parameters under estimation in the course of the optimisation

process. It has been documented that such probleÍN are caused by a smaller number

of observation nodes or wells as compared to the parameter dimensionality of the

problern In fact, in all but analysis 1 and analysis 5 of the problems solved in chapter

seven, the number of observation wells or nodes have always been smaller than the

parameter dimensionality of the problem under consideration. Therefore, in the event

of a situation where the available number of observation wells or nodes are smaller

than the number of parameters to be estimated, the shufled complex evolutionary

technique may be a suitable candidate for the problern
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One area in the inverse problem of parameter identification that has received relatively

little attention is the estimation of solute transport parameters in the numerical

modelling context. This may be attributed to the potential problems expected in the

use of the solute transport model - which even in its forward mode only, posses

numerical problems in some analysis. The versatility, flexibility, robustness, and

efficiency of the shuffled complex evolutionary technique used in this research study

has permitted the estimation of solute transport pararrìeters not only in the two-

dimensional context but in three-dimensions as well'

* It was however, detected that the shufled complex evolutionary technique fails when

'the population of points initialised in the parameter sea¡ch space are inadequate. The

number of population of points initialised in the search space is controlled by a

parameter which determines the number of complexes or communities p, required to

solve a given problem. Ifp is too small, a sparsely populated parameter search spaced

is initialised, leaving the optimiser with an insufEcient number of points to optimise

frorn On the other hand, if p is selected to be too large, a densely populated

parameter search Space is initialised, leaving the optimiser with too many points (and

hence too many objective fi¡nction evaluations) to optimise from. Althougt¡ the latter

case will always converge to the right solutior¡ it does so with excessive amount of

computational time and effort; resulting in a solution that is not cost-effective.

Experience in this research has however shown that, with known number of

parameters under estimation n, a convergence and cost-effective solution can be

achieved if an optimal ntlrnber of complexes Pop, is selected such that:

n-2< poø 3n+2 -

In the context of the nnnagement model, results have indicated that the genetic

algorithm approach is suitable for extraction operations. Because of the structure of
¡þ
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its desigq the optimisation of more parameters (such as location, pumping rate,

number of extraction wells, and above all the cost of the entire scheme) could be

accommodated within a single run. The two extraction methods adopted - time

variation and nontime va¡iation technique - were all capable of yielding the desired

optimúm solution. However, the time variation technique yielded a better economi'c

results. This better performance of the time variation technique is attributed to the

fact that the eflect of well redundancy as contaminant plumes move along could be

.effectively nullified by partitioning the entire simulation period into smaller subtime

periods and allocating a string (or decision variable) to each. Although solutions

obtained from each of these techniques can not be guaranteed to be the global

optimurry they can serve as initial starting points for further investigations or can be

implemented without further investigation.

* Because natural processes cannot be accurately modelled by physical or mathematical

models, it is appropriate to mention that the judgment of lhe analyst in selecting

appropriate potential well locations for the management model to use in the

optimisation is a very crucial factor in the use of thiS model. This burden has been

reduced in the present management model by the fact that the cont¿minant

distribution of the area under consideration can first be predicted - given a knowledge

of the physicaf hydraulic, initlal, and boundary conditions - before commencement of

the extraction process. The contours of the concentration distribution - which serve as

input to the extraction operation - can then be used as a guide for the analyst in the

selection of the appropriate potential well locations.
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9.2 Recommendations

The following improvement and extensions to the present work are recommended in

future research:

In the context of the inverse problem of parameter identification, the only field data

used in parameter estimation was applied to the Theis analytical model. This was due

to the lack of sufficient information (eg boundary and initial conditions, and the areas

extent of the aquifer) regarding the area in which the field pumping test data was

collected. Although comrpted synthetic data have been used in all parameter

estimation applications in this work to emulate field pumping test data, the need to

appty the model to real field pumping test data is required to boost up the confidence

in the use of shufled complex evolution for future parameter identification programs

in the context of numerical groundwater modelling'

One major problem with the application of the shufled complex evolutionary

technique in parameter estimation analysis is the length of time required to complete

more difficult and complicated problems. For Very simple homogeneous problems,

thougt¡ simulation can be completed within amatter of seconds. The large amount of

time required for complicated problems is due to the large number of objective

function evaluations that are performed in the course of the optimisation process. In

this regard, it is recommended that the shufled complex technique of parameter

estimation in numerical models be extended onto parallel computers, where the large

number of function evaluations could be shared among the available multiprocessors.

This \¡rill produce a d¡amatic reduction of computational time.

?
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The finite element method used in this research work is a domain approact¡ wherein

the region to be modelled is divided into a large number of nodes, resulting in a large

number of equations that require a great amount of computational eflort, time,

storage, data preparation and handling. The boundary element method of numerical

analysis is based on integral equation formulation of'boundary value problems and

requires discretization of only the boundary and not the interior of the region under

consideration. This lessens the computational burden and increases computational

efficiency by virtue of the fact that the order of geometrical dimensionality reduces by

one. FurtheÍnore, the boundary element technique allows the analyst to simulate only

areas of interest in the simulation region - making it more suitable for the solution of

the inverse problem where only a few predicted nodes of the observation wells are

required for the inverse analysis. Therefore in the absence of parallel computers it is

recommended that the shuffled complex evolution technique of solving the inverse

problem of parameter identification be interfaced with the boundary element method

for savings of computational time in future research.

t It turned out that the time variation technique used as an alternative to the nontime

variation technique yielded a better results by partitioning the entire number of

simulation times to three subtime intervals. This number of time partitioning were

used for the sake of computational storage. Future research studies should consider

the use of more subtime intervals or the use of the more advanced messy genetic

algorithm whose method of 'cut' and 'splice' method of generating offsprings (or

decision variables) can be used as an alternative method that can be used to vary the

pumping regimes of the chromosomes or strings instead of the time variation method

used in this research work.
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Like the numerical part of the inverse model, only a theoretical example has been used

to demonstrate the performance of the nïmagement model. It is recommended that

future continuation of this work should consider applying the model to practical field

work. It is only through this that the performance of the management model can be

assessed.

9.3 Research Contribution of this Project

For the first time in the inverse problem of parameter identification in groundwater

modelling an entirely nçw evolutionary technique that promises to be very robust, effective,

and efficient has been used. The shuffled complex evolutionary technique was developed by

Duan et at. ll992,lg93lat the University of Arizona and used exclusively for the calibration

of complex conceptual rainfall-runoff in surface modelling. Realising that the method has

been used by several researchers with considerable success in the calibration of surface runoff

models, it was decided to modify and extend the methodology into growrdwater modelling

for the inverse problem of parameter identification. Unexpectedly, the methodology does not

only work in groundwater modelling but works very well'

Special credit goes to its ability to handle three-dimensional models which in the past

have been given relatively little attention. This is not because they are too difficult to handle

but rather the problems associated with the various forms of the traditional gradient-based

methods that are used to solve inverse problern It is hoped that further research in the area of

the shufled complex evolutionary technique with regard to the inverse problem of parameter

identification could result in a more efficient optimisation tool that could help handle the

solution difficulties encountered in the use of the gradient-based techniques.
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It was identified in the literature survey that the major problems associated with the

traditional gradient-based method of groundwater management was the inability of the

models to handle more constraints owing to the resultant formulation of large response

matrices. The current genetic algorithm technique used in the optimisation model does not

handle the optimisation problem with matrix computation. All its optimisation processes are

stochastical (the use of random elements). The time variation method was a technique used in

this work after realising that the movement of contaminant plumes as simulation time

progress could render some of the operating extraction wells redundant if their locations and

rates of extraction are permitted to vary with time. The sample simulation presented in

chapter eight has confirmed (in both one- and two-dimensional potential arrangement of

extraction wells) that the time variation technique was more effective than the nontime

variation technique. The revelation here may serve as a useful gateway as to the need to vary

the status of the decision variables represented on the strings or chnomosomes in dynamic

simulation modelling with genetic algorithm for a better optimum results in future research

studies.
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Appendices

Appendix la Synthesized data for analysis 1

Synthesized drawdown data [ml
Time ldaysl node 21 node 53 node 93 node 107

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

0.1 1831

0.13600
0.r3777
0.13799
0.1 381 2

0.13823
0.13831
0. I 3838
0. I 3845
0.13850

0.2trt5
0.23621
0.23857
o.239ll
0.23957
0.23996
0.24030
0.24059
0.24084
0.24106

0.30613
0.34113
0.34402
0.34456
0.34497
0.34531
0.34558
0.34581
0.34601
0.34617

0.08494
0.09623
0.09728
0.09740
0.09747
0.09752
0.09756
0.09760
0.09763
0.09766

Appendix lb Comrpted data for analysis 1

comrpted drawdown data [m]
Time [days] node 21 node 53 node 93 node 107

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

0.11810
0.t3597
0.r3769
0.13798
0.13812
0.13807
0.13827
0.13832
0.13836
0.13832

0.21305
0.23518
0.23956
0.23996
0.24035
0.23980
0.24087
0.24099
0.24180
0.24295

0.30493
0.34208
0.34321
0.34400
0.34525
0.34s75
0.34647
0.34768
0.34779
0.34806

0.08683
0.09307
0.09410
0.09537
0.09623
0.09827
0.0983s
0.09851
0.09554
0.09843
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Appendix 2a Synthesized data for analysis 2

Appendix 2b Comrpted data for analysis 2

Synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time [days] node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
s.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

t.t962t
1.51050
1.60665
r.64066
r.65319
r.65848
1.66005
t.6613l
t.66238
1.66330

0.79348
1.08494
r.17842
t.21206
t.22456
r.23004
r.23t64
1.23302
r.23423
r.23530

0.83391
1.t4077
t.24312
r.28139
r.29598
1.30242
r.30432
1.30594
r.30734
1.30857

1.1 I 820
1.54705
1.69004
1.74215
r.76147
1.76933
r.77162
1.77342
r.77489
1.77612

drawdown data

Time ldaysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

1.2t635
1.55059
1.61754
1.63209
t.64329
r.64819
1.66556
1.66878
1.67037
1.66743

0.75297
1.0946t
1.t6776
1.20201
1.23519
1.24048
r.24186
t.24525
t.24714
1.24965

0.84405
1.10081
t.21328
t.29l5t
1.31556
1.32352
1.35430
1.37543
r.38776
1.41896

1.15870
r.49634
r.67025
t.752ll
r.76167
1.76824
1.76995
r.77552
1.77822
r.77994
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Appendix 3a Synthesized data for analysis 3

Appendix 3b Comrpted data for anaþsis 3

Synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

r.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

0.40659
0.81984
r.08372
t.26t29
1.38792
1.48140
r.55174
r.605t7
r.6459r
t.67777

0.17r82
0.49258
0.71045
0.86239
0.97202
1.05313
l. I 1405
1.16016
l.195 16

r.22306

0.17187
0.49351
0.71367
0.86924
0.98331
1.06914
1.13462
1. l 8487
1.22344
r.25448

0.40658
0.81988
1.08391
t.26174
1.38865
t.48239
t.55292
1.60649
r.64730
1.679r9

synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
s.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

0.43673
0.83992
r.06459
r.25271
1.39802
t.46tll
1.57225
r.59564
1.65590
1.69790

0.16131
0.48222
0.72979
0.87235
0.98265
1.03357
1.t2427
1.16939
r.1 8057
t.24440

0.16201
0.51355
0.70382
0.85935
0.97289
1.08024
rJ2460
1.19436
1.2338s
1.26488

0.41707
0.839r7
1.07412
t.25170
1.36885
t.49229
1.54225
r.59659
r.65762
r.69902
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Appendix 4a Synthesized data for analysis 4

drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 200 node 240 node 248 node 288

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

r.9tt52
2.98138
3.48803
3.77473
3.95026
4.06319
4.13691
4.18632
4.22044
4.24198

0.76258
1.73702
2.23882
2.53366
2.71840
2.83882
2.9r801
2.97123
3.00975
3.031 13

0.75156
r.72674
2.23405
2.53557
2.t2695
2.85288
2.93667
2.99326
3.03222
3.057s3

1.8597r
2.9366t
3.47996
3.80642
4.01658
4.15602
4.24934
4.31244
4.35579
4.384t7

Appendix 4b Comrpted data for analysis 4

Comrpted synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 200 node240 node 248 node 288

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

1.85167
2.99147
3.58895
3.76622
3.96036
4.05349
4.14745
4.17682
4.20043
4.25211

0.75310
1.83736
2.13949
2.55361
2.77905
2.81927
2.95842
2.96203
3.01785
3.02252

0.65170
1.74677
2J342r
2.33568
2.70738
2.75401
2.95665
2.89378
3.07265
3.08794

1.86721
2.9r735
3.45988
3.82637
4.00679
4.12593
4.23004
4.3325s
4.336t4
4.37399
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Appendix 5a Synthesized data for analysis 5

Appendix 5b Comrpted data for analysis 5

Synthesized drawdown data lml
Time [daysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node 72

10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
60.00
70.00
80.00
90.00
100.00

20.63188
28.00738
30.s0647
31.41902
31.77680
31.92421
3 r.98698
32.01427
32.02630
32.03167

t2.71832
19.95068
23.13350
24.47695
25.04752
25.29346
25.40108
25.4486r
25.46977
25.48935

7.88860
t4.36957
17.90091
t9.56609
20.30989
20.63660
20.78012
20.8433s
20.87r38
20.90401

6.93689
13.36723
t7.17352
t9.07175
19.95297
2035069
20.52869
20.60834
20.64406
20.660t6

Comrpted drawdown data m

Time ldaysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
60.00
70.00
80.00
90.00
r00.00

20.76795
28.10r03
30.58704
31.4r762
31.77599
31.96417
3r.97650
31.98840
32.00360
32.24773

12.60842
19.84586
23.23423
24.58604
2s.09083
25.3s668
25.41423
25.45500
25.46678
2s.48428

7.69075
14.46327
17.89359
19.59113
20.r9001
20.69858
20.80785
20.83474
20.88798
20.89621

6.90090
13.48489
t7.28906
19.03686
19.96156
20.34100
20.5343r
20.56421
20.61978
20.68654
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Appendix 6a Synthesized data for analysis 6

Appendix 6b Comrpted data for analysis 6

Synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
45.00
50.00

rr.64825
17.13160
t9.66686
20.96420
21.68560
22.tt019
22.37223
22.53803
22.64463
22.7t630

6.94897
r1.7960r
t4.56718
16.1 5485
17.09066
17.65954
18.01837
t8.24842
18.39761
18.49908

3.94806
8.08330
11.03398
12.91674
t4.07845
14.79747
15.25461
15.54844
15.73913
15.86930

3.34257
7.18624
10.1 1704
12.07092
r3.31660
14.10533
14.61235
14.94160
15.15696
15.30273

Comrpted synthesized drawdown data [ml
Time ldays] node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
45.00
s0.00

1 1.75833
17.02965
19.56059
20.76373
21.68632
22.t2402
22.32857
22.49644
22.6166r
22.78263

6.84622
11.69459
14.66810
16.26445
17.10544
17.64113
18.00326
18.25654
18.38972
18.51106

4.05110
8.18153
11.00864
r3.01780
14.00656
14.70894
15.26479
15.65642
15.70893
15.89754

3.t4lt2
7.19999
10.10156
12.04937
t3.30947
14.11930
r4.62403
14.83947
15.12472
1531621
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Appendix 7a Synthesized data for analysis 7

drawdown data [ml
Time [daysl node 48 node 56 node 88 node 96

20.00
40.00
60.00
80.00
100.00
120.00
140.00
160.00
180.00
200.00

26.83890
28.t3749
28.31s79
28.37079
28.39262
28.40184
28.40618
28.40819
28.40918
28.40962

1.24140
3.75310
5.25457
6.01221
6.37823
6.54952
6.62715
6.66246
6.67902
6.68611

0.65688
r.16032
t.36259
1.43500
t.46144
1.47148
r.47569
1.47751
t.47839
t.49877

46.843r8
55.56329
58.35655
s9.36422
59.74749
s9.89908
59.96452
59.99280
60.00655
60.01249

Appendix 7b Comrpted data for analysis 7

Comrpted drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 50 node 60 node 62 node72

20.00
40.00
60.00
80.00
100.00
r20.00
140.00
160.00
180.00
200.00

26.64212
28.11430
28.30977
28.37116
28.39186
28.40261
28.40453
28.40714
28.4101r
28.42004

1.13990
3.69964
5.36454
6.08579
6.39375
6.59382
6.60917
6.62968
6.65098
6.70321

0.65739
r.16107
1.36193
r.43405
1.46073
1.47292
r.47668
1.47727
t.47864
r.47864

46.72297
55.68999
58.59994
59.25661
59.79527
59.88840
59.9765s
59.99522
50.00580
60.12534
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Appendix 8a Synthesized data for analysis 8

Synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time [daysl node 96 node 104 node 152 node 160

20.00
40.00
60.00
80.00
100.00
120.00
140.00
160.00
r80.00
200.00

36.1 1600
39.49862
40.26950
40.59460
40.77600
40.88826
40.96082
41.00879
41.04091
41.06258

4.41404
7.3t205
8.99200
9.98476
10.59684
10.98886
11.24702
t1.42015
rr.53760
11.61775

0.09457
t.94628
3.65153
4.84773
5.62922
6.13209
6.45598
6.66615
6.8037r
6.89444

27.94942
34.85157
38.43368
40.s9979
41.97280
42.8601r
43.44103
43.82492
44.08043
44.25128

Appendix 8b Comrpted data for analysis 8

Comrpted synthesized drawdown data [m]
Time ldaysl node 96 node 104 node 152 node 160

20.00
40.00
60.00
80.00
100.00
120.00
140.00
160.00
180.00
200.00

36.23162
39.53638
40.17909
40.58815
40.88074
40.90105
40.95747
41.0t837
41.03564
41.17234

4.5r3t7
7.42161
9.09000
t0.02773
10.62142
10.99247
1r.18449
11.39863
11.52669
1r.58524

0.08660
r.83207
3.75047
3.94622
5.61922
6.23477
6.48813
6.65786
6.79699
6.87679

27.93739
34.86308
38.33368
40.69979
41.89309
42.98133
43.46088
43.79741
44.00281
44.35077
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